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INTRODUCTION

It was March 1975, when the following letter arrived from the President

of The Real Estate and Stock Institute of Victoria

Dear George,

At the Past Presidents' Council meeting on Thursday last,

consideration was given to a request from the Executive Council that

the Past Presidents' Council, or member of that Body, might be able

to assist the Institute in the compilation of an index of Executive

Council Minutes, and checking out particular items from those

Minutes which establish policy and/or precedence,

mentioned as a past President who, not merely has knowledge going

back a long time, but v;ho may be able to find some time to do this

It was also suggested that the job might

be broken up between two past Presidents and Malcolm Brov/n's name

However, at this point of time I am

writing to you only asking whether you would feel able to carry out

this task.

Your name was

service for the Institute.

was mentioned in this context.

The job of indexing is not an easy one, but it is a very necessary

Once done, of course.one, and should have been started years ago.

it can be kept up-to-date. Perhaps you would be kind enough to

phone me either at the Institute or my office and let me know

whether you will be able to help.

Kind regards,

JAMES CROCKETT.

After reading this letter several times, I sat dov/n and considered the

contents. I tried to take it all in, the v;ork involved, the time it

would take, and whether or not I was capable of doing the job. It v;as

true tliat I could go back a long time having been a member of The Real

Estate and Auctioneers Association since 1934, and continued as a '

delegate after the amalgamation and formation of the R E S I, described

so well in the "Institute History" Journal articles by Edgar Bartrop. I

v;as also well avjare that the index as suggested v;as long over-due and

could remember the first general secretary of the R E S I, Alec Drew,

emphasizing the importance of this more and more as the years v;ent by.
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It is so common for an Institute such as the R E S I to have problems

that recurr every ten or twenty years, almost like a pendulum swinging

backwards and forwards, and much work and repetition can be saved if

records of previous debates and decisions can be referred to

immediately. Many important matters arising from the Divisional Council

and the Stock Council move forward to the Executive as recommendations,

and altliough all of these items are recorded in the Executive Council

Minutes, it is sometimes important to read details of the debates, for

and against, from the Minutes of the Council who put forward the

Before making a decision I called at the Institute and

spoke to Miss Joan Pottenger, the Executive Officer for Information, and

Joan assured me that all Minutes of the Divisional Council, the Stock &

Country Council and the Executive Council monthly meetings since 1936

were at the Institute.

recommendation.

The Minutes from 1936 to 1940 were given to me so that I could read them,

and get a good idea of the amount of work that was involved,

reading soon after returning home and immediately the contents really

I could remember almost every detail of the

I commenced

sent me down memory lane,

debates and even pictured the personalities involved. It was almost like

commencing my life all over again.

Malcolm Brown was very ill when I called to see him, and although we

laughed and spent a few enjoyable hours together, it was obvious the job

was beyond him, he died a few months later,

checking out those particular items by reading nearly forty years of

Minutes, and indexing the policy and precedence mentioned by Jim

Crockett,

job for the Institute.

The time and effort put into this job was appreciated by the Past

Presidents and members of the Executive Council, and also I was glad to

hear, from Brian Robinson and Joan Pottenger, what a time saver it was

Perhaps it isn't wise to delve

I found it

difficult to prevent my mind wandering to other events which took place

at the particular time I was reading about in the Minutes.

So it was now a matter of

I phoned him and agreed to try and if possible - do a suitable

It took two years for the job to be completed.

proving for the staff of the Institute,

too far into the past, but in this case it was pleasant.
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I kept thinking of the first day I commenced work in a real estate agents

office, and no doubt this diversion was prompted by reading the name of a

man mentioned in the Minutes who was responsibile for me commencing to

work in real estate, and other men who were so willing to give the

benefit of their knov/ledge and experience in real estate to me, whenever

I needed this assistance. Thinking back, I realise how much young men

commencing a career in real estate during that period, had to rely on

older and more experienced members, especially if the firm you were

working for happened to be in Carlton, where we know now the Branch of

the Institute was just not functioning and, in the words of the President

at that time had become defunct. Of course, it may be thought that young

seventeen or eighteen year olds commencing a job just don't miss what

they haven't got, but if you were determined to try and improve your way

in life, as I was, you would appreciate how much we owed to those men

whose experience and assistance meant so much to us.

It was men of this type of character who, during the depression years,

were responsible for laying the foundations for an Institute that all

They v;ereR E S I members should feel proud to be associated v;ith today,

the pioneers, and altliough many became members of various Council's of

the Institute and some achieved high office and were far better known,

there were also many unsung heroes v/hose direct and indirect contribution

to branch members and the Institute, was as necessary and as valuable as

any otlier contribution.-

It is not difficult to understand how easy it is to become enthusiastic

about real estate, and I will always be truly thankful for the

It would be difficult to find any otheropportunity given to me.

business or profession that could offer the opportunities to people with

or without academic qualifications that real estate offered to me.

opportunity to know and understand people of all types, rich and poor,

some nice, others not so nice, some very knowledgeable others completely

lacking in knov;ledge and experience, but most with some quality you

admire - especially if it happened to be a sense of humour.

The

Rent collecting, meeting owners, accountants, solicitors, surveyors,

architects, bank employees, painters, plumbers, other contractors of

various trades, people employed by rate departments, nev/spapers, the

titles office and hundreds of other people that a real estate agent meets
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during normal work. Is it any wonder that with this great variety, a

fairly comprehensive knov/ledge of many subjects is so naturally

There is also the opportunity of meeting so many other real

estate agents who would become your close friends in life because of your

common interests.

obtained.

But above all there was also the opportunity of

obtaining that goal of some day, having your own business, and gain the

rewards that were offered if you became a capable and successful agent,

liany difficulties would be encountered along the road leading to this

success, but as each problem was resolved so the task would become

The best illustration I can offer in the hope that it may help

many young people commencing their business career in real estate is to

give a sample of my own experience.

easier.

I hope v/hilst reading this it may be

possible to feel the appreciation I have for the Institute and all the

personnel connected with it.
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CHAPTER ONE

On 6 March 1879, James J Brenan commenced business as a real estate

agent.. The office, situated on the corner of Grattan and Drummond

Streets, Carlton, was part of a large two storey building used as the

family residence. After being elected to the Melbourne City Council, Mr

Brenan was not only well known as a city councillor, but also with local

hospitals, friendly societies, and many other charitable organisations

which he helped,

especially with the Womans Hospital and St. Vincents Hospital,

family consisted of eleven children, amongst whom were Jenny and Eileen

Brenan, who were dancing teachers and choreographers for J C Williamson &

His wife was also interested in charity organisations.

The

Co, and responsible for many wonderful chorus and ballet productions seen

at Her Majesty's Theatre in Melbourne. The family soon out grew the

residence in Carlton, and purchased a larger home in Royal Parade,

Parkville and they called the new home "Quamby". Mr Brenan died, and his

eldest daughter, Mary, became the principal of the real estate firm and

continued trading under her father's name. Few families were better

known or held in higher esteem by so many people as the Brenan family.

In September 1926, Mr D J Pemberton an estate agent of Rathdowne Street,

Carlton, informed me of a vacancy in the real estate firm of J J Brenan.

For over two years I had been learning the elementary and intermediate

stages of engineering, hoping to become an engineering draftsman, and,

although passing initial examinations, it became increasingly difficult

to find employment even as an apprentice draftsman v?ith an engineering

firm. Mr Pemberton, who was a friend of my father's, phoned Miss Brenan

and made an appointment for me to see her. After the interview I was

offered the position and accepted. As I had hoped, almost from the

commencement it was mostly an outside job, rent collecting, meeting

different people, seeing all types of property and comparing different

styles of architecture and enjoying the surroundings. This was more

interesting than studying engineering drav;ing. Having lived at St Hilda

and Brighton most of my life, Carlton was different, but in a pleasant

and exciting way. My first impressions were the wide streets, with well

kept centre plantations, the Victorian and Edwardian type of buildings in

Rathdowne and Carlton Streets, facing the Exhibition Gardens, the

children playing in these gardens and also the gardens of Lincoln Square,
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Argyle Square, MacArthur Square, Murchison Square, all within walking

distance of the city of Melbourne. Many other parks and gardens were in

North Carlton. Many of the properties we managed are beautifully

illustrated in a book written by Dr E Grahme Robinson, for the National

Trust Inner Suburban Series, he writes:

"Hov/ wonderful the v/hole of Carlton would look if it were completely

repainted and given general loving care."

The foreword on the cover reads:

"General loving care is a fair description of his concentration of

former tvlelbourna suburb of Carlton which was built to accommodate

families of many socio-economic grades.

The developers of the day built a wide variety of homes from the

cottages of Station Street to the opulent houses on such streets as

Canning, Carlton and Garton. In those days Carlton also contained

the University of Melbourne and its residential colleges before it

was incorporated in Parkville. Most of the buildings whether

private or institutional have one thing in common,

designed and decorated during the full flowering of the Victorian

era, the proud period of "Marvellous Melbourne

ceremony were integral parts of life,

the lavishly decorated streets and squares of Carlton,

smallest cottage has its gay frills of cast iron lace, and woodwork

and stone work were used, sometimes fantastically, to display the

Victorian pleasure in all that was sumptuous and ornate.

They were

when pomp and

They can still be sensed in

Even the

But times

and fashions changed, and suburban folk moved further out of the

Carlton was neglected until a younger generation

re-discovered its charm.

town.

A number of old houses have been given a

new life but much remains to be done, and some of the suburb is

endangered.

This is an apt and beautiful description of Carlton and the writer has

confirmed many of the impressions I felt even in 1926.

Australians living and working in Carlton there were now many new

Australians.

European families.

As well as

Amongst our tenants were Greek,. Polish, Italian and other

We a’so had many Chinese, mostly living and working
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in Little Bourke Street, for some years known as Melbourne's little

Chinatown. There were Indian hawkers v;ho lived in cottages in smaller

streets of Carlton, and spent most of their time away with horse and

wagon laden with practically everything from clothing to cough drops, for

sale to farmers or people living in the outback parts of Victoria,

would call at the office after each trip wearing turbaned head dress and

carrying a swag which never failed to arouse my curiosity.

They

Many new Australians would invest their savings in real estate, they were

friendly people and it was nice to realise how they trusted Miss Brenan

and the office in general. The same applied to our Australian tenants,

many of whom had lived in the house they occupied since childhood,

became better known to tenants and owners, I wa.s given the extra

responsibility of obtaining estimates for repairs and renovations from

painters, plumbers, electricians and other contractors, who would inspect

property with me following complaints regarding repairs.

As I

Because I was

young and new to the business, many of the contractors were patient and

very helpful to me, giving explanations for repairs required and also a

fair idea of the cost. It was not long before I learned sufficient about

repairs and renovations necessary to maintain the type of property

managed, and to give a close approximation of cost according to the work

we

required.

Two other men were employed at the office, Mr Harold Curtis, an old man

who had been with the firm for many years, but when I commenced he was

only working a few hours a week.

Bert Argali had been v/ith the firm since 1915.

His death occurred a few months later.

He was still a young man,

a successful salesman, and one who certainly knew the value of property,

especially around Carlton,

talking to clients when selling a property,

him quote so many comparable sales and values of properties in Carlton

and other suburbs and to have ready answers regarding rates, insurance

and all other out goings concerning the property he was selling,

wouldn't hesitate when asked the likely rent for the property in its

present condition or, alternatively, if improvements were carried out.

Bert was popular with clients, and I think his success was due to his

I learnt a great deal listening to Bert

It would amaze me to hear

He

ability to give ready answers which inspired confidence with the person

with whom he was dealing. He was always ready to help me by answering

questions and, if necessary, giving a full explanation for his answer.
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He introduced me to local agents and I would listen while he would seek

or give advice, and he also taught me the procedure necessary at a Court

of Petty Sessions to obtain a Warrant for possession of a property when

acting on behalf of an owner. Unfortunately this was to become common

practice'amongst estate agents during the depression years which were

Bert Argali left the office about 1930 and moved toalmost upon us.

Sydney where he commenced working for a large manufacturing firm,

been a great help to me and I knew I would miss him tremendously, both

his help and his friendship.

He had

Miss Brenan and I carried on alone during the depression v;hich lasted

Many old people were in need of food andanother two or three years,

seldom a day passed that Miss Brenan didn't arranged for me to deliver

Rather than take proceedings against

tenants unable to pay rent, many ovmers agreed to wait until the tenant

Often this would be months, sometimes a year or more.

meals to some unfortunate family.

found employment,

but many of these tenants paid their debt in full once they found work by

paying current rent and whatever they could afford off the arrears

Some tenants took advantage of the times by not paying rent even

This is when eviction proceedings were

ov/ing .

though they were working.

Many owners suffered hardship, especially elderly people whonecessary.

had no other source of income other than the rents from one or two

I hope we never experience a depression like that again.

Thousands of unemployed, poorly clothed, no bed to

sleep on and queueing up each morning waiting for the soup kitchens to

Itcottages.

was unbelievable.

open.

Early in 1933 Miss Brenan suffered a serious accident resulting in

fractures to her arm and leg and, not being a young person she was unable

to leave Mount St Evans hospital for many weeks and for most of the time

I was on my own at the office,

since I started with the firm, rent collecting was carried out by public

transport such as cable trams if any long distance was involved, but if

the properties were reasonably close together, I found it much quicker

When Miss Brenan was in hospital it was a

case of first train from Brighton each morning at 5 am, collecting rents

as early as possible and returning to open the gffice at about 9 am.

Having no car or bicycle at the office

and more convenient to walk.

After leaving hospital. Miss Brenan decided to sell the business and

fortunately I was able to make arrangements to purchase. As mentioned
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previously, her father commenced business on 6 March 1879 so she decided

to sell to me on 6 March 1933. Miss Brenan agreed to stay on at the

office for a few weeks and this gave me the opportunity of calling on

owners following a personal letter of recommendation which she had

Some owners told me that they had already been approached by

agents seeking business from the office because of the change of

ownership and my lack of experience in management,

owners were prepared to give me a trial and one owner was so annoyed by

an agent's approach, that she transferred several properties he managed

for her, over to me for future management,

determination to learn as much as possible about real estate management.

written.

Fortunately, the

This added to my

A firm of accountants gave me a Statement of Income and Expenses attached

to the business but, because of the old system of bookkeeping used in

those days, most figures were just a mere approximation. The depression

years had dealt a hard blov7 to gross income from rents and insurance

commissions which, in this case, hardly covered expenses. Sales

commission and valuation fees were almost non-existent during the

depression. Expenses included rent, telephone, electricity, postage and

duty stamps, office cleaning, stationery, insurance and salaries etc

it was quite obvious that something had to be done to improve the

income. The accountants opened a new system of bookkeeping after-

checking every rent book with the dates and amounts on owners statements.

Many adjustments had to be made. I hate to think what it must have cost

Miss Brenan because of her generosity to owners and tenants but,

eventually, it was possible to balance all owners and tenants accounts as

entered in the new ledgers, and then a balance was taken of all trust

monies. Since then it has been a policy to balance every month

irrespective of the time and effort involved in finding errors which

often occur in entries made during busy periods. We decided to always

check daily the entries made on the previous day, and this helped to find

any incorrect postings more readily and also simplify taking a balance.

I purchased the Royal typewriter for twenty pounds from Charters Pty Ltd,

who also serviced the machine. It lasted for years. A 1929 Standard

motor car was bought for seventy-five pounds and traded in ten months

later for one hundred pounds on a Ford coupe. My first

typist/stenographer was seventeen years of age. I think the award was

seventeen shillings and six pence per week but Miss Tobin commenced at

twenty-one shillings. She was excellent and stayed with me for many

years.

so● f
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It was time to take stock of the present position and make plans for the

Certainly a lot of experience had been gained in managing

investment properties and a good deal of knowledge had been obtained

I was quite

confideftt about bookkeeping requirements, insurance and other matters

which required attention during normal running of the suburban real

But I was also well aware of my limitations to be able

to put into writing and substantiate a valuation of property for probate

or other purposes, or to offer a property for public auction if

instructed by a trustee company, or solicitor, or private owners,

how necessary it v/as to learn the law pertaining to real estate, the

Local Government Act, and to know something about conveyancing, stamp

duty, leases, contracts of sale, before I could have confidence in

managing my client's interests in real estate,

discovering how to learn everything that is required in real estate

management was a problem shared by many men in 1933.

future.

about the value of these investments and also homes.

estate business.

I knew

The best way of

Many older men with

far more ability and experience were ever ready to help when you needed

advice but this was not the answer to the problem.

Mr Phil Kingsbury, whom I had met when Bert Argali was with the firm,

called at the office to congratulate me on my purchase of the business

During the

I was fortunate when

and to offer any help or assistance I might need,

conversation, I asked Phil how a young man like myself would be able to

learn the requirements necessary to become a successful real estate

Without hesitation he advised me to contact Ernest Young the

Secretary of the Real Estate Agents & Auctioneers Association of Victoria

at 140 Queen Street, Melbourne,

to the Executive Committee of this Institute.

agent.

Phil Kingsbury had recently been elected

Ernest Young explained to me the plans which were being finalised to hold

examinations about November 1933 for an associate diploma to the

Institute. Lectures were to commence almost immediately and amongst the

subjects to be included were the law of agency, the law relating to

contracts of sale of real estate, law relating to the landlord and tenant

and local state acts as far as they relate to real estate, duties and

liabilities of auctioneers, ethics dealing with clients and the public, ;

town planning, salesmanship, advertising and valuations. The lecturers

would include Mr Henry Winneke, BA., LL3., Barrister of Law, subsequently

to become Govenor of Victoria; Mr R R Marsh, .BA., LLB., Barrister of Law; -

Mr P E O’Collins, BA., L'M., Dip Ed.; Mr F K Sampson, LLB., PREI., FCIV ●. f
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and Mr Ernest Young, FCA Australia, Chartered Accountant,

certainly the answer to the problem.

Kingsbury and the R E A A , particularly Frank Sampson for the tremendous

contribution given to the educational programme and the wonderful benefit

I received along with so many other young men during that time,

thrill to pass the examination, the first held by the R E A A , but the

knowledge gained from the lecturers was just as important,

confidence and gave me a great feeling of security to know that the Real

Estate and Auctioneers Association was actually there, and the Secretary

could be approached whenever assistance was needed,

enthusiastic about the R E A A and hoped that at some future time I would

have the opportunity and the ability to contribute.

This was

I have always felt grateful to Phil

It was a

It helped my

I became

A new block of flats was erected in Royal Parade, Parkville, and the

building v;as completed just prior to my marriage to Maidie Gedye so we

leased one of the flats and after the wedding left our respective homes

in Brighton to live at "Kyngs Keepe" which v/as just two doors from the

Brenan's home, "Quamby". It was now October 1933, and for the first time

I realised my good fortune over the past seven years in meeting men,

whose help and assistance made it possible for me to carry on during the

depression period and this, together with the great benefits obtained

since attending all the lecture series and doing the examination of the

Real Estate and Auctioneers Association, simplified many problems that

must inevitably lay ahead.

There were now definite signs of the depression lifting. Unemployment

was decreasing and business confidence was being generated by Government

action and the fine philanthropic example set by business men like the

late Sidney Myer. It v/as not uncommon for agents to have 4 0 or 50 houses

to let in the early 30's. Many were in disrepair through vandalism and

some owners could not afford to carry out the necessary repairs and

renovations. In fact, many v;ere still paying off debts on money

borrowed. The cottages were let readily if renovated so, like many other

real estate agents, we found ways and means through our unemployed

tradesmen to buy material and carry out renovations, and retain rents

until sufficient money was in hand to pay for the job. As our "To Let"

list decreased so did our rent commissions increase, and we had the

satisfaction of not only assisting the ov/ners but also giving our

Many owners preferred to sell their property andtradesmen employment'.
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the purchaser would then have the property renovated and re-sell or

retain it as an investment. Our sales coiimiission or rent commission, or

both, would again increase so the opportunity for young men beginning in

real estate which I referred to was now beginning to come true,

a good example of what was possible even during the depression years.

This is

It was about this time that I first met Harry Bracher. He called at my

office late one afternoon and introduced himself as the real estate agent

who had taken over the business of A B s R W Johnson in Rathdowne Street,

Prior to that he had been for many years a senior member

of the staff of the New Zealand Loan and Mercantile Agency Co Ltd.

was born in 1886 and, although 22 years my senior, the friendship that

day in 1933 lasted until he died on 25 February 1974.

North Carlton.

Harry

He called to

congratulate me for now being the ovmer of my own business and to offer

any assistance he could give. Apparently when working for the New

Zealand Loan and Mercantile Agency Co Ltd he knew about the Real Estate

Agents and Auctioneers Association of Victorian and wasted no time after

he bought A B & R W Johnson's business in calling to see Ernest Young,

Harry Bracher had a very happy disposition,

yarn about his office and real estate generally, also sport and

especially cricket,

years and he represented Victoria in Sheffield Shield Cricket.

the Secretary. He loved to

He was the opening bat for North Melbourne for many

His team

photo, along witti all other teams that have represented Victoria, adorns

the wall in the M C C Members pavillion. Harry was very R E A A minded

and, although he v;ould not sit for the examinations, he was invited to

attend some of the Central Council meetings as an observer,

informed that the Carlton, Collingwood, Fitzroy and Abbotsford Branch of

the Real Estate and Auctioneers Association had not functioned for some

years and members of the Executive were quite concerned and anxious for

This did not surprise me because I could

not remember any representative of a Branch calling at our office.

I heard about certain members, who had been elected to office some years

before to represent the Branch, but they became too old and worried

during the depression years and were no longer in real estate,

following week, Harry called and informed me he had been asked by the

Executive to re-organise the Branch.

President and delegate, and that he could find some other member who

would assist him by v/orking as Honorary Secretary,

help him and I was very happy to agree.

He was later

the Branch to be re-organised.

Later

The

They hoped he would be elected

He asked if I could

>
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Phil Kingsbury may have been responsible for the action taken to

He had met Harry Bracher at Centre Council

meetings and knew that both Harry and I were keen to assist the R E A A.

Kyngs Keepe" was only minutes away from the office by car

and seldom did a week go by that either Phil Kingsbury, Harry Bracher or

Dan Burke of William levers & Co (now Brian & Howard Kelly) would join

Maidie enjoyed the company and looked forward to

Dan Burke had been very helpful to me since Miss

He'was a nephew of the late William levers, who established

business in Carlton about the same time as J J Brenan.

average rental for a four room cottage was between twenty-two shillings

and six pence and twenty-five shillings per week, depending on the state

of repair and, of course, position,

about thirty shillings and eight rooms, thirty-five shillings to

re-organise the Branch.

The flat at

Maidie and I for lunch.

meeting new friends.

Brenan left.

Early in 1934 the

Rental for six rooms would average

thirty-seven shillings and six pence, sometimes two pound per week,

commission for managing these properties was five percent, but there were

quite a few cases when an agent would collect for two and a half per

Deduct from this commission just normal expenses, and it v/ould be

This problem.

The

cent,

appreciated the vjork involved to earn a reasonable income,

of agents vi?ho vi'ould seek new business by offering to collect rents at tv?o

and a half percent, was worrying me and again I realised the importance

of the R E A A and decided to try and find out the best method of

bringing the matter before the Council,

personally on all Branch members and introduce ourselves,

to the members the reason why it v;as necessary to re-organise and get the

Braiich working again, the benefits that could be derived by having proper

Harry Bracher suggested we call

He explained

representation at Council meetings where we could put forv/ard any matters

Regular Branch meetings would be heldaffecting our own Branch members,

to inform members on R E A A proceedings, and to discuss any Branch

matter. Some members were glad the Branch v;as going to function again,

others seemed pessimistic as to whether members v?ould attend meetings,

and there seemed to be a general feeling of distrust amongst fellow

members. We were fairly well received, considering we were comparatively

nev/ members of the Branch and no doubt the older members would adopt a

"wait and see" attitude before passing judgement. This was really going

to be a challenge but one that could prove very worthwhile.
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CHAPTER TWO

About June 1934 our first meeting was held in the upstairs lounge of

Stewart's Hotel, Elgin Street, Carlton and eight members attended. They

were Messrs Harry Bracher, Dan Burke, Stan Casey of J J Casey & Co,

Arthur Bailey of G D Landgridge & Co, Doug Richardson of Hooper & Co, Roy

Munro, Val Quixley and myself. Harry Bracher v;as in the Chair and gave a

report on the activities of the R E A A , making special reference to

education, the Code of Ethics adopted by the Associated Real Estate

Institute and Agents Association of Australia, the forthcoming conference

of this Association which was to be held in Melbourne in four months time

and other matters concerning the establishment of a benevolent fund, a

fighting fund and also a register for unemployment to be kept at the

R E A A office. He then told the members present why the Executive

considered the Branch should be re-organised. Those present were not

very interested, or so it appeared to me up until this stage, so I asked

to be excused and went down to the publican and asked if the refreshments

I had ordered could be sent to our meeting room,

arrived while Harry v;as calling for nominations for the election of

office bearers for the ensuing twelve months.

Drinks and sandwiches

He was immediately elected

President and I v/as elected Honorary Secretary and Treasurer and we were

botli elected as Branch delegates,

so it was decided that all other Committees could be considered at a

later meeting.

refresliments were served.

Nobody else present would take office

The meeting V7as then thrown open for discussion v\?hile

Well, almost immediately, all present seemed

to get together and although it was obvious they were not interested in

any of the subjects Harry had mentioned, they gave plenty of reasons why

the Branch should be functioning to protect its own members especially

against the snide tactics of certain agents,

and drinks I noticed a change of attitude.

Handing around sandwiches

Tension was replaced by a

more relaxed atmosphere and everyone seemed to be enjoying talking 'to one

another about business in general. I v;as sure if we asked any of the

present company for assistance in the future we would get it and the

importance of this type of friendly relationship amongst all the members

was something really worth working for. If Harry and I could accomplish

this we could soon become a strong united Branch, capable of making a

worthwhile contribution to the Association. Harry agreed. He was not

offended when told that, in my opinion, his report covered too many items
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that were not of any particular interest to those present, and in future,

more time must be spent on matters that really affect the members of the

They must also be given the opportunity of putting forward

questions, and allowed full disucssion amongst all present.

Branch.

The next meeting was held in September and during the three months since

our last meeting Harry and I once again called on all the members of the

This time we were v^ell received and I felt sure the membersBranch.

present at our last meeting were helping us by seeking the co-operation

of other agents,

also phoned reminders.

Notice of this meeting was sent to all members and we

The meeting was held in a larger room at

I4anwarring's Hotel in Brunswick Street, Fitzroy. Bonny Manwarring, who

was the daughter of one of the Carlton agents, promised to attend

personally to our catering requirements. Tk';enty--five of our thirty

members attended the meeting together with invited guests, Lloyd Davies,

a newly elected President of the R E A A and Phil Kingsbury of the

Executive Council Harry Bracher had also been elected to the Executive

since our last meeting, together with Ken Langridge v;ho had offices in

Lloyd Davies gave a short address on the

Association affairs and the major work carried out since it was founded

Melbourne and Collingv/ood.

in 1921, and what the R E A A hoped to accomplish in the future.

Bracher responded,

very informative.

Har ry

The meeting was brief, but according to our members.

During refreshments it was again noticeable how

relaxed the members became and how they enjoyed talking to each other and

meeting all their fellow agents. They seemed to appreciate the President

of the R E A A beii-ig in attendance at our meeting and telling them

personally about future plans to assist the Branch,

attended this meeting were Harry Bracher, Dan Burke, George Bruce, Joe

Kennelly, Jim Munro, Leo Corbet, Leo Boyle, Doug Richardson of Hooper &

Sons, Charlie Jenkins, Jim Proctor, Ken Langridge, Stan Casey, C Chapman,

Charlie Dodd, Tom Foley, Rosen and Harrison, Young and Sillicorn, H Cox,

Ranee Douie, Dave Jenkins, Roy Munro, Val Quixley, Charlie Turner, George

Kingsford and myself.

The members who

Harry Bracher was delighted at the success of this meeting and became so

enthusiastic about the R E A A and the Branch that I began to wonder if

he spent any time at all at his office,

days time and said he wanted to talk about the Christmas Branch meeting.

He wanted this meeting to be bigger.and better because he intended to

He called to see me in a few
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invite the whole of the Executive Council as well as a few others. When

asked who they may be, he said the representatives of trustee companies

and newspapers and perhaps local bank managers and others. The time was

now opportune to tell Harry that these meetings cost money and as no

allowance had been suggested to meet expenses all the costs so far, the

meeting room, refreshments, and the usual stamps, telephone calls and the

like had been met by me. Harry was very pleased that I had adopted this

policy but insisted tliat in future I allow him to pay at least half the

cost. It is interesting to note that the annual subscription about this

time v/as one pound three shillings and sixpence per annum, including two

shillings and sixpence defence fund levy, and in the case of corporations

one pound fourteen shillings v/hich also included the two shillings and

sixpence defence levy. Later a small amount was refunded by the

Association, (about two and sixpence per member) to help the Branch

Secretary towards expanses. I loved the Branch and the entertainment and

it was alv/ays a pleasure to pay m.y share, but more so because it became a

standing joke between myself and the boys. For years to follow at every

annual meeting of the Branch Stan Casey insisted on moving that the

allowance made to the Honorary Secretary and Treasurer, (which was

nothing,) be doubled. Well as expected the Christmas meeting was an

enormous success. Nearly all members attended plus tlie Central Executive

and all the visitors. Harry Bracher. was very happy and produced his

cheque book to settle his side of the account. VJe certainly were not

v/orried as to whether our Branch members would attend future meetings,

and from the visits and telephone calls v^e received from Branch members,

they were becoming just as entliusiastic about the R E A A as we were. I

think it was mainly due to having found new friends who had become united

because of a common interest, and that of course was real estate.

My business continued to improve and there was now a demand to purchase

property that was in need of repair,

solid with bluestone foundations, brick walls, front garden plots and

backyards, to wide rights of way at the rear, and the type of property

They were let

readily especially if situated in Carlton because of the close proximity

to the City and other business and industrial areas,

smaller cottages, but solid, which could also be made attractive,

position was not considered as good as the wide streets of Carlton, but

the cottages would let readily and show a good rental return on capital

Many of these properties v;ere very

which could be made very attractive and comfortable.

There were also

The
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It gave a great deal ofoutlay and were very popular with investors,

satisfaction, not only to be increasing the business income tlirough these

sales, but also replacing so many run down areas with attractive property.

Now a delegate on the1935 promised to be another year of excitement.

Divisional Council, I looked forward to the monthly meetings held at the

Since my election in 1934 I had

Frank Sampson,

rooms at 140 Qiaean Street, Melbourne,

been prepared to sit and listen to men like Lloyd Davie

Herbert Knight, Ned Haughton, and many other delegates debate on matters

brought for’ward on the agenda and it just amazed me the number of items

discussed which were completely foreign to me yet apparently, most

important to the members of other Branches, especially v/hen you heard

C!
/

reports from various Committees you realise hov; certain problems affect

It was also an object lesson

to me to hear Mr Keg Nicholson of the Mordialloc/Frankston/Penin sula

Branch bring forward a comprehensive report and plan for new Branch

boundaries which he and his Committee had been working on for months.

After a short debate following his address to the Council the matter was

Rag just smiled and took his seat.

There were very few men on the Council v/ho did not have the same

experience as Reg Nicholson during the years to come and I think this

experience added strength, not only to the delegate, but also to the

The greatest-experience that Harry Bracher and I were

obtaining was listening to men whose knowledge and experience in real

estate was far greater tlian ours and we hoped, in time, our members v/ould

benefit by our learning.

certain Branches and not all the Branches.

»

thrown out witiiout further comment.

Association*

Quite a number of auction sales were nov7 being held again and I used to

attend to see the v/ay they v/ere conducted and to keep up with current

prices. One day a very old client called to see me and during

conversation he said, "George, if I were to sell all ray property I would

get Lao Corbet to put them up for auction. He is a good auctioneer and

has had quit© a lot of sales by public auction". I got this m.essage

loud and clear and realised that with private sales only the buyer and

seller really knew about the sale and v/ho the selling agent was, but with

public auction the board told many people who the auctioneer was, also

tile advertising and this, together with the people who attended the sale,

could all help to advertise the office especially if the sale was

successful. I also realised the importance of letting clients know that
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the business was successful in selling as well as rent collecting and

general management but perhaps the most important thing I learnt was that

public auction gave everybody the opportunity of bidding for a property

and not just a few,.which is often the case with private sales,

received my auctioneers licence a few weeks later I began telling clients

When I

interested in selling the reason why I thought they should submit their

property to public auction. My first auction sale was for a speculator

who had bought and renovated a property in North Fitzroy.

attractive and tiie reserve price was five hundred pounds, cash within

It looked

Well I practised the auction in the park and at home for at

least two weeks prior to the sale, but still suffered from nerves as I

stood on the chair to read out the Contract of Sale.

thirty days.

I then spoke about

the property, hopefully as I would to anyone sitting in my office. When

I called for bids a lady, whom I recognised as Miss Brenan's biggest

client, started me off at at four hundred pounds and eventually bought at

five hundred and fifty pounds. This cottage was totally different to the

large terrace properties she owned in Drummond Street, Carlton, but she

said she was looking for a small investment and this cottage looked

attractive. I know she hadn't seen this cottage before, and yet she was

supposed to be a very difficult person to deal with. Well I didn't think

so, and I always appreciated her kindness in helping me at my first

auction sale. The old axiom "nothing succeeds like success" is so true

with a successful auction. On many occasions the owner of the adjoining

or near by properties would call at the office to arrange for a sale of a

property which normally you would never have obtained. The office on the

corner of Grattan and Drummond Streets, was now too small and by strange

coincidence D J E'emberton, mentioned earlier as the man responsible for

me starting in real estate, had decided to sell his business which was

situated in the National Bank building on the corner of Elgin and

Rathdowne Streets. I bought the business and arranged a suitable long

lease with the bank. The staff of D J Pemberton & Co remained with me,

and I took over the business on 1 July 1935. There was something very

exciting now about our Branch meetings with all the members wanting to

know the latest about news on the expected amalgamation with other

Associations. The Divisional Council meetings were also full of

excitement in anticipation of the long awaited amalgamation described so

well in "Institute History" a Journal article (December 1968) by Edgar

At the final meeting of the Real Estate Agents and AuctioneersBartrop.

Association, which was actually the winding up of this old Association,
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it was decided that a photograph be arranged to include all members of

the 1935/1936 Council and this portrait would adjoin similar photo

records of old Associations which adorned the walls of the meeting room.

The 1935/1936 Council Members were V Watson, J J McSheedy, N McKee,

R Morton, J G Berkley, G K Langridge, G Mackay, A Simpson, C F Walsh,

J Taylor, I P Miller, R R Nicholson, B A Knell, F K Samson, W B Tonks,

T M tiacDonald, M A Roberts, E Crapp, B M Cunningham (Vice President),

W L Davies (President), R C Cooke (Vice President), C H Burnham,

B C Green, E Haughton, E FI Young (General Secretary), A G Overend

(Immediate Past President), C Foster (Honorary Treasurer), A !■ Parry,

J F Broomhead, H H Bracher, M Hester, J A Gorman, J S Cullin, W H Cudden,

G B Bro^iminq, F Facey, G A Thomson, R W Haughton, H P Knight and

Because of the amalgamation it was predicted that many changes

would take place during the next twelve months amongst the delegates on

This prediction was true and twelve names of the

Amongst them v/ere Kan Langridge and

D Toioan,

the Divisional Council,

last R E A A Council were missing.

Alan Simpson both of v/hom were to become my very good friends,

personal delight and great pleasure of many others it v/as not long before

they v/ere re-elected to the Divisional Council.

Treasurer and President respectively,

was back on the Council v^ithin a few years.

To my

They later became

H P Knight also missed out but he

The first meeting of The Real Estate & Stock Institute of Victoria was

held on 14 August 1936 at 140 Queen Street, Melbourne,

representation on the Divisional Council was strengthened by new

delegates from the other bodies who were given the option of joining

either the Stock and Country or the Real Estate Council of the

Many new faces were seen at the first meeting including

G Scott Lang, C H Beauchamp and Edgar Bartrop, all of whom were to make a

To me this was the end

Branch

Institute.

huge contribution to the success of the R E S I.

of a wonderful era and the beginning of another and I looked forward to

the future with great' hope and anticipation because of my confidence in

the men now on the Councils of the R E S I who had worked so skilfully

and so unselfishly to bring about a successful amalgamation of The Real

Estate & Stock Agents which in my opinion would prove .so advantageous to

established firms, as well as young men commencing their careers in what

I found to be such a worthwhile occupation.
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5,

The deat±i of my father in September 1936, at the age of 57 years, was a

bitter disappointment to me.

business.

I had hoped someday he would join me in the

He was the youngest of a family of eleven children whose

father, in 1860, was selected to join John McDouall-Stuart the explorer,

to cross the continent from Adelaide to the Gulf of Carpentaria.

The Heroic Journey of John McDouall-Stuart by

On return to Adelaide my grandfather bought a business and

was married, but eventually the family moved to Victoria and lived in

This is

described in a book called

Ian Mudie.

By happy coincidence J J Brenan later collected

the rent of the tv^o storey, balcony house they lived in and it was still

managed by the office when I took over the business,

was the happenings on 6 March

commenced his business in Carlton, and on 6 March 1933 when I purchased

Royal Parade, Parkville.

Another coincidence

It was on 6 March 1879 when J J Brenan

the business and now, on 6 March 1937, S V? King, an estate agent of Elgin

Street, Carlton sold his business to me. Sam King v;hose name is

mentioned by Edgar Bartrop in another Journal article on Institute

History" had been established in Carlton for many years but nov;, v/ell

over retiring age, was unable even to accompany me to meet his clients.

However his daughter was most helpful,

the fact that my business v;as also in Elgin Street and the name of

J J Brenan well known, helped me to retain i“Ir King's clients,

retained the services of the two men Mr King employed and this was also a

His business was fairly large but

We

great help.

Taking over D J Pemberton & Co and S W King's business proved a great

The larger office made it possible to make room for the extra

staff employed, the convenience of the adjoining bank, and also being on

The initial detail necessary to

advantage.

a tram stop was also appreciated,

re-organise rent ledgers, ovjners ledgers, and insurance register and the

like was simplified because most of the new business was in locations

However, it does take a little time but Iwhere we already operated,

found after the changeover that I had more time to spare on important

matters which were obviously going to affect our Branch and also the

Institute.

The formation of the R E S I commenced the period when the indexing of

the Minutes of meetings began some forty years later. Over that period

the Institute through Committees had to deal with many hundreds of

problems, and v;hen decisions were made and recommendations came forward
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from tile various Councils, the general secretary and his staff would have

the job of implementing and putting into effect the decisions decided

I would like to illustrate this by referring onlyupon by the Executive,

to the Committees I was appointed to, because in this was I can speak

with some knowledge on personalities many of whom became well known

throughout the Institute, and some not so well known, but with the

capability to serve on Committees if elected or co-opted, and ever ready

to give their best.

During 1937 the Government received an official report from the Slum

I had already been outspoken at aInvestigation and Housing Board.

Divisonal Council meeting about the concern of many excellent tenants and

owners of smaller type properties in industrial suburbs close to the city

sucli as Carlton, Fitzroy, North Melbourne and West Melbourne,

years the answer to repair problems by tenants living in smaller type

homes or any other, if genuine complaints about necessary repairs were

made to owners or agents but without success, would be to report the

matter to the health department of the appropriate Council,

inspection by the Council Inspector, the agent or owner would often

receive an official notice to carry out necessary repairs,

be proved the tenant was responsible for the state of disrepair or damage

an eviction order could be obtained prior to the work being commenced.

This procedure had been in operation for years and had generally proved

The Health Inspector had authority to recommend a building

to be condemned as unfit for human habitation and if the authorities

Hov/ever, the inspectors appointed by

For many

After

If it could

satisfactory.

agreed they would order demolition,

the Slum Investigation and Housing Board were inspecting smaller

properties in the suburbs mentioned, and although a number of these small

homes were kept spotlessly clean and only minor repairs were necessary

they would often receive the same treatment to similar properties which

were unclean, untidy and in a state of disrepair often caused by neglect

These inspectors apparently did not take

into consideration the construction of the building, if it had bluestone

foundations, solid brick walls, well pitched roof, good slates or iron

rather than fair wear and tear.

and the type of property that could be renovated throughout and made

Even when reporting on the clean tidyattractive for letting purposes,

homes of tenants who considered their cottage in very fair condition the

inspector would often.find trivial complaints and report on such as the

size of wall vents even Jiough each room would have at least one large
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window plus wall vents. To the experienced builder the report would be a

joke and if it were not for the fact that, collected with hundreds and

perhaps thousands of other reports, it would add strength to the case for

demolishing and rebuilding of the entire area with new homes.

I was appointed to the Committee dealing with this matter and was

delighted to work with Charles Beauchamp, Alan Simpson, together with our

general secretary Alec Drev;. We had many meetings. The proposals by the

Board to embark hpon a scheme costing millions for rehousing was severely

criticized by Council members. The slum problem in Australia especially

in Victoria was infinitestimal in comparison with other countries

throught the world. The Committee had been actually engaged in

investigating the official report mentioned and studying evidence from

countries all over the world where attempts had been made to solve this

problem. Charles Beauchamp firmly believed, and the Council agreed, that

generally speaking the problems of slums was brought about by tenants or

occupiers rather than owners. In his article "Control of the 'Slum

Population'", published in tlie first Journal on 10 February 1938, he

quoted;

"This states that, owing to misconception of the problem, many

hundreds of millions of pounds of public money have been spent on

Hishousing without making any noticable in-roads on the slums.

This, coupled with a gro'wing realisation of the

fact, vjhich has been given practical expression in Holland v;ith good

result tliat tlie only real advance to be made in slum betterment is

by concentrating on the tenant or the inmate rather than the

landlord, should cause us to hestiate before v/e embark on any

extensive and costly programme such as the demolition and

re-building of slum dwellings or any other such programme entailing

at the outset a heavy capital expenditure of public money which is

irrevocably lost if the plan is not a success".

article continued.

This article by C H Beauchamp was lengthy and continued to cover most of

the problems as seen by the Committee and set out reasons why so many

recommendations made in the official report would prove unworkable. A

statement was also made by Alec Drew in the last quarterly report dated

31 December, 1937. It read, '"flie Institute advocates a more modest

scheme of confining immediate attention to the demolition of those
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structures which are unfit for occupation and the reconditioning of other

By this means such

experience will be gained of the problems within the State of Victoria as

to ensure the larger questions of slum reclamation and re-housing being

sub-standard homes referred to in the Board's report.

dealt with at a later date at a minimum expense and in a more practical

I think this was the first time the problem between the Governmentway.

and the housing boards had become a real issue with the Institute and as

Alan Simpson and I were notwe know now it v/asn't and won't be the last.

only personally involved because of our office but also because of the

It was just good fortune that my firstBranch members we represented.

experience on a Committee appointed by the Council should also include

You just couldn't fail

In my opinion Charles

Charles Beauchamp and our secretary, Alec Drew,

to learn when listening to either of these men.

Beauchamp should have been a judge and I know many members who are on the

Ha was an excellentArbitration & Dispute Committee will agree with me.

orator, a strong and capable leader and a man able to express, in

writing, constructive ideas to problems affecting the Institute. His

articles had appeared in the Journal over many years.

All new members of a Divisional Council of a newly formed Institute and

particularly young men look for a guide and philosopher to help them put

forward their thoughts and ideas to problems in a correct and

Well, Alec Drew was my guide and philosopher and we

were very close friends from that time until he died in 1953.

constructive manner.

An article in the Journal on 10 March 1938 shoi<?ed that the Premier, Mr

Dunstan had appointed a Board to draft plans for re-housing and the

The Chairman would be Mr J M O'Connor who wasabolition of slums.

formally Uie Assistant Comraission of Taxes, Miss Frances Pennington, who

held a Diploma for Education and Social Science, Mr Oswald Barnet, an

The functions of the Housingaccountant, and I’lr W 0 Burt, a Solicitor.

Board will be to reclaim and replan insanitary housing areas and to

condemn and demolish insanitary obstructions and other houses and

buildings, to impose building conditions and restrictions for land and

houses, to prescribe standards for the drainage sanitation, ventilation

and lighting of houses and the dimensions of rooms in houses, to inspect

houses, to carry out and require owners to carry out the reconditioning

of insanitary houses and premises, to make advances to owners of houses .

or premises for the pur’^se of complying with such requirements of the
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Commission, to recover from the owners and of houses or premises the cost

of carrying out work by the Commisson, in reconditioning and other works,

to remedy and prevent over-crov/ding in houses, to carry into effect

housing schemes including the acquisition of land and the erection of

ownership of houses and to decide the class of person for whom houses

should be provided and proper limitations to be placed upon the power and

to provide houses. The Chairman of the Housing Commission would be Mr

O'Connor and Mr J H Davie of the Educational Department was appointed

Acting Secretary,of the Board. The Board held its first meeting on 1

March 1938. These details are in the Journal of March 1938. Well, that

was forty-two years ago and there was still plenty of similar problems

ahead which will be reported later because it could be that every twenty

years or so soseone turns back the records of Hansard and thinks, "VJell,

it is time to have another go at this,

turn on tlie engine".

Tlie machinery is there, let's

The first quarterly report sent to members of the R E S I was dated 31

December 1937 and the first issue of the new E»nthly Journal, the 10

February 1938. Over the next few Journals to the end of 1939 Edgar

Bartrop wrote six articles including "The Multiple Listing System" and

froia there on seldom a copy would not contain some news mentioning his

In his series of Journal articles, Institute History" which

commenced in April 1965, the time and effort required in research alone

must have been enormous because this work must be genuine and authentic.

It v^ould be interesting to know how many thousands of miles Edgar has

driven from Ballarat to Melbourne and return to monthly Council meetings

and other meetings and also his own Branch activities since the beginning

name.

of R E .S I.
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CHAPTER THREE

Inunediately after the Declaration of War on Sunday, 3 September 1939,

new President, Mr Arthur L Parry, through the daily press, sent an

important message to members of the Institute and to the public. The

President stressed the wisdoa of a practical and sensible observance of a

our

carry-on policy; panic was unwise, foolish and unnecessary and there was

never a time when clear thinking and calculated action was more necessary

than at the present. The maintenance of a common sense of balanced view

of the economic life of the community was an essential factor towards the

carrying on and completion of the stern task before the nation.

Australictns could not afford to be blind to the problem of human

In maintaining employraent employers

would be doing their part in meeting the urgent need for the preservation

existence in the days to follow.

in tact of the ranks and employed persons. The need for effective and

even greater production of primary industries was greatened so that the

increasing deiaand both at home and abroad and particularly for essential

purposes could be adequately met. There v;as also a need for recognition

throughout the land of the security and safety in investment in

property. The country v;as our all, the object of protection and the

basis of all values. Unchanging in its nature it returned a full measure

according to its use. Tine anticipated result of the probable isolation

of Australia will be a coapuslory and enforced self reliance and

dependence upon our own work resourses and production, both for our very

Lastly \-}3ls a belief in ourselves, a courage

JL

existence and our defence.

born of sacrifice. We must realise that our surest time will be along

that of confidence in ourselves and our country and in our economic,

political and otlier sufficiency. Our duty is to carry on. The

President has already addressed to the Prime Minister of the Commonwealth

and the Premier of Victoria a message of confidence at this time and

conveying, on behalf of the members, assurances of loyality and obe'dience.

The President's spirited appeal to carry on appeared in the Journal on 15

About this time the Advertising Committee was actively

engaged in an advertising campaign to try and convey to the public the

true meaning of R.E.S.I. and what it stands for.

were placed in the Journal commencing with the heading

Septemiber 193 9.i

^tony advertisements

THE STORY", then
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followed by Institute Membership. Institute Membership as with all

organised membership, was born of worthy parents, self protection and

mutual improvement. It has continuously been vitalised by constructive

ideals and has now come to full estate, possessing a standard of

importance and carrying duties, obligations and responsibilities to and

on behalf of the community,

underneath it.

The next heading "WE KNOW THE STORY" and

But the Public Interested in Property and Stock

Investment May Not", the next heading That is ^Vhy

Advertising and Publicity Becomes Possible and Necessary in the Public

underneath

Interest and is Being Undertaken, then the next heading, PUBLIC SHOULD

KNOW" followed by That the Institute Memlsership Creates Immediate

Confidence and is so Important", then under the heading of

had 1. Display Your Window Badge Prominently, 2.

Your Stationery, 3.

'Members" it

Print the Badge on

Display the New Attractive Sign of R.E.S.I. on Your

Wall or Counter, 4. Add to your Advertisements where Possible the Words

'Member Real Estate & Stock Institute' and 5. Add to all Advertisements

the Words 'R.E.S.I.'.

This advertising continued for a few months but although members

co-operated it certainly did not appear to help in getting the message

home to the public. Soma of the members began to doubt the wisdom of

using R.E.S.I. as a trademark and compared it with AJC, the Australian

They thought it could be considered unprofessional.

Drew disagreed with this and, as a member of the Committee, so did I.

course, it was only natural that people everywhere were depressed about

Jam Factory. Alec

Of

the war, and agents were now hearing about proclamations under the

National Security Act concerning Fair Rents regulations and the like as

set out in the Journal on 16 October 1939.

Advertising Committee were Archie Hill,

Charles Roberts, Ken Langridge and Jim McSheedy.

Other members of the

the convenor, George Austin,

Early in February I

phoned Archie Hill and asked if we could have a special meeting of the

Advertising Committee to discuss a new plan of advertising. This was

The plan put forward was two fold.

To try and get the meaning of R.E.S.I. across to the public, and

In such a way whereby all our members, staff, friends and allied

Institutions such as the architects, solicitors,

accountants, and so on would have the opportunity of helping the

called and all members v;ere present.

1.

2.

surveyors.

war

effort.
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I suggested a plan whereby we would hold a Ball, the R.E.S.I. Ball, at

the Palais de Danse, St Kilda, and give all proceeds to the Lord Mayor's

This idea was agreed to unanimously and allRed Cross War Appeal,

members of the Advertising Committee were prepared to work on the Ball

Committee. Alec Drew told the Committee that he would help and suggested

I should be appointed the Organising Secretary.

At the next Divisional Council meeting Archie Hill put forward and moved

the Committee's proposals and asked me to second his recommendation. The

forty odd Council members present were told that the most important

feature of the plan was to link R.E.S.I. with the Lord Mayor's Red Cross

Appeal. The Red Cross organisation had their own method of advertising

and helping us in this way. The Age and Argus who were very closely

associated with the Institute in those days promised to help us get good

coverage but, above all, we wanted some sort of guarantee from each and

every member of the Divisional Council that through staff, friends and

members of their Branch they would sell at least 20 tickets each. We

would organise raffles, social evenings and a golf day prior to the

ball. Reference was made again to the importance of linking R.E.S.I, in

tlieir effort to aid Red Cross. The recommendation put forward was

unanimously accepted and without any request from Archie Hill or me, but

at the request of the Chairman, each member stood up and guaranteed the

sale of at least 20 tickets. The Advertising Committee was then joined

by Lloyd Davies, Charles Beauchamp, Scott Lang, Roy Macleod, Roy Morton

and others. Not one of us had had any experience in running a Ball but

Scott-Lang was a prominent member of Rotary and the Rotarians held their

Annual Ball at the Palais de Danse each year. He suggested my wife and I

join he and Mrs Scott-Iang at the next Rotary Ball. It was a case of

trial and error to find the right ball room, the right orchestra, the

right supper, etc. We went to the Rotary Ball, the Lord Mayor's Ball,

the Masonic Ball and many other well organised shows were attended, much

to my wife's delight as well as my own. We decided that the Rotary Ball

at the Palais de Danse with Jay Widden and his band was the most

enjoyable, the catering was superb and the Palais staff were so well

trained it made the extra cost well worthwhile. I called to see the

manager of the Palais de Danse with Harry Bracher who was so excited

about the whole idea that I am sure that he vrould have bought half the

tickets if there was any doubt as to a poor attendance. The manager
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insisted I must guarantee a certain number for attendance and suggested

This would be the minimum number we had to pay.

Committee would only agree to this if he was willing to give us a maximum

number and suggested 600.

800 so we signed a contract.

Theatre to see and hear Bob Parish an American negro with a most

beautiful voice,

wonderful ovation.

400. I told him the

He rejected this figure but later agreed to

Maidie and I then went to the Tivoli

He sang a song called 'Blue Orchids', and received a

I went back stage and Mr Crawford, the manager, would

not allow me to ^ee Bob Parish, and in his words 'anyhow you couldn't

afford to pay the price'.

wife had a flat in Queens Road so we called and later took Mrs Parish to

I reported all this to the Committee who were meeting three or

For instance Lloyd Davies, George Austin, Roy Morton,

Ken Langridge were the Liquor Committee, Jim McSheedy, Charlie Roberts,

and the Student Society looked after the raffles and the lucky envelopes;

Elizabeth Bennett, Carl Downard and Don Johns v;ere the ticket

secretaries; v/hilst Alec Drevv was the treasurer and, with Ken Langridge,

Archie Hill and Jim McSheedy often sacrified many hours from the office

and worked to all hours at night and loved every minute of it.

Cross were most co-operative in helping us with the advertising and

Over 1,000 people attended, dress was formal and most

The Lord Mayor and his wife attended, and v;ere in a

Well, we found out where Bob Parish and his

dinner.

four times a week.

The Red

decorations.

members wore tails.

special foyer with Mr & Mrs Parry, Mr & Mrs Beauchamp, Mr & Mrs

Mrs Parish joined our party about

11 pm and Bob Parish turned up around about the same time and sang about

four or five songs.

Scott-Lang and Mr & Mrs Frank Sampson.

He asked me for a cheque for twenty-five pounds and

immediately presented it to the Red Cross Funds. All this v;as well

covered by the daily papers and full details given in the Journal, June

1940.

Twelve months later on 5 June another R.E.S.I. Ball was held at the

Palais de Danse. We had the same Committee but this year worked for the

Real Estate & Stock Institute Patriotic Fund. Car stickers, window

tickets and display cards were sent to all members requesting tliat they

be prominently displayed because in this way v;e could again show that

R.E.S.I. was associated with a worthy patriotic fund and we found that

this type of advertising was, having quite a good reaction from the

public. Only about 850 attended this year but this v;as to be expected

because of the serious turn the war had taken and people now realised how
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serious the situation was, not only for Australia but throughout the

There were very few advertisements about R.E.S.I. in the Journal

now but a lot of publicity was given to the National Security

regualtions, petrol rationing. Fair Rents Board and other matters brought

about because of tlie War.

world.

I had been elected to the Executive Council and I wanted to spend as much

time as possible at my office and if necessary re-organise for a smaller

staff or some otiier emergency which I felt would have to be met within a

short time. Very few Commitee's were working now and the only bright

spot really were the monthly luncheons arranged by Ken Langridge at the

Federal Hotel. He had guest speakers to each luncheon including the Lord

Mayor of Melbourne Sir Frank Beaurepaire, Mr David Dow, Mr F K Sampson,

Dr G L Wood of the War Damage Commission, Lieutenant Quasher of the USA

Army and Mr C H Long field. They were looked forv;ard to by a great number

of members. On 20 January 1942 it was announced through the Journal that

the services of Alec Drew would be lost temporarily because he decided to

take a commission and undertake important work in the military forces.

Lloyd Davies had previously joined up for the same reason. I felt sorry

for Harry Bracher, who was elected President in 1942, but his message to

the Institute as set out in the November Journal of that year must have

inspired many of his fellow members. There were no complaints.

McSheady came to the rescue as Assistant Secretary and to give some help

to Miss Dow who had been Alec Drew's secretary for many years.

McSheedy had to retire from the job after several months because of ill

Jim

Jim

health. He died in October 1944. Jim McSheedy was a quiet, gentle man

who helped the Institute tremendously but in a inconspicuous way. His

work for the Student Society, Educational Committee, Divisional Council

and in this emergency confirmed these views. Written in the February

Journal of 1943 by Harry Bracher was the story of the first Victorian

Cross winner in the present war awarded posthumously to Private Bruce

Steele Kingsbury, the son of Phil Kingsbury. The Institute members paid

tribute to the late Bruce Kingsbury VC in the Lower Melbourne Town Hall

on 24 June. Mr & Mrs Kingsbury and their family attended, and full

coverage of the unveiling of his portrait by the Archbishop of Melbourne ●

appeared in the. June/July Journal. Prom time to time the Journal would

also report the names of many sons of members who v/ere killed in action.
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This Second World War was so different to the War of 1914-1918 when

Australia's direct contribution was almost entirely one of manpower to

fighting forces,

the Pacific.

Now Australia had become Great Britains's arsenal in

We were building ships, aeroplanes, we were making machine

guns and arms and ammunitions of all kinds, some for home defence, some

for export. Large forces had gone overseas for active service but still

larger forces were employed on the industrial front in Australia.

Thousands of young men who in the last war would have been accepted for

active service were on lists of reserved occupations which were essential

either to munition production or some other vital branch of the

Australian War ecomony.

estate now and in my own case the whole of my staff were either in the

forces or in other reserved occupations,

in charge of manpower who I knew as a Solicitor with Alexander, Grant,

Dixon & Pearce before the War, told me to take whatever time was

necessary to re-organise the office so that the jobs would be available

to the old staff when the war was over.

There were very few young men working in real

I had joined up, but Mr Dixon

It was difficult to re-organise but once again Harry Bracher came to the

rescue and arranged with his accountant Mr Harry Hunt, to work half time

Charles Beauchamp and Gordon Allard made available typists until

this position was filled.

for me.

Eventually my sister agreed to work at the

office with Mr Hunt, 72 years of age, and Mr Burrows, 75 years of age,

and Miss Gunstan about ,17 years of age, we began to function again,

fact that so many tenants were on different shifts starting at Sam,

others at 1pm and some 9pm made it possible for me to commence rent

collecting at all hours and still spend a lot of time in the office

during 9am to 5.30pm.

The

Mr Hunt was an excellent accountant and Mr Burrows

helped as well as he could with the rent collecting,

fine men and looked forward to me always taking them for a drink at about

I think most agents had a

It was difficult to

They were two very

5.30pm and then I would drive them home,

similar experience to mine during those years,

forget the experience of being a member of a deputation to Mr Ben Chifley

some years before in an endeavour to get some alleviation to assist our

We were virtually told thatmembers who were almost unable to carry on.

consideration could be given whereby all rents would be paid into a post

office or in Mr Chifley's words 'National Security Regulations would take

I felt very proud of ourcare of the rest of the real estate problems',

leader, Charles Beauchamp when he stood and responded on behalf of the
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members present and outlined the real duties and responsibilitie s of a

real estate agent towards his clients and especially during these war

years and emphasised the ridiculous suggestion that these matters could

be dealt with by a post office or any other Government department.

I can only speak on behalf of the Carlton/Pitzroy/Collingwood Branch but

I am sure all branches had the same experience of fellov; members helping

In the case of illness they would roster

They would do

each other whenever necessary,

services until our fellov/ members were well again.

valuations, attend to repairs or even attend Court for fellow members

Presidents like Vicars Et)Ote and Harry Bracherwhenever necessary,

during 1941-1943 were responsible for many direct patriotic appeals such

Edgar Bartrop in 1943-1944 wrote a monthlyas "Guns for Britain",

article "Presidential Jottings

J D Langley in 1945 was in the happy position of seeing the

return of Alec Drew to the Institute and the beginning of the end of

which was looked forward to by all the

members.

Then Norman Armstrong, through the Journal of 31 August

1945, was able to give his message of thanks and goodwill to all

concerned for the safety and deliverance through this terrible war.

World War 2.

It

was all over and for a while it was hard to believe the World was at

At the September meeting of the Divisional Council 1945,peace again.

everyone present seemed to be rejuvenated and v/anted to help in a

We all knew the cessation of hostilities wouldpost-war reconstruction,

leave us with many problems to solve in the early post-war periods, but I

all felt confident and prepared to face up and endeavour to

For years now the

am sure we

solve these problems now that the war was over.

Journal had contained reports of debates in parliament concerning Bills

and Amendments introduced and concerning National Security Regulations.

Even now many of these Bills were causing unnecessary hardship and

embarrassment.

From the commencement, estate agents had been given little or no

consideration from the authorities even when carrying out responsible

work in connection with some National Security Regulation or Bill,

of the estate agents were allowed 12 gallons of petrol or less per month/,

and applications for replacement of tyres or batteries were usually

^^any other business and professional men were even worse off.

Rents were still pegged at 1940 even though 6 years had passed and the

cost of repairs, materiaxs and practically all out goings had increased

Most

refused.
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This was creating hardship amongst the owners and also

proving responsible for many houses getting into a bad state of disrepair

even though many tenants whose wages had been increased over the years,

were willing to pay a higher increase in rent than the Fair Rents Board

Parliamentarians were still complaining about the shortage

S'ome 50% or more.

could allow.

of vacant houses but no encouragement had been given to builders or

It was the declared policy of theowners to remedy the problem.

Institute that they were definitely against any member dealing on the

black market in real estate dealings or any other dealings, and many

reminders to this effect appeared in our Journals,

majority of the public were law abiding citizens but the temptation was

becoming greater with the introduction of black market for petrol, tyres

and other motor car accessories, food and other commodities, many

articles reporting on similar problems appeared in the Journal of June

Naturally, the great

19 46.

These black market problems were now receiving a lot of publicity,

article by Charles Beauchamp at the Federal Conference, another, extracts

from Parliament debates June 1946 issue featured debates by Harold Holt

One

and other parliamentarians and another report of a speech by Lyall ttoore.

Real Estate at the

Mr Milner Arnold was now President of the

President of the New South Wales Institute, called

Cross Roads" also appeared.

R.E.S.I. and at the Annual Dinner Mr Charles Beauchamp in his speech

continued in the same vein. It was apparent that many lavvs had lost the

respect of the public and this v;as voiced by many solicitors and also Mr

Justice O'Bryan at our Annual meeting reported in the Journal in November

There can be good laws andIn his speech on the subject, he said

there can be bad laws and I'm glad to see that one of your objectives

1947.

I understand, one of the things which your Executive is active in,and,

is urging upon the Ministry of the day correction of things which you see

to be wrong in the transactions which you as agents have to deal with.

Nobody knows better than people who are handling business affairs whether

a particular law is good or bad. There is no doubt there are a lot of

bad laws at the present time but I am not going to particularise or

suggest that present laws or regulations are good or bad. I do not think

there can be any doubt that there are bad laws extended in the community

today. I say a lav; is bad when the ordinary people of the community have

no respect for it. If you find a law which is being broken over and over

again then the law is a bad law. Is it going to do no good? It is going
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to mean that only those people in the community who should not succeed

are going to succeed, and it is going to bring into the community

law for which there should be the highestgenerally a disrespect for the

in a gathering such as this I would expect to find all

and different opinions as to how far controls

respect. Now

sorts of political views

L

which were in existence during the v?ar should continue into the peace,

and how far they should be relaxed or removed altogether.

it is a vexed question, but I think we have

to v;atch very carefully every control that is put upon us and which is

continued to see whether it is necessary or unnecessary and■I would say

that, if we find that a particular control or law is not being respected

and has not got the approval of the great majority of people whose

activities it is supposed to control.

The matters in which you people are most concerned, of

course, are regulations concerning landlord and tenant, and regulations

governing sales of land and I am pleased to know as I believe to be the

fact, that a great number of new regulations or amendments to regulations

which have been made within the last 12 months have been the result of

I do not want

to enter upon the question,

then let us get rid of it as soon

as we can.

I should not thinkideas which have been put forward by your Institute.

that we have reached the ideal stage yet with regards to the law in

relation to the sales of land and it is to be hoped that the wisdom which

Executive Officers possess, aided by suggestions from your members.your

will be used to guide tlie Government to make such changes as will become

I sincerely trust that this activity will continue."necessary.

Set out in our Journal of January 1947 was correspondence which commenced

between C H Beaudiamp the Federal President of the Associated Institutes

of Australia and the Right Honourable J B Chifley, the Commonwealth

This correspondence continued and other prominent members

In September 1948 Land Sales Control was

transferred from the Commonwealth to the State Parliament.

For those of us who were fortunate

Treasurer.

also exercised influence.

What good

news this was for the Institute,

enough to hear the speech by Mr Justice O'Bryan at the Annual Meeting of

the Institute, as reported in the November issue of the Journal in 1947

must have felt as I did that at last there was every reason for us to go

Our Presidentforward and fight for the removal of land sales control,

Milner Arnold, was certainly not aggressive by nature, in fact he was

hisalways a very steady man, competent and experienced in real estate; -

views in and during de:;ates at Divisional Council meetings were always
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sought with interest. However, I am sure that he was delighted when Doug

Harper decided to approach his cousin the Attorney General, Trevor Oldham

for advice on the ultimate removal of these controls.

I know there were many meetings (some of which I was present) between ,

Milner Arnold, Alec Drew, Doug Harper and the Attorney General, and his

advisers during the year and the committee worked for many hours to make

available to the Government any information or facts they may require in

connection with this particular matter.

General's department called for the Institute to study the existing law,

note any amendments or, if necessary, re-write the existing law and to

let the department have the information as soon as possible,

and Milner Arnold worked the v;hole of the weekend to accomplish this

Eventually it was presented to the Parliamentary draftsman who, I

understand, accepted the document almost in its entirety.

Christmas message to members, our new President, Mr Doug Harper, said

"The biggest event in real estate during the past year was the

introduction of a gradual process of de-control by the State Government.

Eventually the Attorney

Alec Drew

job.

In his

With controls removed from vacant land auction sales havereverted to

their true status of the highest bidder being the buyer and the buyer

Although prices in favoured suburban areas havefixing the price,

reached high levels the upvard trend of what might be classed ordinary

land has only been in keeping with other commodities. Once the present

pent up demand for land is satisfied prices might be expected to steady.

Further progressive de-control as justified by our economy and

circumstances generally is promised by the present State Government and I

think it can be left safely with the Authorities to determine the proper

In his presidential address at the Annual

Meeting reported in the Journal of November 1948, Mr Doug Harper said

"Now that the control has been handed back to the States it was to be

hoped that the rights of the people would be the supreme consideration

and that there would be no need for hositility to compel a recognition of

Well ther' was certainly no need for hostility, just

common sense and co-operation by men like Doug Harper, Milner Arnold,

Alec Drew and perhaps one or two others together with those in the

Attorney General's department.

time for this to be done.

those rights.
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Early in 19 48 a very strong appeal v;as made by Red Cross to assist in a

I F«oned Mrs Reid at Red Crosscampaign to obtain food for Britain,

headquarters, whom we worked with during the last R.E.S.I. Ball eight

years before, and she informed me of the difficult times a large section

of the people of Britain v/ere experiencing,

opportune time for R.E.S.I. to recommence linking its name with some

worthy appeal to obtain good publicity from the media and others, as well

as to assist such a worthy cause,

agreed unanimously, so the R.E.S.I. Cabaret Ball was organised to aid Red

Food for Britain Appeal" on Thursday, 2 September 1948.

was held at the St Kilda Town Hall, Mr Reg Wynter was President of the

Institute at that time and a full report was given by the daily papers

who spelt out the name Real Estate & Stock Institute and congratulated

tlie R.E.S.I. for the support given to the Red Cross appeals.

Food for Britain Appeal" appeared in the

September Journal 1948 and also gave details of the wonderful work

carried out by the Committee who organised golf days, raffles, as well as

helping on the various Committee's connected with the Ball,

mentioned Geoff Pelton who had just commenced working at the Institute

and was of great assistance to me, but there v/ere very few who would have

doubted even then, of the great ability that Geoff Pelton had, and what a

wonderful assistant he was going to be to Alec Drew,

one other Ball was organised by me, and that was on 26 August the

It gave me a lot of pleasure and I am sure the same

This seemed to be the

The Divisional and Executive Councils

The BallCross

A full

report of this Red Cross

It also

I think that only

following year,

applied to the Committee because this time the proceeds v/ere going to the

Victorian Childrens Aid Society,

member of that society and v/e all knew what a worthy cause we were

The Ball Committee at tliat particular time, consisted of

the Chairman Mr Doug Harper, and the Committee comprised Joe Carew, Rob

Clyne, Geoff Colquohoun, Val Coppard, Jack Giblett, George Kingsford,

Mrs J Carew happened to be a life

working for.

Bill Knight, Ken Langridge, Maurie Lord, Ves Malone, Keith Miller,. George

Details are setMorley, Howard Swift and Alan Simpson, also Honi Fraser.

The Ball was held at the Caulfieldout in the Journal of October 1949.

Town Hall. The Committee of the Childrens Aid Society must have been

pleased with the result because at the presentation of the cheque they

made me a life member w’hich at my request was later transferred into the

name of the Real Estate & Stock Institute of Victoria. This was the last

charity ball that I organised, although in later years the ball was

carried on as an annual event.
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I remember the appeals that I was involved in with pleasure because of

the wonderful friendship that existed with the Committees, and also

because of the interest and the unselfishness of the wives of many of the

For instance, several of the social functions were

carried'out at members' homes such as Mrs Carew's home in Parkville,

another party who was interested with the Childrens Aid Society was Mrs

Monroe in Royal Parade, Parkville*

Committee men.

VJe had a social function at our home

and on each of these occasions there would be at least 80 odd people and

of course, naturally there would be quite a lot of money raised, and a

lot of work involved. Everybody seemed to be very happy, especially

those who had to more or less clean up the mess after these functions.

but this just happened to be the spirit of the occasion, and they were

very happy times, especially I think, because we were working for a

worthy appeal and also we were such enthusiasts as far as the Institute

v/as concerned. It was also rewarding for the original advertising

Committee to know that members of Parliament, kindred institutes, various

municipal councils, banking companies, business people and the public

generally were now well av/are that R.E.S.I. meant Real Estate & Stock

Institute.
*

The newspapers had been generous v/ith the publicity given

when R.E.S.I. had been linked not only in helping property owners, but

also worthy charitable organisations.

I would like to make special mention of a name of Miss Elva Dow, who had

been working for the Institute for over fifteen years and was married a

few months before the "Food for Britain" campaign. Harry Bracher

organised a testimonial on behalf of Miss Dov/, and according to her

letter to the President, Mr Reg Wynter, a substantial cheque and a

beautiful canteen of cutlery was presented to her in appreciation of the

work that had been carried out by her, especially during the very

difficult times when Mr Drew was away. It also showed the esteem in

which she was held by the members.

Another person in the Institute whom we were going to see a lot of in the

very near future was Miss Joan Pottenger and even at this time she was

very active with the Students Society. A few years before this we read ;

where Miss Joan Pottenger gained first place in Australian in the 1945

examinations and with that went the coveted honor of H M Hawkins Memorial

prize and Bronze Medal. -In addition Miss Pottenger shared Mr Ernest

'Miss Pottenger*s achievment was one ofYoung's Accountancy priz''.
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outstanding merit", according to the Journal report which was actually in

that it was unique in the history of Real Estate

Education Scheme as it is the first time that a lady had had the

March 1946 and it said

The standard of the candidates' papers in this series wassuccess.

particularly high and the reports of examiners disclosed that the quality

of this young lady's paper was exceptional and worthy of high praise."

Well, we all know now how lucky this Institute was to obtain the services

of Joan Pottenger a few years later, and what a wonderful asset she has

been to the Institute and especially to Mr Alec Drew, Mr Frank Foy and

I notice now in Edgar

●More Institute History" published in the Journal

December 1971, he has covered all the remarks mentioned by me at this

time, so I do apologise to Edgar for this repetition, but knowing v/hat a

great personal help Joan has been to me over the years, especially during

my term as President when unfortunately Alec Drev; was very ill, almost

for my entire term of office, I could not let this opportunity go without

but once again thanking her, not only for her support and help then, but

for all her wonderful work for the Institute in nearly thirty years that

have follo'wed.

the General Secretaries who have followed.

Bartrop's article on
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CHAPTER FOUR

It was a wonderful feeling to be back on the Executive Council again,

especially with Doug Harper as President, and other members elected to

the Executive Council were Milner Arnold, Charles Beauchamp, Phil

Kingsbury, Reg Nicholson, Don Jacobs and Alan Sim.pson,

representing the real estate division.

We v^ere

The Stock and Country Division on

the Executive Council were J H Allan, Ian MacDonald, N K Morris, and R

Like George Morley I had been on and off the Executive CouncilWynter,

almost like the twelth man at cricket. George and I had become good

friends since he became a delegate of the Divisional Council in the early

Our families were also friends and we were joined a few years40's.

later by the Dowlings and the Seddons. Harry Bracher and I still

represented our Branch on the Divisional Council, and our Branch members

were still as enthusiastic and helpful as ever. They would v;ait v/ith

interest for all the reports from the Council meetings and especially nov/

when they were getting particularly fed up with the time and work

attached to applications at the Fair Rents Board, without any reasonable

result as far as increased rents were concerned. Once Harry Bracher

invited the Chairman of the Fair Rents Board, Mr Stapleton, to the Kew

The idea was to get to knov7 him better,

invited me and a fourth player whose name I have forgotten,

playing with Mr Stapleton and my partner and I were one up at the

seventeenth when 'Stape' as we called him by then came out of a bunker to

I had to put in about a four foot

putt for a win when Harry Bracher whispered in my ear "George, for God's

sake miss it or we may as well give up",

had in connection with the Fair Rents Regulation,

it didn't help the results as far as future applications were concerned.

Once again I was really v;orried about the attitude of owners and tenants

regarding rent control as at 1940.

Golf Club for a game. He also

Harry was

within 18 inches he putted in for 5,

This was the first laugh I ever

I missed the putt but

The rising costs, wage increases since that time, but mainly the

disrepair of many of the properties was really causing us concern,

was then that I learnt that one of our members on the Divisional Council

was giving evidence in a case and was cross-examined by a Barrister in

connection with a valuation he made which was supposed to be as at 1940

Well like any other valuer who attempted to sign a

It

according to the Act.
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valuation of a property as at 1940, it was very easy for the Barrister to

tear any valuer's evidence to shreds but then he insisted this was sworn

To say the least, becauseevidence and it was even worse for the agent.

of adverse reports made of the case it was a very poor advertisement for

He became very ill and died only a

In the opinion of many members of the Divisional

an agen€ we all respected very much,

few years later.

Council it was time to act and try and get rid of these unjust rent

Naturally, the great majority of tenants paying

Therefore,

politicians irrespective of any Party would not be in favour of

supporting any legislation that might cost them votes.

It was a political hot potato.

control regulations,

rent would favour the continuation of rent control.

Rent pegging had

Read thebeen in France since 1914.

Journal of March 1949, under the heading "Effect of Rent Control in

The position was almost identical in England,

had decided he would travel throughout Victoria and attend every meeting

arranged by the Branches of the Stock & Country Division,

the request of the Stock & Country Division on the Executive Council in

On his return we

Our PresidentFrance".

He did this at

an endeavour to create more interest in the Institute.

»■
talked about the reasons why members were keen to start a campaign for

He, like Alan Simpson, our Vice President,the lifting of rent controls,

and all the Executive agreed with the principle but thought it unwise to

Alec Drew was of the same opinion.act until we had a set plan.

For many years four other men and myself with our wives would play solo

They included John Bowen of Bowen andat our respective homes each week.

Pomeroy Timber Merchants adjoining the North Melbourne cricket ground,

Dave Doyle the President of Building Industry Congress, Andrew Peacock of

Peacock & Smith Pty Ltd, Marine Engineers and father of our present

Commonwealth Minister and Arthur Warner, (later Sir Arthur Warner)

Managing Director of Radio Corporation,

evenings that we persuaded Arthur to stand for the Legislative Council

He accepted and we all helped in the campaign together

It was during one of these

for Higinbotham.

with many other people who worked for Radio Corporation and he won. We

As President of Building Industry Congress, thewere all good friends.

Institute was well aware of Dave Doyle's views on any controls affecting;
A

The same applied to John Bowen and his timberthe building trade,

company, whilst Arthur Warner was all for getting rid of controls as soon

It seemed reasonable to assume, after Doug

Harper's experience witi. Trevor Oldham before the lifting of land sales

as possible, and so was -I.
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control, that it was wise to have someone in Parliament who was

approachable and willing to listen and perhaps give advice on our

After speaking to the President and Vice President, Alanproblem.

Simpson and our secretary Alec Drew, it was agreed that an appointment be

I did this and we all met atmade for Arthur Warner to meet Alec Drew.

Alec Drew explained all the details to Arthur Warner referringmy place,

to the operation of the Fair Rents Board, the unfair and unjust situation

facing property owners because of rentals being pegged at 1940 despite

the current increases in salaries, repairs, rates and other outgoings and

the concern of some owners and tenants about the disrepair of their

Alec Drew talked on many aspects but I think Arthur Warner was

already well versed with the situation,

everybody in Parliament was well aware of the anomaly but the question

was how do we get them to vote against the lifting of fair rents

He didn't think they would agree to an all party Committee

He promised to give some thought to

Although Dave Doyle, John Bowen, Arthur

Warner and I played golf together on our respective courses we would

Even out fishing on his boat the subject was never

property.

He said he was sure that

control.

which I suggested may be the answer,

the matter and let me know.

never talk politics,

mentioned, but at solo all the boys would tell him in no uncertain

manner, what they thought of Parliament in general and him in

particular. He would laugh louder than any of us, sometimes he v/ould ask

me a few current questions and I would try and give him the answer. I

was quite confident he would get in touch with me when ready. Rent

control was transferred from the Commonwealth Government to State

Parliament in June 1948 and a few months later Doug Harper was elected

President. Since then we had seen the lifting of land sales control and

it was hoped we could repeat the performance with rent control, but this

would prove a much bigger problem.

The Branch was holding regular meetings again.

Brian Kelly took my place as Secretary and Treasurer when I was elected

to the Executive Council but Harry and I were still delegates and kept

our Branch members up-to-date with all the news from the Divisional

Naturally they were pleased with the news about land sales

control and they also knew we were determined to try and get some relief

In July .1947 my nephew Richard Gedye commenced

working in my office after spending a couple of years with a firm of

The 1950 February Journal reports and congratulates him for

They were well attended.

X
Council etc.

from rent control.

accountants.
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securing first place in Australia witli an Honor Pass in each of the 9

subjects for the Associate Diploma in 1949. He obtained almost similar

In 1951

I also had two sons,

George and Peter, who came into the office a few years after Richard.

George and Richard are now senior partners in the firm but ary son Peter

found it hard to settle down in real estate and eventually studied

He became a teacher and after taking a Degree at Oxford later

results in the first exam to obtain his Accountancy Degree.

Richard was President of the Associate Division.

theology.

became t-laster of Timber top. Harry was now getting on in years and

confided to me that the management of his office was getting beyond him.

He didn't want to retire so it was agreed I would purchase his business

provided he would stay on and look after his old clients,

over his staff comprising Ken Bracher, his nephew and George Barry who

had been in the office for about forty years, and Mr Hunt the accountant

who was already working half time at my office and would now be full

time.

We would take

There was also a typist,

staff at Elgin Street and Harry had his own office there,

try and sell every property that his clients owned and over the following

years I think he nearly accomplished this.

Alterations were made to accommodate the

I suggested he

Ken Bracher commenced with

another firm soon after the changeover to Elgin Street, and he soon

became a partner with his new firm,

real estate as principal of his own very successful business,

over Harry's business on the 1 July 1950.

the Branch but still retained his interest.

Now of course he is well known in

We took

He resigned as President of

The same year our Branch amalgamated with the Richmond/Abbotsfor d Branch

which included the first President of R.E.S.I Lloyd Davies. At our

first annual meeting I was elected President of the Branch, Howard

Thorpe, Secretary and Treasurer and Brian Kelly and I delegates to the

♦ /

Divisional Council. The change of course was inevitable especially with

so many capable young men coming on and including Frank Sheehan who

bought Ranee Dewi's business some years before and was now ready to start

the very successful career, which included his election as President of

the R.E.S.I. in 1963 and President of the Real Estate Institute of

Australia in 1978. IHe was the fourth member of our Branch to be elected '

President of the R.E.S.I.

The Executive decision not to consider a campaign until we knew the views

of people outside of our own Institute members was wise. We wanted the
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views of people representing the Community as a whole irrespective of

party politics and, whetlier or not they were landlords or tenants, we

wanted to know their thoughts on the present rent control regulations.

Hughie Maunt accompanied me to the Trades Hall Council v/here I met the

secretary, Mr Stout, and his assistant secretary, Mick Jordan,

summary of the case about rent control since 1940 and our concern for

landlords and tenants through houses getting into disrepair, the shortage

of housing, the effect it was having on the building industry and

tradesmen generaj-ly, as well as the discomfort it was causing tenants who

were prepared but not allowed to come to agreements with owners by paying

extra rent according to the cost of rennovations was given, and I told Mr

Stout that I was anxious to know the views of the Trades Hall Council

about this problem. He left no doubt they were agreeable to some change

to the present regulations and favoured increased rent by agreement

provided there was a Court of Appeal to go to in the event of either

party breaking the agreement. After speaking to the Managing Director of

a Trustee company, it was suggested, he would call a meeting of all

managers of Trustee companies for me to address,

putting the Institute case forward they informed me they were in complete

agreement, but their policy was non-political and in the event the

campaign which they considered would be necessary they could not openly

support it, although they could and would help us indirectly.

A brief

I did this and after

Harry Bracher suggested I speak to George Barry now employed in our

He was the brother of Bill Barry well known at the time asoffice.

leader of the Labor members at the City Council and also Deputy Leader to

According to Harry,

George Barry was 100%

Mr Coleman, Leader of the Labor Party in Parliament.

George didn't agree with his brother in politics.

He was born and bred in Carlton and had many

He often

loyal to Harry Bracher.

friends living in cottage property around North Carlton,

expressed the view that the great majority of the working people in

Carlton would definitely be agreeable to a change in rent control as of

He said he had1940 to a more realistic figure or increase by agreement.

He suggested Harry and I bothoften spoken to his brother about this,

see Bill Barry and explain our policy, even to the extent of informing

him that we intended to organise all the tenants in Carlton to debate

He was certain we would have the backing of the great

«

this matter.

We did this andmajority of Councillors in the Melbourne City Council,

found Bill Barry was- ready to listen and also arranged an interview with



Revision of Rent Control, Deputation to Premier, 1951

Left to Right: Mr Higginbotham, A Drew, G A Thomson, M Arnold, Mr McDonald, Sir Henry Wineki
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^^r Coleman,

once again put toward especially on the affect these controls were having

on the employment of members of the building industry and tradesmen

generally, as well as the hardship created to tenants.

We met Mr Coleman and several Labor leaders and the case was

I had a feeling that we were gaining some support.

President after Alan Simpson's term ended in 1949, but unfortunately Jim

became very ill in 1950 and was away for several months on sick leave.

It was about thi-s time that I had a phone call from Arthur Warner,

already knew about the meeting we had with Mr Barry and with Mr Coleman

and agreed witli what we had been doing but now was the time, in his

opinion, to let the public know and he suggested a campaign.

Jim Allan became

He

He thought

it would be wise to obtain the services of a good public relations man to

set out and plan a campaign but firstly he would have to be given details

He was agreeable to meet Alec Drew and talk further on the

In his opinion the Premier, Mr McDonald, would be a very hard

I spoke to Alec Drew, the Divisional Council and the

Executive Council and reported on all of our meetings.

of our case.

matter.

nut to crack.

They were now all

in favour for a campaign, but wanted to know what it would cost and who

I suggested a letter be sent to all property owners of our

members and through our members, asking for two pounds from each to help

pay expenses for a campaign against rent control,

the first few days, was enough to encourage us to go ahead,

ray solo friend, Dave Doyle, who was also the President of Building

Industry Congress and well known to Alec Drew and the Executive Council.

The building industry was also anxious to see some action which would

ultimately get rid of rent control.

would pay.

The response, even in

I spoke to

Dave had just completed an exercise

containing most of the facts and figures which Alec Drew and I compiled

Dave wrote an article which was given to and received by the

The newspaper cutting is marked No. 3 under

Campaign" section in my attached scrapbook,

similar lines.

with him.

Rent Reliefpress.

Our policy would be along

The ViceIn October 1951, I was elected President of the Institute.

Presidents were Alan Simpson and The Honourable Ewen Cameron MLC; Alan

Simpson, George Mcrley, Charlie Roberts, Hughie Mount, Milner Arnold, Don

Jacobs, George Purbrick were members of the Executive Council and on the

Stock & Country Council side there was Jim Allan, Ewen Cameron, E G

Mr K McPherson was appointed public relationsBurns, and A L Carroll.
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He was recommended to Alec Drew and very soon we were togetiierofficer.

discussing the Institute policy, its case and correspondence of

Within a few days the case foreverything else concerning rent control,

a revision of rents was produced.

November 1951 on page 295.

experience in lobbying amongst Parliamentarians,

arrange a small deputation to call and see the Premier but within a few

days we read in the daily papers that the Premier had no intention of

This appeared in the Journal of

Mr McPherson had a great deal of prior

He suggested we try and

seeing us or discussing the matter of rent control. Mr McPherson then

produced a copy of his advertising scheme. Alec Drev; was away ill. I

was scared stiff, especially when I saw the photo of the Premier in a

daily paper and later his cabinet ministers' photos along side a message

informing tlie public on such matters as "This is the man preventing you

from getting a home" follov;ed by an article on the injustice of rent

control or

state of disrepair" or

being unemployed" etc. etc.

within a week the Premier's office phoned Alec Drew and asked for him to

This is tlie man reponsible for your home being in such a poor

This is the man responsible for this tradesman

Well, I nearly died a thousand deaths but

We duly arrived at Parliament house and presented

I was

arrange deputation,

our case as set out in the Journal of November 1951, page 294.

accompanied by Alec Drew, Milner Arnold and our solicitor, Mr John

Hewison, and others present included the Premier, Mr McDonald, Mr

Mitchell the Attorney-General, Mr Henry Winneke, the Solicitor General,

Mr Stapleton, Chairman of the Fair Rents Board and his secretary Mr

Bryant and Mr J Higginson representing the Property Owners Association.

On returning to the Institute Mr McPherson was waiting and I informed him

He said inwe didn't want a repetition of this type of advertising,

effect that from nov; on they, meaning the Premier and his Cabinet, vrould

read the message on trams, picture screens and all daily papers but in

Doug Harper called to see me and said he had

Doug

news, and advertisements,

arranged a private talk with the Premier, just the three of us.

turned up with boxes of sweets for the Premier's v/ife and daughter and

informed him why I wanted to talk privately about the hardships being

suffered by so many country people as well as city because of these

controls; the loss of work to so many men of all trades etc. etc; the

great hardship amongst owners and tenants and on home builders and

developers generally. The Premier said in broad Scotish accent It a

Well, the coverage in the newspapers over-thorny problem but we'll see",

the next few months was second only to the coverage of the Korean War.
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I remember Mr McPherson saying to me,

know I am really close to the result you want".

'When you really hate me you will

As President I attended meetings at all the Branches and provincial

cities and many country towns and spoke along the lines of our accepted

policy - it was well reported in the Bendigo Advertiser, and at

Ballarat. I knew the Executive Council members agreed to this policy and

they were speaking along similar lines at their Branches. Apparently

many local members of Parliament had been spoken to by Branch members and

otliers. I knew tliis because of Arthur Warner and Ewen Cameron. I also

knew there was plenty of discussion going on with the Melbourne City

Councillors so the campaign was really having the desired effect. I was

thankful this part of the campaign was over because there had been so

many special meetings and the tension on Milner Arnold, Alan Simpson, Don

Jacobs, in fact all the Executive, was certainly a worry to me. I had

been appointed delegate to the Federal body when Milner Arnold resigned

but, owing to the first meeting witli the Premier, I was unable to go to a

conference in Tasmania. I asked George ftorley if he would go in my place

and he agreed providing someone would do an auction sale he had

arranged. I conducted the auction and sold. George continued to

represent Victorian as a delegate to the Federal body with distinction.

We received a certain amount of relief by way of amendments through this

campaign against rent control, but our greatest success was in bringing

the matter before Parliament and the people. At least it was now being

discussed and during the next tv;o years debates took place in Parliament

on Bills introduced by Arthur Warner which eventually brought about the

beginning of the end of most inequities, and eventually another control.

The pamphlet marked 1, with the Rent Control cuttings not only gave a

message to the public and property owners but brought many telephone

calls from people prepared to donate more than the amount asked for. It

now appeared that property owners had been waiting for a campaign such as

this to start because in less than two weeks sufficient monies from

members' clients alone was enough to cover the campaign expenses. If

this letter had been sent to all property owners not only would the

response have been tremendous but it would have established proof that we?
i

were representing hundreds of thousands of property owners and that is

what really counts in politics. Alec Drew agreed with thinking along

We talked about the possibilities of organising allthese lines.

It seemed possible to do this and keep complete controlproperty owners.

I
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of the public relations necessary in parliamentary lobbying on matters

which may arise concerning property , for example, the rights of

landlords and tenants, and the rights of individual ownership of

The interests of property owners in matters concerning rates

both municipal and Board of Works could be watched together with land tax

Like the service members of the R.A.C.V. we could give a

service to all property owners and indirectly be looking after our own

interests as well but the property owners would be a completely separate

entity of the Institute with no rights other than this service.

Multiple Listing Bureau was to be a separate entity of the Institute with

the Institute maintaining full control.

property.

and the like.

The

However, some members were of the opinion that by organising the property

owners we could create a monster that could eventually re-act against the

interests of our members. Alec Drew and I could not agree with this

because in our opinion the only Institute to have the machinery necessary

to organise property onwers in the manner we intended was the R.E.S.I.and

our only function would be in looking after their interests which would

However, mainly because of Alec Drew's illness,

the matter was shelved but I hope that someday a Committee of the

Institute will really give thought to this suggestion,

it is found practical for R.E.S.I. to do so it would have a tremendous

also be our interests.

I'm sure that if

influence in the future on decisions similar to those now being made by

Parliament and also the Metropolitan Board of Works, the Councils,

insurance companies and the like who already derive so much income from

the people who own real estate. I emphasise that surely it is worth

consideration by a Committee to see if it is practical for a public

relations officer and staff to be employed by the R.E.S.I. to v/atch the

interests of property owners as mentioned on a permanent basis and to

correspond by way of Service Letter only and always subject to the

The cost, say three or four dollars per annumapproval of the R.E.S.I.

from member clients and other owners, who wish to contribute, would be

necessary to have full control of the public relations department and to

make sure that a monster could not be created whereby it would be

possible to interfere with the R.E.S.I. machinery in any way.

way it is possible for public relations to be speaking on behalf of

hundreds of thousands of property owners on matters approved by the

In this

R.E.S.I. and these numbers mean votes and this seems to be the only

language politicians understand.
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In my opinion the rent relief campaign would have caused very little

e?:citement within Parliament or the City Council if it had not been for

the advertising and the correspondence v;hich made it possible to awaken

people to the injustice being done to property owners and the effect it

was having on tenants and housing and the building industry generally.

It united the comparitively few property owners we contacted but this was

sufficient to bring about serious discussions in Parliament, Councils and

with the public generally, and I doubt very much if the Institute, with

100% co-operation from its members, could possibly achieve this

the co-operation'of the property owners themselves.

without

It is because of the strong feeling I have about the rights of individual

ownership being protected in this country tliat I now intend to skip a few

years and discuss another campaign which was necessary to prevent a grave

injustice to hundreds, perhaps thousands, of owners by the complete lack

of consideration to the rights of many owners by a Government Department

and in fact the Government itself.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Following earlier remarks about the appointments to the Housing

Commission in 1938 as set out on page 21, War intervened and during these

years there was little publicity, but details of annual reports would

After the War statements were made duringappear in the Journal.

Parliamentary debates which prompted Charles Beauchamp to make inquiries

which resulted in Alec Drew arranging an appointment for Charles

Beauchamp, Alan Simpson and myself to meet Mr Perrott Senior, at his

office to inspect plans he had on the drawing board for future town

We understood these plans would go forward to the Housingplanning.

Commission as a recommendation, but after inspecting the plans we had no

doubt the Housing Commission was not merely set up to deal with housing

unfit for human habitation and if necessary demolish and rebuild them, or

to inspect property in a run down condition and if necessary order

repairs and renovations wherever justified as intended in 1938,

seemed the Housing Commission wanted to build model cities similar to

it now

those replacing the bombed out areas of Rotterdam or other parts of

Victoria fortunately did not have the terrible experience duringEurope,

the War which so many European cities suffered and of course our

population was far less but the Housing Commission plan appeared to not

only incorporate the small percentage of houses known as slum pockets but

many hundreds of homes and shops that could not be classified as slums

but part of run down areas with some buildings requiring repairs and

Large areas would be acquired and redeveloped with a typerennovations.

of new complex consisting of nev/ shops, houses, apartments and all

Mr Perrett Senior, showed us plans of newnecessary amenities,

developments of this type for future consideration in many suburbs around

Charles Beauchamp said certainly this was only the beginningMelbourne.

of a very ambitious scheme and it would possibly take another 10 years

before a plan could be produced that would meet with the approval of all

the Country Roadsauthorities, including all the Council's, M.M.B.W

Board, Hospitals, Health Departments, and the like as well as the

Maybe this was true but nevertheless it worried me and no

doubt Alan Simpson because Carlton, due to original planning, did have

small pockets like Sommerset Place, Palmerston Place, Victoria Place,

● f

Government.

which were all in the centre of blocks surrounded by fine wide streets

such as Lygon, Drummond, Rathdowne, Princes and Grattan Streets. It
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would be quite understandable if these pockets were completely demolished

and replaced by a small garden square, or car parking facilities or some

other use to the advantage of surrounding properties, but early in 1964,

because of these small pockets and even fewer narrow streets such as

University Street, Little Palmerston Street, and Shakespear Street, it

was reported that the Housing Commision has prepared a master plan to

rebuild on two hundred acres of slum land in Carlton,

least tv/o errors of fact in this statement,

and the area was not a slum,

the Exhibition Gardens, Nicholson Street from Carlton Street up to

There were at

The acreage was 291 acres

The area affected was Carlton Street facing

Fenwick Street, North Carlton, and along to Lygon Street, then down to

Cemetary Road into Swanston Street and along Swanston Street back to

Grattan Street which ran into Carlton Street again. Since commencing

v7ork in Carlton it has already been established how much I loved the

suburb, tile buildings and the people who lived and worked there,

not surprising to me that so many of our well known families, probably

the elite, lived in Carlton in the olden days and I had no doubt after

visiting England in 1962 that Carlton would be just as popular in the

future for home lovers who v/anted to live near the gardens and be able to

walk to the city or the University or to the place of their employment,

fiany of the houses illustrated in the book by Dr E Graeme Robertson for

the National Trust Inner Suburban Series which I mentioned earlier were

situated in the area reported as slums by the Housing Commission and

later referred to in the same manner by the Minister of Housing, The

Honourable Lindsay Thompson,

this campaign.

It was

All these cuttings are.in my scrap book for

We arrived home from England at the end of 1962 and the following August

or September, I had a coronary which put me in hospital in East Melbourne

for several weeks and at home for several months after that. The

statement by the Housing Commission and the Minister for Housing did. not

appear until 1964 and it was about this time that I realised how worrying

this must be or must have been to Richard and George as well as the rest

of the staff, including Harry Bracher who was just as fond of Carlton and

I was.

tension at all costs.

Since the coronary I was advised by the heart specialist to avoid

Well this would be the greatest joke of all time

for an agent in Carlton, however, I had resigned from the Executive and

the Divisional Councils and have regretted this move ever since,

didn't realise how much I appreciated seeing the members each month and

I
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the friendships that had existed amongst us.

meeting ready to make- a strong protest on the Housing Commission and the

Government action and just couldn't understand why Frank Sheehan, Ron

Quixley, and other members whose offices were in other suburbs connected

with our Branch did not seem as annoyed as I felt.

I attended our next Branch

Believe me, it was

weeks before I realised that my only thought was Carlton and naturally

Frank and Ron and the other boys realised if the Housing Commission did

not operate in Carlton the next move could be their suburb or any other

suburb close to the city,

tread warily in this matter.

The Institute also had to be very careful to

It was in November 1964 when the Minister of Housing made the statement

to the press about 290 acres in Carlton being considered for

reclamation. The press statement was mis-reported and read "Carlton

slums to go" and this led the people to believe that the whole of the

suburb was derelict and would be demolished. This and other poor press

statements by the Minister and the general practice of issuing qualified

certificates led to buyer resistance, reduction of values and reduction

in sales in the area. This was all set out about 12 montlis later, in a

report by Richard Gedye after he was appointed Chairman of the Committee

of Housing Commission Carlton Comprehensive Development Area (C.D.A.)

which will be mentioned later. It was a very worrying time for Carlton

agents during this particular period. Because of doctor's orders, I

seldom attended the office and had to be content getting members of the

Executive Council to inspect the area in question - I also attended a

meeting of the Executive but at that time I did not appreciate the reason

why careful consideration was necessary before taking any direct action.

This was another case of someone making the bullets but they must be

fired by the property owners and occupiers themselves if they were going

to influence the Government or the Council. After speaking to a few of

the owners it was obvious that they just didn't realise the effect the

scheme was going to have on their property. We had a copy of the '

proposed plan now, which Richard, Brian Kelly and I studied in detail.

We were ama-zed at the proposals and the report completed by Leslie M

Richard and I knew about the necessity of space by

the University and the Womens Hospital because we had been acting as

their agent for many years for this particular purpose, but to read that

the whole of Lygon Street shopping area from Grattan Street to Elgin

Street, consisting of.about 140 shops including banks, estate agents.

f

Perrott and partners.

■
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restaurants, and the like, was included in the proposal for

terrific shock and this increased as we continuedre-development was a

reading.

time to organise another campaign and with the consent of the

Institute I phoned all Carlton agents and suggested they bring eight or

ten of their most important clients whose property was in the area
In the meantime

It was

effected, to the Institute rooms the following week,

witli Brian Kelly and Richard's consent I prepared speeches which would

remove any doubt by the owners regarding the seriousness of this matter.
There was aRichard Gedye would outline details of the proposed plan.

I was elected to the Chair and tooklarge attendance at the meeting,

advantage after the speeches of addressing soma of the owners

Qie client owned the shop on the corner of Lygon and Grattanpersonally.

Street which was sold in 1980 for $220,000 another client owned shops and

offices on the corner of Lygon Street and Faraday Street and those

inluded a licenced grocery, a radio broadcasting company, shipping lines
Another client ownedIt was at that time probably worth $500,000.etc.

When we produced theof the largest corset factories in Australia,

the fate of these buildings all apathy was

one

proposed plans to prove

removed entirely. I suggested firstly, we form the Carlton Business and

This was agreed to and I was asked to beProperty Ovners Association.

President but thought it unwise for an estate agent to accept this

position and suggested J W Ridg^^ay JP, well known hardware people in
John Ridgway was elected with nine other v;ell known businessmen

Before the meeting

Carlton,

together with Brian Kelly, Richard Gedye and myself,

ended I suggested it would be necessary to employ a public, relations firm
Our clients already had theirto v/rite the story in defence of Carlton,

and before the meeting closed I knew I could employcheque books out

Clive Turnbull, a noted War correspondant and now a public relations man

who was highly recommended by leading firms in Melbourne including the
I called on Clive Turnbull at his rooms in VictoriaMyer Emporium.

Parade, Fitzroy, and gave him the facts as set out in the scrapbook. It

Hand Off Carlton", (see No. 6 in the scrapbook) an

All other details v

was not long before

excellent book and well illustrated was distributed,

of this campaign are contained in the cuttings but the reports by Richard

Gedye who was elected Chairman of the Committee of Housing Commission

Comprehensive Development Area, deserved special praise for the manner

which he was able to condense so may features set out by Brian Kelly,

Richard and myself without losing the importance of these features.

in
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The Housing Commission did demolish and rebuild high rise concrete flats

almost over the entire block between Princes and Palmerston Streets and

This was the most run down part of

s

Lygon and Rathdowne Streets.

The new ttotor Registration Branch was also built in this blockCarlton,

but the entire block is only a small portion of the 291 acres originally

The concrete high rise section is

considered unsightly and has never enjoyed popularity to the locals, but

intended for re-development.

it is common knowledge how desirable the remainder of the section of

Carlton became with home seekers and also the prices paid for homes which

It is only natural that any owner wants tomay have been demolished,

preserve their rights, and be prepared to fight for these rights, but

they must be given the opportunity to present their case in a correct

manner and this should be directed by the experience gained from an

Institute like the R.E.S.I.

At the commencement of the activity by the Housing Commission I was

concerned about the future of our business in Carlton especially the

It seemed the appropriate time to tryinterest of George and Richard,

and establish our business on the other side of the Yarra, and if

possible to develop dwellings in the form of flats that would replace the

hundreds and perhaps thousands of small cottages which would be

demolished in Carlton, North Melbourne, Port Melbourne, South Melbourne

The idea wouldin fact all the suburbs close to the city of Melbourne,

be to seek locations close to transport, industry and shopping where you

would build small, one bedroom flats with lounge, kitchen and shower room

The features must

I sought the advice

with conveniences and including covered carports,

include gardens, good caretaking and low rentals,

from various Councils and builders who I knew through my experince as a

Committee man in charge of extensive building alterations at our golf

club Yarra Yarra. In 1963/64 competition was keen amongst builders and

It was possible to buycosts were very much lower than today's figures,

old houses or land 66 feet by 150 feet, (a quarter of an acre,) or,more

Thefor approximately $11,000 or $12,000 and build for $800 per square,

flats would let readily at $13.00 per week. George Morley's

brother-in-law. Bob Dempster, was a great help to me and I commenced by

buying a property in Carnegie, and getting Bob to build 12 flats, on the

From then on it was a case of will you do the same for mefirst block.

and, with my clients in Carlton and friends at the golf club, it was not

This grew until welong before we had 40 or 50 blocks of flats erected.



RESI Annual Dinner, 1953

Left to Right:

Sir Ewan Camerson, Pres., W Knight, G A Thomson, G Morley
, A Simpson, A Gray, Sir Dallas Brooks, J Giblett, H MountG Purbrick
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had to establish offices in Murrumbeena and also in Mentone.

Richard and I had a fair amount to do with the Housing Commission

campaign whilst George was not only ladened by the extra work in the

office, but also extra organising work involved especially upon the

completion of each block of flats,

popular investments, so it is an ill wind that doesn't blow some good,

Of course

They let readily and were very

but tlie pressure of growing pains was on George and Richard for some

Richard became Vice President of the Institute butyears to come,

resigned from office before being elected President, mainly because he

felt George just couldn't cope with the amount of extra work that would

be involved.
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CHAPTER SIX

Vtell, I must now return to 1952, when Mr Dick Buxton succeeded me as

President. The only change on the Executive was Alec Gray replacing Mr

Don Jacobs who had retired. The President himself was replacing George

Pur brick. George Pur brick had been a great help to me during my term as

President. He was most unselfish. He drove me to meetings at Bendigo

and many Branch meetings and this was really appreciated.

He arranged the Annual Dinner when I was President at the "Delphic",

formerly the Embassy Ball Room owned by Jenny Brenan in 1933 - the guests

included Sir Arthur Warner, Sir Michael Chamberlain and our present

Governor Sir Henry Winneki (they had not received their Knighthood then)

together with the Lord Mayor of Melbourne, Oliver J Neilson, Judge Book

and many others.

Many special meetings of the Executive were held in George Purbrick's

office during the weekend when I was President because sometimes the

rooms were unavailable at no. 60 Market Street,

the first Chairman of the Divisional Council to become President of the

Institute the following year.

Hotel on 4 December 1952 and the guest of honor was The Honorable Harold

Other guests included Judge Reid, Judge Book, Mr Dave Doyle,

President of Building Industry Congress, Mr E Thompson the General

Manager of the Argus, Mr Michael Chamberlain of the National Trustees

I think Dick Buxton was

The Annual Dinner was held at Menzies

Holt.

Company, and representatives of kindred Institutes as published in the

Journal in December 1952. The speeches were published in the January

Journal 1953.

I was granted leave of absence for the remainder of Dick's term of office

while Maidie and I went abroad. My great friend, Stan Casey, heard about

this and decided to give me a going away party at his home in Cotham

He invited all the Executive Council members and many BranchRoad, Kew.

and Divisional Council members and also many of ary own personal friends.

I don't think a detail was missed by Stan or his wife and daughter,

was a hilarious night especially when Stan announced that one of ary

It

favourite friends v/as about to appear, and in walked Mr Stapleton of the

Mr Stapleton made a very nice speech and so did StanFair Rents Board.
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Savoy, London 1953

Dr Coombs, Govenor, Commonwealth Bank of Australia,Left to Right:

Mr Rusdin, General Manager, London, commonwealth Bank of Australia,
G A Thomson,RESI
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a^d Charles Beauchamp. I felt very proud to be associated with all

present. Even George, Richard and Peter were in attendance with of

course Harry Bracher. Unfortunately Alec Drew was unable to attend the

party. He was still seriously ill.

When Maidie and I arrived in London, I wanted to get rid of two or three

duty calls which I had been asked to make. Oie was to the Secretary of

the Chartered Surveyors Institute at 12 Great George Street, Westminster,

and the other was the Secretary of the Chartered Auctioneers and Estate

Apparently Alec Drew

used to correspond with both these Institutes and no doubt he had

informed them about the case history as far as our rent control in

They were naturally very interested

Agents Institute at Lincoln's Inn Fields in London.

Victoria, and also our compaign.

because England had had controls since the end of the 1914/1918 War, the

They were naturally interested in obtaining some details

as far as our campaign was concerned.

same as France.

I made an appointment to call on

Brigadier Kellick, Secretary of the Chartered Surveyors Institute, who

incidently was secretary of the War Council when Sir Winston Churchill

was in the Chair. Brigadier Kellick introduced me to the President of

the Chartered Surveyors Institute and who incidentally has a flat on the

top of the building which is opposite the Foreign Office in Westminster.

They asked me many questions regarding the rent control in Victoria and

our campaign in general, and after we had spoken for quite a while the

President asked me if I would meet the convener of their Committee

attending to the controls over in England, a Mr Niontegue Evans, and

After that Brigadier Kellick took my wife and

I to lunch at Hatchets Restaurant in Piccadilly, a magnificent

naturally I said I would.

restaurant, and we had a delightful hour or so that we repeated on a

couple of occasions before v/e came home. I received a telephone call

from Mr Montegue Evans and he asked if my wife and I would dine with him

at his club which was in St. James Square and once again we met a most

delightful host and a very charming man, and we exchanged details of the

manner in which the controls affected us in Victoria which seemed mild in

comparison to the controls the way they affected the people in England.

At his request I used to correspond regularly with Montegue Evans until

I also found the Secretary of

the Giartered Auctioneers and Estate Agents at Lincoln's Inn Fields very

he died about seven or eight years later.

charming, Mr Hawke and his staff. They put themselves out to make us

feel at home, and he had most of the details from Alec who he knew, and
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there was just no doubt about the impression that Frank Sampson made when

he was over in England and apparently he also used to correspond

regularly with that Institute.

Before leaving Australia I was asked by a friend of mine, Fred Rusden if

I would call and see his brother who was a Manager of the Commonwealth

I did this and after waiting a short time in the most

wonderful reception room, it looked as though it was about half the size

of the Palais de Danse, out walked a little man with reddish hair, whom I

afterwards called Bluey Rusden because his brother told me to do so.

Bank in London.

He

was accompanied by Dr Coombs, who I think at that particular time was the

Coverner of the Bank. Anyhow of course Bluey had a lot to talk about as

far as my brother was concerned and also his brother, Fred Rusden, and

the result was that I was asked if I would go along to the Savoy Hotel

where they were holding a reception that evening for Dr Coombs, who

incidently was just visiting London,

or sixty other men at the Savoy including a lot of fellows that I knew

from Jfelbourne, but the one who was the most outspoken and the one who

everybody seemed to know was Bill Barry, the Labor Leader, who was over

apparently on a trip in regards to the Olympic Games which were to be

held in Melbourne in 1956.

Well, there might have been fifty

Bluey Rusden had naturally been writing to

his brother before we arrived and he just had seats booked for us in the

most wonderful position for the Coronation, he had seats booked for the

test match at Lords, he also took me into the pavillion of Lords for the

simple reason they were making arrangements for Alan Davidson, who was

the fast bowler in the Australian team at that particular time, to stay

bad< and work for a few months in the Commonwealth Bank before he

We saw quite a lot of Europe and England beforereturned to Australia.

we left to come home.

We came home by way of the Panama Canal and New Zealand and arrived in

Sydney. On arrival in Sydney we stayed the night at the Hotel

Australia. I took the opportunity of calling at the Institute and seeing

the Secretary, Mr Collins, and who should be there, but Lyall Moore

President of the N.S.W. Institute, so I invited him around to the Hotel ;

Australia, and we went into the Saloon Bar to have a drink. We were only

in there for about a quarter of hour and who should walk in but Stan

Casey who was on his way back from Singapore, where he had been to the

races with other members of the VRC, so we all spent rather a happy
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evening together,

later I went to see Alec Drew who was in hospital.

We arrived home the following day, and about two days

I only saw him on one

occasion when he was able to talk, and he died about a week later.

Alec Drew was always keen to see the Institute have its own building and

so was Doug Harper. Doug was responsible in getting subscriptions

increased but they were still very low considering the additional service

and advantages given to members compared to only a few years ago. Doug

refused to accept the argument put forward that we didn't have the money

to buy an Institute building. His answer to this was "well lets find

it". Alec Drew told me when I was President he considered our financial

position had improved sufficiently to really consider the move, even

though some financial assistance would be required. Doug Harper must

have tliought that a twenty pounds levy to members was justified,

considering tlie advantages they would gain through us owning our own

building. We had already inspected several properties but they were

unsuitable either because of location, structure, price or some other

reason but we had never really tried to find a suitable property for

headquarters. I had now spoken to many agents whom I had known through

the Branch and who I knew managed many properties in East Melbourne,

Parkville and in other locations which may have been suitable for our

One day Stan Casey got in touch with me and he told me that

he had several properties tliat had to be submitted to auction and one was

I went down

Institute.

situated on the corner of Victoria Parade and Spring Street.

From the exterior the building wasand inspected the property with Stan,

very solid and one of the terrace houses, each with three storeys and

It had a frontage of about 25 feet and a

The location was good in my

containing about 10 rooms,

deptli of 100 feet along Spring Street,

opinion but it depended on whether the old building could be made

suitable for the requirements of an Institute.

A friend of mine, Doug Alexander, an architect at the Melbourne

University whom I used to meet quite often going home from v;ork of an

evening, said he would have a look at the building with me and after

doing sc he thought that alterations were possible and he said he would

do a rough plan showing his ideas of what could be done. When I got this

plan I showed it to George Morley and the rest of the Executive Council

which now included Harry Seddon and, I think Ken Dowling and Bill Foote.

Bill Foote was representing the valuers division. This property was
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being sold subject to the existing tenancy but I had already approached

the tenant who was running a cheap apartment house and although he was

not prepared to commit himself he suggested he may listen to a reasonable
He had told Stan Casey previously he

After talking to Stan Casey I was of

figure and give vacant possession,

would not be prepared to vacate,

the opinion that the property would sell at a figure within our price

Some members of the Executive were not happy in case we could notrange,

obtain vacant possession, but after seeing the tenant again George

Morley, Harry Seddon and I were quite prepared to take the risk at a

Well, we bought the property and then the fun started. We gotprice,

vacant possession but Doug Alexander drew up altered plans, to try and

After spending weeks on this theysatisfy City Council requirements.

then required off street parking, and this was not possible to give. I
In the .told Doug Alexander to mark time until the Executive met.

meantime, Harry Seddon got in touch with me and told me he intended to

approach Felt and Textiles who were interested in buying the terrace as a

George Morley was acting President for Ewen Cameron (later Sirwhole.

Ewen Cameron) who I think at the time, was busy with Parliamentary

George i*forley had a Committee who were in the middle ofduties,

selecting a new General Secretary by the name of Frank Foy.

Harry told me he thought he could sell the corner of Victoria Parade and

Spring Street and also wanted me to look at a property on the corner of

We inspected it together and were

both convinced it would be a far better proposition for headquarters than

Victoria Parade,

car parking,

the Journal in tlarch 1957 but it was different when we inspected.

Wellington Parade and Powlett Street.

It was close to the city but far more convenient for

The plan of the building is set out on pages 44 and 45 of

There

opening between the Meeting Room and the marked Multiple Listing

Room so this would require a lintel to support the ceiling before a

suitable opening was made in the divisional wall to enlarge the meeting

room, especially for Divisional Council meetings when a larger room would

The bathroom seemed the most suitable spot to convert into

toilet and washroom and it would also be necessary to have

The team of contractors who had been

was no

be necessary,

a mens

additional lights and power points,

working at myoffice since the depression years mentioned earlier were

quite capable of doing this because similar work had been carried out to

hundreds of properties over the years it would not require an architect

I told Harry I would get Jim Medlyn to give meor any additonal labour.
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suitable
for the lintal and opening and also suggested he make a

bookshelves which could be fitted in position and used
was not required.

Jack Coon would attend to the

all the electrical v/ork.

Harry

a price
83 8

cabinet with

partition between rooms when the larger room
also do all the necessary painting.

■I

He would

alterations in the bathroom and George Cain,
much lower than any other estimate received.The total price was

then went into the price he thought Felt and Textiles may pay for
be able to buy Wellington

Victoria Parade and the price and terms wer may

It just seemed too good to be true, but reference on pageParade for.

165 of the Journal September 1956; page 134, Journal October 1956; page
43 March 1957 will give

. s
t ■

18 8 October 19 57 and page

successful deal and the satisfaction it gave
10 3 June 19 57; page

complete details of the
fulfilling theand myself to play and important part iinHarry Seddon

I'm sure that Harry
wishes of Alec Drew, Doug Harper and many others.

I
I did each time we entered our new .. Seddon had the same thoughts as

could not tliank Stan Casey forand it was a great pity we

selfish help and consideration he showed for the Institute
headquarters

, not
Iall tlie uns

only for Victoria Parade, which made it possible for us to purchase
Wellington Parade, but also other property in Spring

Street which were

Strangely enoughthe Institute Solicitors and others.

Studley Park Road, Kew and also a property in
later occupied by

I was selling at auction in

Albert Street, East Melbourne the day we

suggested that George Morley bid in my place.

bought Victoria Parade but I

i
I

of the Stock Exchange Club with Zilan

and we used to

or two games of

Stan Casey and I were members

Russell, George Purbrick, John Bowen and Geoff Chambers
Friday and if possible play onehave lunch nearly every

Early in

East Melbourne Stan told me

1956 not so long after we bought Victoria Parade,
he had some very bad news from his doctor and

could only expect to live for about six

snooker.

unless his leg was amputated he

it was cancer. He refused the operation but we continued ourmonths

Friday meetings at the Club,

He was a brave man, a

supporter of Harry

Branch member, and a

usual but almost six months to the day heas

delightful personality, and a great

Bracher and myself from the commencement

wonderful member of the Institute.

died.

- a great

be well attended and the Branch

both whom became members of

The secretary's job seemed to change

Branch m.eetings continued to

delegates were now

the Executive Council and myself.

Our

Brian Kelly, Frank Sheehan
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quite often Howard Thorpe, George Kingsford and Jim Duncan all taking a

turn. Brian Kelly was now the President of the Branch and later Tom

Burns was elected. I think Frank Sheehan was responsible for Frank Foy

attending our Christmas meeting, the first official branch meeting Frank

Foy attended in 1953.

secretary,

experience, especially around 1956 when there seemed to be more meetings

than usual. Lloyd Davies, Milner Arnold, Alan Simpson, Frank Sampson,

George Morley, Dick Buxton, Brian Kelly and myself together with Judge

Beauchamp were consigned to the Committee at that time. Firstly the

written evidence by the parties concerned would be considered, and it

would be decided whether the case was a dispute or a complaint, the

Committee had the right to cross-examine on the evidence, and the parties

involved, the right to reply and give further verbal evidence. VThen this

was completed they would leave the room v/hilst the Committee would

consider the evidence. The Judge would then sum up after referring to

the rules as to ’’professional conduct" the "Code of Ethics" and after

discussing any breech a decision would be reached. He seldom made a

mistake. Ken Dowling was the first Chairman of the Multiple Listing

Bureau from 1954 to 1958, and was responsible for the wonderful addition

to the R.E.S.I. In 1967 I was a member of their Arbitration & Disputes

Committee, and gained the greatest respect for the work carried out for

the M.L.B. by Ken and also John Rowell tlie first full time Manager of the

M.L.B.

He was doing an excellent job as our general

The Arbitration & Disputes Committee was really an

The valuers division of the Institute was formed by Don Jacobs and Doug

Harper because the requirements insisted by the Commonwealth Institute of

Valuers was beyond many of the members and they were unable to gain the

benefits of lecturers and experts to assist them in this important part

I was fortunate in being selected as a foundationof the profession,

member of the Committee as set out in the Journal in July 1949 on page

The Journals of November 1951 and January, February, October 1952

describe and report the annual dinners at Menzies Hotel together with the

All were arranged by Don and Doug

The number

729.

distinguished guests who attended.

Harper with that little touch of class they always aimed for.

of members who.joined the division was sufficient evidence of its worth

to the Institute until eventually it amalgamated with the Commonwealth

Institute of Valuers.
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The newly formed Committee of the R.E.S.I

Committee", held its inaugual meeting on 20 October 1972, excellent

extentions and alterations had been made to the Institute as described in

the Journal of May 1959, pages 90 - 93.

son-in-law), was President and since then President representing city and

suburbs have been Malcolm Gray (the son of Alec), Jim Crockett, Bill Sage

(whose Dad was a delegate in my time), Peter Hancock, Darrell Simpson

(son of Alan) and Neale Burgess (son-in-law of Gordon l*foodard) .

era in father and son Presidents commenced in 1958 with Deon Lang the son

of Scott-Lang , followed by Alec Gray, Ken Dowling, Frank Sheehan, Tom

Rowe, Bill Cook, Jack Burnham, George Steele and Kris Callaghan.

Stock and Country section since that time had been represented by John

Hudson, Peter Auburn, Clive Goldsv;orthy, Ian Robinson, John Rourke, Don

The Past Presidents● 9

John Nidiols (Eric Weber's

The new

The

McLennan and Arthur Dalglish and what a wonderful contribution they have

However I am a suburban agent and more familiar with

problems affecting the city and suburban interests and the manner in

which the President in office through his Committee will endeavour to

Around the table in this well furnished

made for members.

resolve those problems.

Execuitve Council meeting room where we meet every three months, there

will be many of the past Presidents mentioned, together with other past

Presidents of the 1940 to 1960 years. What a difference from the meeting

rooms at 140 Queens Street and 60 Market Street, and the personnel that

sat around the long table when Harry Bracher and I made our debut as

delegates, listening in amazement to dabates on problems that seemed

insurmountable, yet somehow they would be resolved in a manner that

Now after nearly fifty years I

still listen to reports from Committees and realise how much greater the

problems are today, but these past Presidents are better equipped to

No doubt they have learnt from past records but there

is also no doubt that a sounder education, a correct approach and greater

ability to adapt to a situation, has been responsible for a great change

All past President from Lloyd Davies to Hughie'ftount,

seemed to be acceptable to all concerned.

handle the work.

from old policies,

v/ould agree with this, and feel proud of these younger men who are

bringing to a successful conclusion the schemes which seemed dreams in

the olden days, together with the problems facing them in this ever

I have the greatest admiration for them and for

Brian Itobinson, the Executive Director, Brian Coleman, the Deputy

changing business world.

Director, and of course Joan Pottenger and in fact all the staff,

been a great pleasure to be elected to this Committee.

It has
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First REST Ball Committee, 1940

Left to Right:

R Morton, Miss E Bennett, A Drew,

K Langridge, R McLeod, C Downard, J Sheedy, (Next two not known), A Hill
Secretary, G Thomson, Organising Secretary
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Past Presidents' Dinner, RACV, 1978

Left to Right: J Hudson, G J Rourke, G Morley, G Scott Lang Jnr, M Gray, J Crockett, R Buxton,
D McLennan, G Steele, W Cook, F Sheehan, I Robinson, A Gray, E Aubin,

Seated: J Nichols, G Thomson, P Hancock, E Bartrop, W Sage, B Robinson (Executive Director),
K Dowling
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In conclusion of this story, which I hope will record some useful

I must stress the importance of the real

estate profession, especially in real estate management, because surely

they are managing a very important part of the State's greatest asset.

Ihought must be given to the total value of property of all types owied

by the people of Victoria, and the enormous source of revenue it means to

the Government, Council, Water Board, Land Tax Office, Insurance

Companies and building industry and the like,

property owners employ estate agents but all estate agents are dependant

on property owners in fact, the number of estate agents to property

Property of all types in Victoria and other

States are subject to many Acts by the Government and many By-Laws and

Regulations by Councils and other bodies, therefore it would be important

for property owners to be united and have one authority or one authorised

information for tiie R.E.S.I ● /

Of course, not all

owners, is infinitesimal.

representative to speak on their behalf on any matter considered

detrimental or unjust to their interests in real estate. In ary opinion

there could be no doubt that property owners would agree to have as their

representative a person endorsed and guided by tlie proven experience and

accepted authority of The Real Estate and Stock Institute of Victoria.

It now appears that all people having a common interest to protect, unite

as a union or an association. Sometimes on TV we see and hear the union

leader but this is not the type of leader we want to represent our ’

However, we must realise this is possible if property ownersclients.

are desperate for a leader because of unfair interference to their rights

of ownership. The success of the R.E.S.I. Building Society proves the

confidence owners have in their agent and the R.E.S.I. There is no

reason to suggest they would not have the same confidence in an R.E.S.I,

Trustee Company, or an R.E.S.I. Insurance Company or even our ovm legal

department to deal with conveyancing or matters concerning the Landlord

This could be the answer to further encroachments madeand Tenant Act.

on our real estate profession by trustee companies or their nominees,

solicitors or their nominees, or insurance companies. I have every

confidence that owners would consent to an annual subscription that would

cover all expenses of a public relations department whose job would

include permanent lobbying of Parliament and watching the interests of

all owners as well as doing the organising work involved in this separate

department controlled by the Institute but as a separate entity.

Naturally at some time or other the pressures are on all real estate men
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because of one reason or the other, but in ary younger days there was

always Al.ec Drew to help witii a problem and later Frank Foy, a worthy

successor to Alec, and now of course Brian Robinson whose always ready to

help with your v;orries.

But tlie best tonic for worry in ary time was a holiday at the Emerald

Country Club with George Morley and Bob Dempster or a week away with

Gordon Woodard, Alan Russell and Lance Beech in Gordon's boat - the

Olympia - on the.Gippsland Lakes, or a week of golf at Peninsula with Dot

There v;ere many friends made through the

Ball Committees, the Executive Council and the Divisional Councils and of

course there were dinners with the Dowlings, the Seddons, Bill Foote and

Perhaps the happiest of these memories was the

and Stan Casey and ary wife.

his wife and many others.

Christmas meeting of the Carlton/Collingwood/Fitzroy/Richmond/Ab botsford

Branch with all the boys I have already named, and in the hey day of our

champion, Harry Bracher.

THE END

GAT;CDS

0005B
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EXTRACTS FROM INSTITUTE JOURNALS

REFERRED TO IN TEXT

MEMOIRS ON THE ACTIVITIES OF

THE REAL ESTATE AND STOCK INSTITUTE OF VICTORIA

1936 1980

BY G A THOMSON
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February 10, 1938. THE REAL ESTATE JOURNAL. Page 7

m

.lP1 >?!
iiiii V if1 i

, By C. H. Beauchamp, F.C.I.V.

1^

Slum tUoarcl—as it is popularly known—was taken
up and vigorously criticised.

It was pointed out that control of the landlord
has and always will be easy; but control of tl
vicious and bad Slum tenant is
difficult.

HE Slum jJoj)ulalion of a great city is a prob
lem which, as civilisation and enlightenment
advance, engages tlie mind of the tliinking

man more and more. Experience, both bitter and
costly, is at lust teaching us—or at all events, those
of us who wish to be taught—two things in regarti
to this question. The. first fs, that Slums can nevei
be totally eradicated, no more than the evils oi
driirk, gambling, or drugs can be eliminated.

We realise, secondly—and this is equally im
portant—that Slum control is a problem of its own
and is totally disassociated from other national and
civic problems, such as housing, home building and
town planning. Slowly but'surely are we commenc
ing to view these varying problems in their correct
perspective.

Most interesting is it to read in the celebrated
Report of the Housing Investigation and Slub Aboli
tion Board, which, with all its faults (if any), is a

most distinguished and constructive effort, and is
the only one of any importance which has been pro
duced on the subject as it affects Melbourne, that—

"English authorities state that, owing to mis
conception of the problem, many hundreds
of milliojis of pounds of public money have
been spent on housing wiljiout making any
noticeable iiirouds on the Slums.”

This, coupled with the growing realisation of the
fact, which has been given ])ractical exjnession to
in Holland with good result, that the only real ad
vance to be made in Slum betterment is by concen
trating on the tenant or inmate rath.er than on the
landlord, should cause us to hesitate before we em

bark on any extensive and costly programme such
the demolition and re-building of Slum dwellint^.s
or any other such ])rogramme entailing at the out
set a heavy capital exjjenditure of public money
which is irrevocably lost if the plan is not a success.

Despite all this and the admission as quoted
above, the chief recommendation of the Board is

that three and a-half million pounds be spent in the
first three years in erecting 6,500 new houses -with
modern conveniences. This, together with a badly
explained and ill defined policy of education, .)/
which the chief features are "sympathetic treatment
and guidance,” are to be the first instalments of
their plan to abolish Slums and re-house the Slum
})OJ>ulation of the State.

In the Report of The Real Estate and Stock
Institute of Victoria, on the subject of Slum Con
trol, which W’as presented to the Premier and all
members of Parliament last December (copies of
which are available), this recommendation 6f th<;

le

correspondingly

Nevertheless, it is in the control of the latter
of these two that the betterment of the Slums will
be effected. Until e.xpcrience has been gained, and a

good, workable sy'stem of control of the inmate ha.s
been established, no real advance will have be

made, and the community w'ould be foolish to per
mit any large capital expenditure

en

new buildingson

The evolving of such a system and the accumu
lating of experience will in themselves entail
siderable expenditure of public money as well as
taking a more or less considerable amount of time.

a con-

To bridge the gap between the start of educa
tional and comjjulsory control and the time when
we will be in a position to start on any large pro
gramme of demolition and re-building of the Slum.s
(if, indeed, this be found necessary or possible) the
Institute recommends the compulsory recondition
ing by owners, financially assisted, if necessary, by
the Government, of a large number of dwellings in
the Slum areas.

These dwellings, which are sound in their
teatures, but which have fallen into such a state of

disrepair in many of their details, largely, the Insti
tute holds, by the methods of life and ruthless dis

regard of all decent treatment of their tenements by'
the low-grade tenants.

Broadly speaking (and no body of business or
other men are better qualified to.speak on this than
members of the Institute), the life of the averag..-
low'-rental (not low grade) tenement should be
much greater than is popularly supposed, a.nd. the
decadence of most of such buildings is due in much
greater part to the treatment they' receive from the
inmates than to structural or other defects.

.A.11 this in no v/ay applies to the great body of
good industrial and other tenants who are doing
their best under conditions to which better housing
relates.

main

as

This, however, as has been pointed out, is an
other problem, and should not be confounded with
that of the Slum population. The problem here is
j>rimarily one of finance, whereas, in the case of
the Slums, it is one of education and control.

'I'his general recommendation of the Institute
is only' the broad outline, which those of its mem-
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bers who are qualified to express an opinion, advise
the Government .sliould be the foundation of any
policy for the betterment of the Slums.

There are many gaps to be filled in and
features to be developed. The vital questio
crowding and the necessary provision of ftirther
dwellings for gxcess individuals under this category
will entail, sooner or later (probabl}' sooner), the
erection of a certain number of new buildings.

to the landlord of a reconditioned or new dw-elling
as the case might be, to make up the difference
between what he, should fairly receive in the ope.n
market as rent for his propert}' and what an indi
gent tenant can afford to pay.

This, of course, strictlv speaking, comes wi thin
the financial aspect of the question rather than in
that of education and control of the inmate; but it
has been pointed out to the Government that here

many

of over-

1
I

Who Owns Dudley Park ? t niock: "Herald.

Ihc question, also, of coinpulsory demolition
of a number—so far not .ascertained in anv satisfac
tory m.anncr—of tenements which it is not possible
to recondition or whicli occupy noisome sites in
blind .alleys, rights-of-way, and other impossible
positions, will also entail the provision of a certain
number of new dwellings. i

is one of the real features of control which can be

exercised if nece.ssary against those inmates of the
Slums who refuse to be am.en.ablc to reform.

These .and other .attcnd.ant probicins, however,
cannot be solved in three years, and cert.ainly not
by the spending of 3^ million pounds in the erection
of 5,.500 new houses in that period; and it is this
certain knowledge that prompts the Institute to
advise the Government to "GO SLOW,” and accu

mulate experience of the special local conditions

There is the problem of the bad landlord, who.
however, does not exist in anything like the number
suggested by the Slum Eo.ard, and who m any event
is always easy to control through his property,

dhere is the important feature of Rent Sus
tenance or the amount to be p.aid by the Government (Continued on 1st column, paffc 9.J
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(Coutiniud from i^auc ii.)

and retjiiireiiuiits applicable to tlio. (pieslioii in Mel
boimie and \'ictoria, uhieh must dili'cr matei'ially
from tlic ]jrol)lem as it exists in okler cities of tlie
Continent and America.

A liard, conimon-.sense re/ilisation that wc are

faced with a hard set of fact.s which arc all directly

connectetl with fundamental weaknesses of human

nature, will produce more results than an indulgence
in sentimentality, idealism and super-henevolenee,
in’solving this evil.

Anybody who, in the future, receives the commi.s-
.sion of the ))eople to control and effect Slum better
ment would be well advised at the outset to clear

the mind of any “wishy-washy” sentimenis of the
above nature. That .symi)athetic treatment is neces

sary is admitted, but only up to a point and in its
correct proportion.

Let such a controlling body beware of the mod
ern tendency for parental control to indulge and
find excuses tor the erring child, and rather remem
ber the sturdy old Jewish I adage, handed down to ns
through the centuries, which still holds good:—

Spare the rod, and spoil the child.”
ti
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SLUMS AND REHOUSING. terc.stccl in slum abolition .and i{s associated

))roblcnis, liis investigations and stndy extending
beyond Australia. Me bad written many treatises
on tile prob'enis with wliich tlic Hoard would deal.

Mr. Hurt, a solicitor, bad made a complete
study of English and other oversea legislation
lating to slum abolition and rehousing, on which
he had “built” a model i\ct. His legal knowledge,
allied with such experience, would be invaluable to !
the Hoard and to the .Ministrv.

Mr. Dunstan added that it was pro])oscd to
“co-opt” the services of architects and others as.so-
ciated with the building industry, many of whom
had offered their services to the Ministry. The
Hoard’s task would be ditticult. and he ho])cd that
the jiublic would give its members every possible
assistance.

Members of Board Appointed.

T HE State ^finistry has appointed a Hoard, com

prising a full-time chairman and three part-time
members, one of whom is a woman, to draft

plans for rehousing and the abolition of slums.
The members are:—

re-

The Assistant Commissioner of Taxes (iSIr. J.
N. O'Connor), ehairman.

Miss Franees Pennington, M.A., Dip. Eld., Dip.
Soc. So.

Mr. I’. Oswald Harnett, M. Comm.
Mr. W. O. Hurt, a principal of the firm of

Bullen & Hurt, solicitors.
The salary of the chairman will be £1150 a

year, and of each of the members itOO a year. The
Hoard’s term will be three vears. Functions of Board,

Wider Powers Later.

The Premier (Mr. Dunstan) is reported to have
said that the powers of the Hoard were at present
limited to investigation. The framework of its con
stitution was established by a Bill in the last session
of Parliament, hut the Ministry proposed to intro
duce in the next session a measure clothing the
Board with greater authority and wider power.

Mr. Dunstan added that Mr. O’Connor, in ad
dition t o serving as .Assistant Commissioner of
Taxes, was Deputy Commissioner of Land Taxes.
He was a member of the Federal Institute of Ae-

countants. Mr. O’Connor was appointed to the
Commonwealth T.axation Department in 1911, and
transferred to the State Ineome Taxation Depart
ment in 192a as chief assessor of income taxation.

He had had wide experience in the service, and was
next in seniority to the Commissioner.

Miss Frances Pennington was a woman whose
experience of social problems in Australia and
abroad was extensive.

Messrs. Barnett and Hurt w'erc members of the

State Housing Investigation and Slum Abolition
Board which reported to the Ministry last year on
slum conditions in Melbourne and their rectification.

Discussing the qualifications of members of the
Flousing Board, savFi “'I'he Argus” ncwspajier, the
Premier (Mr. Dunstan) said that, in addition to her
M.A. degree, Miss Pennington held the diploma of
education and the diploma of social science. She
had obtained practical knowledge of conditions in
Melbourne in her work for charitable organisations.
She liad organised the social activity of the Society
for Crippled Children, and while so engaged had
been offered a scholarshij) by the Smith College, of
Massachusetts, under the Commonwealth fund for

the'study of social service in the United States.
Her st\idics were both theoretical a?id practical, and
she-undertook, in addition, a course in psychiatry at
Smith College and at the University of Pennsyl
vania.

E'unctions of the Housing Hoard will be
To rcchaim and replan insanitary housing area.s

and to condemn and demolish insanitary, obstruc
tive, and other houses .and buildings.

To impose building conditions and rcstriction.s
for lands and houses.

To prescribe stand.ards for the drainage) sanita
tion, ventilation, and lighting of houses, and the
dimensions of rooms in houses.

To inspect houses.
To carry out or require owners to carry out the

reconditioning of insanitary houses and premise.s,
the jrrovision of jiroper dr.ainage, sanitation, ventila
tion, and lighting for, and rooms of proper dimen-
si(ms in, houses.

To make advances to owners of hou.scs or

premises for the ])ur]ioses of comjilying with such
requirements of the Commission.

To recover from owners of hou.scs or ])rcmisc3
the cost of the carrying out bj- the Commissioti of
reconditioning and other works.

To remedy and j)revcnt the overcrowding of
l)ersons in houses and the overcrowding of houses
in areas.

1

To carry into effect housing schemes, including
the acquisition of lands and the erection and owner
ship of houses, and

To decide the class of j)ersons for whom houses
shovdd be provided, and proper limitations to be
jdaced upon the. power to ))rovidc houses.

The chairman of the Housing Commission (Mr.
.1. N. O'Connor), who will retire from his j)rcsent
pasition of Assistant Commissioner of Taxes, said
th.al he would .assume his new duties on March 1.

Mr. O'Connor’s will be a full-time office.

Mr. .1. II. D.avey, of the Education Department,
has been appointed acting secretary of the Hoard,
which held its first meeting o7i 1st March, 19.38.

Mr. Barnett, Mr. Dunstan said, was a Master
of Commerce of the University of Melbourne, and
was a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Ac

countants in Australia. ‘ He had for long been in-
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Resi Cabaret Ba [j

A Delightful Social Function in Aid of Red Cross Funds

JtTNfc: 6th, IDJO;

A dale that will be long: remembered

for it was the night of the First KESI

Ball.

all jire.sent and the congratulations

offered were perhaps suffleient evidence

of everyone's enjoyment, but when a

party of friends at the end of tlie even

ing thank you for having them, they,

having paid their subscription, well

then, no more need be said.

The object of the Ball was to rai.se

fund.s for the lAird Mayor’.s Red Cro.s.s

War Appeal and it is gratifyin,!; to know

\ month or two before the Ball people

wlio may liave wonderingly a.sked

"What's RErjl'.'" now know very inti

mately tliat it stands for The Heal

Estate and Stock Institute. And cer

tainly one tliousand people at least, who

/

1

OEO. A. TJ10M80N.

Oryanisinp Hvcrctary of the HE SI Hall.

foregathered at the Palais to trip the
light fantastic know tliat “RKSl BALL”

i.s only another name for a truly mar
vellous and wonderful time.

The Committee whicli arranged the

that that Fund svill benefit by nearly ,
£350.

The Palais at St. Kilda i.s indeed an

ideal setting for a Ball. The Hall was

awfully attractive with its decorations

of lovely autumn toned tlowei-s and

background of great palms set along

the wulLs. .Added to tliese decorations

*

Ball must h-ivt* been tlcli^bted with the

success of tlie function for a success

U assurtctly was.

●■e

Tito happy faces of
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were the -scores of multi-coloured bal

loons of such Weird slmijes and designs
Report of Organising Secretary

●●Vs oiKanising- secrttary of the RESI

Bail, it liu.s bftn my good fortune

be overwlielined by congratulations at

tlie succe.ss. Those congratulations are

shared with my excellent committee

without whose co-operation and sup-
[lort, such success would hS've been

impossible.

Mr. I.Ioyd Davies was our Chairman,

while Miss Elizabeth Bennett, the only

lady member of our committee, with
■Me,.ssr.s. .A, Uownard and D. Joints

entliusiastic endeavour to bring about

the de.sircd re.sult. Messrs. J. J. Mc-

Sheedy, G. -\ustin and C. Roberts werewhich adorned I he tables, and gave just

that added gala touch to the whole pro

ceeding’s.

to

also willing to at all times give up their

valuable time to assist me.
Truly the whole bleiuied

.scene offered that note of harmony -so

much needed to ensure full and best re

sults from the nionths of preparation

anil organisiition.

The dres.sin.g was very elegant and

although it i.s not jtossible to give de

tailed descriptions it can only be said

that the frock.s in this striking array

did but add to the festive nature of the

Perhaps the most striking

I take this opportunity of thanking

all members of iny Cornmitte sincerely

for their great help and co-operation

and I can assure them that I was very

formed the ticket Committee,

attended

They

to the distribution of allpai’ty.

feature of the decorations in the Hall tickets to our members, Insuratice Com-

])anies. Banks, Solicitors, Accountants

and many others.

The advertising' committee,

Beauchamp, Scott Lang, McSheedy, Hill.

was the sign susjiended from the ceil

ing. It comiirised the Red Cross Sym

bol, !i nurse, at the side of which

appeai’fd in glittei’ing lettei’s the words

●●'I’he RESI .VIDS”—a sure story of the

purpose of the Resi Ball.

The suiiper wa.s e.vcellent and perhaps

just a little different from other similar

functions, in that there was a surfeit

of the good things offering’. One of the

most noticeable obsei’vations wa.s the

lack of stint which characteri.sed

arrangements and this may have readily

contributed to the outstanding success.

The music left nothing to be desired,

old or young, were alike resjionsive to

the I’hythm and beat of the orchestra

of the great Jay Whidden. J.W. has

our praise for entering into the siiirit

of our gatliering as he did and for so

willingly providing for the variety of

tastes in dance music. la.ist but cer

tainly not least of the entertainment

; offered to our guests was the musical

j treat from l!ob Punish that great and

I melodious singer. His singing was a
sheer delight.

Messi’s.

Roberts, Langridge and Foote did

excellent job and comjileted

meats for

an

arrange-

all methods of advertising,

siich as car stickers, show cards for

windows, signs for the ball-room, pub-

ru’ity in the daily papers, broadcasting,

screen advertiseiiients, etc.

The Liquor Committee consisted of

the President. Mr. \V. w. Uavle.s, and

MeKsry. Au.siiii, Morton, I.anKiidKe, Mc
Cauley and W. lioileau. Tlieir job was

indeed didieult, but tlie re.suits on the

ni^ht of the Hall were dellnite proof of

the oxcellenee of all the arrangements’
made.

4

In addition to the foregoinij many
other maltei's required attention. For

arranging the raffle I have to thank

the representatives of the Student Com

mittee and Mr. McSheedy, while the

lueky envelopes wei’e so willingly
attended to by Mr. C. Uoberts. There

was a treinehdou.s amount of iletail in

volved in the work which I have

ferred to, al.so in the deeoi'ation of the

Halai.s including the balloons, flowers,
streamers: also In the work attached to

the reservations, tickets, printing, Taxa

tion and the linancial statements.

Hehiad all these detaij.s and in fact

behind the work of Ihe whole liall wa.s

our (Jeneral Secretary, Mi’. A. 1‘. Drew,
who acted as Treasurer and who did

a lion’s .share of the work which brought

about tlie success of our tir.st effort. I

can assure you that noihii^g was of any

ironhlc to Mr. Dicnv. and he worked

wilh me sometimes till the'eririy houi-s

i‘f the morning. He gave me every

support and made my job much easier

than I expected it to be.

I mu.st also esj)ecially mention Miss

iLli/.abeth Hen nett, Mr. Ken Hangridge

and Ml’. A. \V. Hill, who also sacrificed

many liours from their busine.ss in their

tribute i.s j>aid to the Calais man

agement foi’ their excellent co-operation

and couitesy in all ari’angeinents for

tile function. To the Commillee whicli

arranged tlie Hall, and particularly Mr.

Cleorge Thomson, the Organising Sec

retary, thanks and congratulations are

veiy graciously offered for the amount

of work and time put into provide for

tile entertainment and jileasure of all

guests. Kveu the most critical ptrrson

wouKl ha\e been unable to iletect oiu:

item overlooked or defect in the

arrangements. We can only say - Well

1 )one.

So the UIlSI Hail of 10 10 came to an

end and despite the dirty trick played

by the weather, tlie Coinmitlee must

feel amply rewarded for its efforts and

also must it be assured of the succe.ss

wliicli would attend the holtllng of an

Annual UKSl Hall.

re-

I
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Institute Members Pay, Tribute to
Late Private Bruce Kino-sbiiry V.C.
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Moin|jei.s of llu,- In.-jituu.'

of tUu Molbourno Town Hall
trutlKiod ni the lower hall

on the aftornooii of Thiir.'i-

.'ioli a b'ooti .suiaicr both in -●Vfrlca ami New Guinea.

Capl. Thompson said Private Kinf;.sbury wa.s a volunteer
for the job in wliieli lie {fained the V.C.
live and couratre he cleared

day, June 1'4, to

King.sbury,
a tribute to the late Private- Hruce

Victoria's lirst Vietoritt Cro.ss

pay

fSy his initia-
winner.

a pathway and .saved theSpecial guests included Mr.

nieinbers of their

a nd -Mrs. Kingsbury live.s of many otheis. "VVe frotn Itis unit have got a

job to do to show that hi.s sacrifice wa.s not in vain,"
Captain d'liom.son .said.

and
lamily and several ollicer.s,

N'.C.iJ.’s and men of Pte. Kiny.sbury s Battalion.
H. Bracher, J’resident,

When the war is over we mu.st

We ar^ proud to belong to his
■ ■ Mr.

said that all

gallant soldier

in welcoming the gucst.s.

were, gathered to i>ay a simple triljute to a
not for.gel wlial he did.

battalion because we can say,
hury," he added,

take u].. the cliallengo in civil life to

'wo fought with Kings-
Tliu members of his battalion

in Bruce Kingsbury,

the photograph which would be unveiled
He explained tliat

was the best

er war-time restrictions,

was proposed at a later date to establish

will

Ciury on the thingsthat could l)c obtained tinJ It lie died for.

some more

Mr. Bracher

Pgt. .1. I'J. Gwillin, a member of Uic

as Privati; Kingsbury.

Bruce an intimate friend.

same platoon
permanent memorial to ITivate Kingsbuiy.
said tlvat all .-\n.stral;

said he was privileged to call
was proud of I’livatc Kingslmry,

but members of tlie Institute particularly, because lie

●a

lie liad many friends and

his u.nseltisli actions iiad endeared him to all. He would

the answer to a N.C.O.'s prayer," but,

he took hi.s punishment a.s a

was an estate agent and a son of an old and esteemed

member, Mr. I>. B. Kingsbuiy, of Preston.
not say lie w;is

v.^icn ho transgressed.

He ga\’e Iii.s life to *sa\'e his friend.s and

all iiroud to say wo knew him and tliat

the .same battalion," Sgt. Gwillin added.

■t r. N'eUIeloId. Ixird. Mayor, said it gtive him mucli

pleasure to add liis Iritjulc to the memory of ttio late

Private Kingsbury. No V.C.

deserved.

Hon. H. P. iiwar.

JiUa Ciicket Associalion. lie had often

with tile late I'rivate ICingsbury.

Ilian and i>roved it

M9, Zwur said file I'restoii (.lily

one of the 'Preston iiarks.

foumlatioii and plaune were to be ereeted ill tile i.aik to

his memory.

Captain C. B. Tliompson, an otlicor of Private Kings
bury's battalion, said he came to the battalion in May,

1540. soon after it was formed. He sliowed ability far

jihove the average, Imt did not worry aliout promotion.

His aim was to dp Ills job properly. He proved lilm-

man.
we are

we fought in

ever awarded was more

Archliishop Booth said he had been assured by

was a good boy both

He had regarded it as liis busi-

M.B.O., said as President of the

come in contact

i'rivate Kingsbury's C.O. tliat lie

ill and out of the line,

ness to serve.Ho was a good sports- llis de.siit ia ser\e others should be

an inspiration to all in the’“day.s to

sweeten the iiaiii of Ills parents and loved

they reali.se that his .saciilicc had not boon in vain, for

he laid .saved the lives of hundreds of liis friends by

bis uiisellisli action.

Archbisliop Bootli, before unveiling the portrait,
read the oMicial citation of tlio .award.

on the battlclield of Now Guinea.
come. ■ It must

Council had re-named
ones when

Bruco Kingsbury I'ark." A

Ml'. H. I). Berry recited a short verso suitable for

tile occasion and tlie Archliisiiop closed the proceed

ings witli prayer.

)

rs
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WAR TIME CONTROLS sufBcient for the Government to tell Australia that ihrae

controls are to be continued indefinitely, and that the
future form of control will not be disclosed until after

tile general elections. I am certain that some of the con

trols that I have mentioned—prices, rents, land sales,
capital issues—and others which to-day are having a
restrictive effect on the Australian economy, could be
modified with great advantage to the community aS a .
whole. The essential principle could he maintaned, and
they could be applied where they could be shown to be
still essential. Every one engaged in industry to-day is
convinced that they are being applied where they are
not merely unessential, but are also having a harmful
effect oit the Australian economy. 1 hope that the Minis
ter who represents in this House the department whicli
administers so many of these controls, will be able to

reply satisfactorily to my comments.

:o:

Mr. HOLT (Fawkner).—1 turn to another matter

which 1 believe to be hindering the supply of housing
for the people -of the Commonwealth. The protracted
continuance of a war-time control is having repurcu.s-
sions. 1 refer first to what is palpably an injustice
against one section of the community, namelv rent con
trol. I realize that votes are not won by advocating in
creased rents for property-boldcrs. But we should not
be concerned merely with vole-catching; we should have
some regard for fair play and equity in tho application
of Commonvs'ealth regulations or legislation. The rents
pegged at the 1940 level are still continuing. This is
an utterly unwarranted discrimination against one class
of holder, which is not shared by holders of many other
kinds of assets. From time to time, adjustments have
been made in. respect of wages, with a view to counter
balancing increases of the cost of living. But there has
been-no adjustment in respect of the property-holder,
who pays tax at property rates on the income that ho de

rives in that w-ay. Tlie return from his property is based
on the utterly false premise of tho 1910 valuation. Ten

ants have had their wages secured by cost of living ad
justments; therefore, these have not been pegged in the
same manner. In order to reveal clearly the absurdity of
the position, let us take a return of 8 per cent, in 1940
on a house valued at £1,000, namely £80. To-day, the
<;nme house would certainly cost at least £1,500 to
struct. A return of 8 per cent
£120. That is a gross return, from which rates, depre
ciation and other outgoings have to be met. Consider also

the sale prices of properties to-day, which reveal
equally absurd anomaly. Prices of property are pegged
at the 1912 level. A home that could not be built
for £1,000 in 1912 could not be built for less

than £1,500 to-day. Probably the 1942 construction
would be the more valuable, because it would contain
better materials. This would more than counterbalance

the depreciation that wmuld have taken place during tho
last four years. Yet, under the regulations, the treasury
must refuse consent to the sale of the 1942 home at

more than the then value of £1,000, but must allow the

1946 house to be sold at £1,500. The Government may not

feel greatly concerned at the effect on the property holder,
f suggest that it might feel concerned at the elTecl
those who desire to purchase homes, because undoubt
edly a direct consequence of this policy is a freezing of
the supply of homes throughout every. State. Thousands
of owners of properties to-day will not sell them,
though they could do so, because they know that the
present cost_of a new- home, or one bought on the black
market if they were obliged to purchase in that quarter
would be very much higher. In existing circumstances,
two black market transactions are involved. The owner of

a house sells it at the black market price, anti if he has to
acquire another home he has to pay the black market
price for it. Those who fall within this category must
represent only a small fraction because tbe majority of
the people desire to abide by the law. Therefore, it is not

con-

on that amount would be

an

on

even

SJSt
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Bertrand de Jouvenil, a distinguished Frenchman, observes the.

^result of a measure which began in pure benevolence—-rent control.

I ■

Condensed from a pamphlet, “No Vacancies” in The Readers’ Digest.

chairs. He was sued' for damages and condemned to
- pay a sum amounting to three years of the tenant’s paltry
rent. Since 1914, rents at the most have multiplied 6.8

times, while taxes have multiplied 13.2 times, and the'cost
of repairs is from 120 to 150 times the 1914 price!

An outsider may be tempted to think that only an in

credible amount of folly can have led us to this condition.
But it is not so. ' We got there by easy, almost unnoticed
stages, slipping do'wn on the gentle slope of rent control.
And this was not the work of the Reds but of succeeding

goverjmients, most of which were considered rather con-

servat;ive.
The story starts with World War I. It then seemed

humane and reasonable to stabilize housing costs while

the boys were' in the army or woi-king for victory. So

existing rentals -were frozen. It was also reasonable to
avoid,disturbances at the end of the war lest the veterans’

homecoming be spoiled by evictions and rent increases.

-Thus prewar situations hardened into rights. The o-wner

lost—"temporarily,” of course—the disposition of his pro

perty. , ' ’
When the situation was reviewed in 1926, retail prices

had trebled, and it was plain that lifting controls would
bring huge rent increases. The legislators shrank from
this cri.sis and decided to confirm the tenant’s right to

stay in possession but to raise rents slightly. A new

ownei'-tenant relationship thus took.shape. The owner
was powerless either to evict the tenant or to discuss
the rent with him. The State took care of the price

which rose slowly, while regulation was extended to bring
in flats not' previously regulated. Only buildings put

up since 1915 were left unregulated, this to stimulate con

struction. ■ '

No systematic view inspired this policy. It just grew
from' the fear of a sudden return to liberty which seemed

ever more dangerous as prices stepped up. And, of course,

if one' must control the price of rent, one could not
allow the owner to dismiss tenants, because in that case

he might so easily have stipulated secretly with the new

tenants.

' As rent-control lawmaking continued—no single sub
ject has taken up so much of the time and energy of
Parliament—the real income from the buildings crumbled

from year to year. Then came World War II. The re
turn to liberty which had been de-vised for 1943 was, of
course, abandoned, and all rents were frozen, including
those of recent buildings which had till then escaped.

Since the Liberation, new laws have provided for in

creases in rents, but retail prices increased so much more.

To put it briefly, owners of new buildings (built since
1914) have been allowed, in terms of real income, less

than a tenth of what they got before World War II.

Five shillings a month pays a wage-earner’s rent im
Paris; quarters adequate for a family of six_ cost 10/-

■ (equivalent to 11 packages of the cheapest French cigar

ettes). Middle-class apartments of three or. four, main

rooms frequently cost from 7/6- to 12/6 per month. Im

portant officials or executives pay from 17/- a month to

£2 or £2/10/- a month.

This may seem a desirable state of affairs, but there

are drawbacks. There are no vacant lodgings; nor is

anyone going to vacate, nor can the owmers expel anyone.

Young couples must -live with in-laws. Practically no

housing has been built for the last 12 years.

The only opportunity to get quarters is to watch for

deaths. Tottering old people sunning themselves in pub

lic gardens are shadowed back to their flat by an eager
young wife who strikes a bargain with the concierge

to be the first in at the death. Otlier apartment-chasers have

an understanding with funeral parlors.

There are tw'o ways of obtaining an apartment made

available by death. Legally, if you fulfill certain con

ditions which give you priority, you may obtain an order

of requisition, but usually you find that the same order

for the same apartment has been given to two or three

other applicants. The illegal method is the surest—an

arrangement with the heir that some pieces of your fur

niture be carried in immediately upon death of the tenant.

As soon as. you are in, you are the king of the castle. ..

Buying one’s way into an apartment wnll cost anywhere'
from £125 to £375 per room. Wage-earnirs might-as
well give up hope of setting up house; they have to stay with
their families or live in miserable hotels.

Paris has 84,000 buildings for habitation, almost 90%

of them built before World War I. Even a very lenient

officialdom estimates that 16,000 are in such disrepair

that they should be pulled down. Nor are the others

> altogether satisfactory^ 82% of Parisians have no bath,

, more than half must go out of their lodgings to find a

lavatory and a fifth do not even have running water.

Little more than one in six of the existing buildings is

pronounced in good condition by the public ● inspectors.
Owners are not financially able to keep up their build

ings, let alone improve them. To take an example of

a very common situation, there is a woman who o’wns

three buildings containing 34 apartments, all iiihabited

by'middle-class families. Her net loss from the 34 apart

ments, after taxes and repairs, is £20 per year. Not only

must her son take care of her, but he must also pay out

the £20. She cannot sell; there are no buyers.
When the owner tries to milk a little net income from

his property by cutting down the repairs, he runs great

risks. One landlord postponed repairs on his roofs and

rain filtering, into an apartment spoiled a couple of arm- .
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Owners of old buildings, that is, nine tenths of all build

ings, have been allowed in terms of real income either
1291 of what they got in 1939 or a'little less than Y%

of what they got in 1914—whichever is the less.

If today a builder were to put up apartments, they
would have to rent for prices from 10 to 13 times present
rent ceilings, in order to break even,

to a report of the Economic Council

of the.capital would not go to the owner at all, but to

a National Fund for Building. Thus the dispossession of

the owners would be finally sanctioned; they would be

.legally turned i.nto the janitors of their own buildings,
while on the basis of their dispossession, a new State

ownership of future buildings would rear its proud head.

The French example may prove of some interest and

use to our friends in other countries. It goes to show
that rent control is self-peipetuating and culminates in

session of the owners. The havoc wought in France is

both the physical ruin of housing and the legal dispos-
not the work of the enemy, but is the result of our own

metxsures. , . ■ ●

Thus, according
a wage-earner's

apartment of throe small rooms and a kitchen, .now rent

ing for £3/5/- to £4 a year (!) would have to be rented

for £41/10/- to £60 a year. Obviously, construction will
not be undertaken.

Such is the spread between-the legal and the
price of lodgings that even the most feryent advocates
of freedom shudder at the thought of its return; the
thing, they say, has gone too far and the right to dismiss
tenants, if restored, could not be executed,

nation of tenants would go on a sit-down strike.

Hence the strange plans now being considered by the
French Parliament which would continue the tenant’s
right to retain his lodgings, but would set a fair rent,

part to come from the tenant and the rest from a special
subsidy—
Etibsidies.

Not all this fair rent would go to the owner. A slice
to correspond with the cost of upkep would be paid to

his credit in a blocked account, to make sure it did not

go for repairs. A much bigger slice for the reconstitution

economic

The whole

an inflationary measure, of course, as are all
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a§ in 1949

Examinations

The following Candidates were successful in the 1919

examinations for Associate Diploma:—

Victoria:

COLQUHOUN, Mr. G. J.

CROUCH, Mr. A. L.

DOYLE, Mr. L. J.

DUFFY, Mr. F. X.

DUNKLEY, Mr. K. R.

FRASER, Mr. H. R.

GEDYE, Mr. R. V.

JOLLY, Mr. A. J. C.

KINGSBURY, .Mr. C. A.

LINDSAY, Mr. R. W.

McCORMACK, Mr. E. J.

MAL.NEY, Mr. V. F.

M.VNN, Mr. G. R.

MARTYN, Mr. R. S.

MORGAN, Mr. F. R.

PEERMAN, .Mr. D.

PUNSHON, Mr. L. H.

RADLEY, Mr. L. T.

RIIIND, .Mr. E. St. C.

ROBERTSON, .Mr. D. I. C.

RYAN, Mr. .M. J.

VEITCH, Mr. D. T.

WILLIA.MS, .Mr. R. W.

WRIGHT, Mr. R. W.

V’'

D-ti

!■ i,f?r wiiiri
'iS.

.MR. R. V. GEDYE.

The Institute offers its congratulations to Mr. R. v.

Gcdye for securing first place in .Vustralia with an honour

pass in each of the nine subjects; also to Mr. A. J. C. Jolly
for securing second place in Victoria and securing third

highest marks in .Vustralia.

New South Wales;

Messrs. .-Vbrahams, Bragg, Bernharot, Buschby, Bullen,

Chaffle, Colquhoun, Cook, Crook, Deller,’.Donettry, Ellis,

Fawkner, Fitzsimmons, Gibson, Gordon, Gouge, Gould,

Hanwell, James, Ledger, Maisey, Martin, Morris, Nelson,

Hall, Murray-Noon, Paul, Regan, Simon, Taylor, Thomas,

● Timbrell, and Miss Nola George.

old BrightonRichard Gedye is 21 years gld, and is

Grammarian. He did very well at school, and was captain

an

of the school first cricket eleven.

Queensland:
He received his Real Estate training in the office of J. J.

Brenan, the proprietor of which is his uncle, Mr. George

Thomson, chairman of the Real Estate Council,

previously in the office of a firm of city accountants.

Messrs. Allingham, Charles, Eyears, Graham, Perkin.s,

Pettet.He was

South .Australia:

Messrs. Bowen and Ellery.Mr. Gedye’s father was killed at Tobruk during the war.
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During Che month, the Premier (Mr. Mc
Donald) received a deputation on the question
of a revision of the present rent pegging regula
tions.

The Real Estate and Stock Institute

3. The present low rental has encouraged
many people to use more accommodation
than is actually necessary.

4. There are many elderly and invalid people
whose entire income is derived from rented

properties. The hardship for most is very
real. The hardships and anxiety to tenants
whose homes are going to be sold, or are
in a state of disrepair, is obvious.

“If the present rent level was increased, we feel
confident that the result would mean:

1. Owners would not be anxious to sell their

rented properties.
2. Properties would be kept in a better state

of repair.
3. More space would be available for accom

modation.

4. People would be encouraged to invest in
homes for renting purposes, and in fact
build more properties for this use.

"We feel, sir, that in arriving at the fair rent
level, two factors must be taken into considera
tion:

was

represented by Mr. George A. Thomson (Presi
dent), Mr. Milner Arnold, Mr. A. P. Drew
(General Secretary), and Mr. J. L. Plewison (In
stitute Solicitor).

The Property O^vners’ Association
represented.

In attendance were Mr. Mitchell (Attorney-
General), Mr. H. Winneke (advisor to the
Attorney-General), Mr. W. F. Noonan (Crown
Law Department), Mr. R. E. Stapleton (Metro
politan Fair Rents Board), and Mr. E. J. Bryant
(Secretary of the Fair Rents Board).

was also

Mr. Thomson, addressing the Premier, said:

“May I thank you sincerely for giving us this
opportunity of meeting you and presenting our
case for a revision of the present rent level. We
appreciate, sir, that the present anomaly was not
brought about by you or your Ministers, and
your present action is only further proof of your
determination for good government.

“Briefly, my case is this:

“Serious repercussions are how being felt
through the continuance of the 1940 pegged rents
with respect to 1951 expenses attached to pro
perty. The most serious developments are:

1. An increasing shortage of property for
renting purposes.

■2. A state of disrepair being brought to pro
perties which will rapidly increase our slum
problems.

3. A tendency to hold more accommodation
than is necessary.

4. The increasing hardship brought to owners
and tenants because of these three fac
tors.

1. The retuni required to encourage owners
to retain and properlj'^ maintain their rented
property,

2. The ability of the tenant to pay.
“It has been reported that my Institute recom

mended a 20 per cent, lift in the rent level.

“The fact is, sir, we have purposely refrained
from recommending any figure. We stated last
Monday week that about 45 per cent, increase
would be required for some properties to have
the same percentage return as in 1940. This
may not be the case for all properties, but it
certainly is the case for some. We can give proof
of these figures if necessary. We can also give
proof of ability to pay.

“I would also like to clarify a point when we
refer to pegged rent. This is the rent pegged
,at 1940, and differs from the determination made

by the Fair Rents Board. However, because of
the reluctance of about 90 per cent, of the pro
perty owners to take proceedings through the
Fair Rents Board the great majority of rents are
those actually pegged.

“Our members’ clients own every type of in
vestment property, therefore we cannot dif
ferentiate on any particular type, nor can we
say a fair rent to one property would be fair
to another type, hence our restraint from sug
gesting the amount of the rent rise, until we
saw your experts.

“This matter is urgent, sir, and requires im
mediate attention, and to give this, you will
require not hindrance but the help and co-opera
tion of all concerned.

“We appreciate the difficulties to give the exact

These developments have been brought about

1. Owmers being unable or unwilling to
tain their investments, thereby selling to
people who do, or hope to obtain early pos-

Purchasers are not buying for
renting purposes because they will not ac
cept the 1940 rent return.

2. Owners are also unable or unwilling to meet
the 1951 cost of repairs whilst rents are
pegged at 1940.

by:
re-

.session.
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figm-es for the rent level to-day, because of the
great variation in values since 1940, therefore
it is a case of an arbitrary figure with the right
tx) review.

“We assume tliat the authorities of the Fair

Rents Board have reported on this matter, and
we feel certain from our knov/ledge of property
that a rise in tire rent level would be recom

mended, therefore I am going to suggest that
we accept the recommendation of the authorities
of the Fair Rents Board if I may, with one pro
viso, tlrat the matter be reviewed each few
months imtil the landlord and tenant are once

again on an even keel.

This is the only matter which my Institute is
dealing with at the present time. We realise
there are other anomalies which require atten
tion at an early date, and we would gladly offer
any assistance to your experts in this matter.
I suggest we could all get togetlrer for this pur
pose early next February. The lifting of the
rent level, hov/ever, is of such vital importance
to so many owners and tenants that we have
dealt witli this matter separately.

“For your information, I hand you our docu
mented case in .support of the Institute claim for
a revision of the rent level.

“This case is, of course, additional to the repre
sentations made on November 10, 1950.”

THE INSTITUTE CASE WHY RENTS

SHOUIJO BE INCREASED.

Retention of Rental Dwellings.

Rent control as it now operates is causing pro
perty owners to dispose of tlieir rental invest
ments. Although the sale of a rental property
does not withdraw it from the dwelling field,
continual sales of rental properties are reducing
the number available for rent.

The thousands of rented homes sold each

year are bought by home-seekers who can afford
to buy ^a home. But there are hundreds of
thousands of families who cannot afford to buy.
Rent control is 'damaging to these people, and if
the present trend continues it will ultimately
mean that people who, because of their owm
economic circumstances must rent their shelter,
will be less and less able to find rental accom
modation.

Owners would hold their rental investments if
the returns from them were sufficient to war
rant their retention. Under these circumstances,
home-seekers who could afford to buy would be
forced to build new homes. This would contri
bute to a greater rate of building and would be a
factor in the alleviation of the present housing-
shortage.
The following figures clearly demonstrate the

draft of homes from the rental market. These
figures, taken from official Commonwealth ana
State statistical sources, show tffiat rental houses
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Estimated Position at September .30, 1951.

Owner-

Tenanted occupied
Dwellinp;R Dwellings. Total.

At Census	
All New Flats	

147r of New Dwellings*
7~)7r of .Shops with Dwel

lings!	

244.929

1,264
9,597

272,996 517,8.35
1.264

68,55258,955

504 168 672

Total . .

Less 3000 Tenanted
Homes Sold Each Year

588,323. . . 2.56,294 332.029

12,750 12,760

243,.544
41.4'T'r

344,779 588,323
Per cent, of Total ●. . . 58.65h 1007

are actually becoming fewer, in spite of new
building and a large population increase:

Po.sltion at Censii.s, June, 1947.

“Thi.s figure includes, under tenanted dwellings. 12 per

cent. Housiiig Commission completions. The figure 14
per cent, is the proportion of new dwellings .avail
able for rent.

tThe figure 75 per cent, is the proportion of .shops with
dwellings available for rent.

The table which follows shows the changes
which have occurred since 1947. These changes.
of housing are related here to changes in popu
lation.

Owner-

Tenanted occupied
Dwellings Dwellings. Total.

517,8,35244,929 272,906

Per cent, of 'total . . . . 47.351 52.77: 1007e

Changes .Since the Census.

Owner-.
occupied

Dwellings.

Tenanted

Dwellings.
Total of

Dwellings.Population.

At Census . . .. .. .

Est. September, 1961
Change	
Change, per cent. . . .

2,054,701
2,282,000
-f 227,299
-t- 11.1

244,929
24,3,644
—1,385
—0.6%

272,906
344,799

-1-71,873
-f-26.37c

517,835
588,323
-f70,488
-fl3.65e

Cf.
JC

The most startling fact which emerges from
these figures is that in the past four years ren
tal properties have been steadily going off the
market. The drift has been so great tliat to-day
there are actually 1385 fewer houses being
rented in Victoria than there were four years
ago. And this has occurred at the same time as
the jKipulation has increased by 237,299!
The estimated rental housing shortage at Sep

tember 30, 1951, is 28,479. In plain, simple lan
guage, this means 28,479 Victorian families are'
looking for a rental dwelling and that, next year,
and the year after, if the present trend continues,
7000 more families in Victoria will be unable to

secure housing accommodation.

Tenants Can Afford to Pay More Rent.
The proportion of average income economically

available for rent is estimated by economists as
20 per cent. In the period 1923-27 (tlie period
over which the “C” series regimen was fixed and
commodities apportioned) rent took an average
of about 25 per cent, of incomes. By 1940 this
proportion had fallen to about 20 per cent., and
is to-day slightly less than 13 per cent.
From the purely economic point of view of the

rent payer this is admirable, and the trend would
be ideal provided no other economic factors
were introduced. But, - in fact, other economic

factors do intrude to destroy the value of this
fall in proportion of rent to income, and these
will be dealt with in another section of this

document.

The ability of the rent payer to devote more
of his income to rent is clearly demonstrated
by the following figures:

* The average weekly rental paid in Victoria
is 25/9.

® The average effective weekly wage in 1939
was £5/10/-.

' ® The average proportion of income paid in
rent was, therefore, 23 per cent.

* The average effective weekly wage at March,
1951, was £11/6/4: (This figure has in¬
creased with cost-of-living adjustments since
that date).

® The average proportion of income paid in
rent as from March, 1951, was, therefore,

11 per cent.
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If the economic maximum possible for rent as
a proportion of income is 20 per cent, the aver
age rent payer to-day could pay 45/- a week, i.e.,
an increase of 73 per cent, on the present rent
average.

The average rent paid in the Melbourne metro- .
politan area is higher than the Victorian average.
It is now approximately 28/3. Using this as a
basis, the propoition of rent from income in Mel
bourne is now about 12J per cent. To bring it to
its 20 per cent, maximum of 45/- the rent in
crease would be 59 per cent.
A 45 per cent increase would increase the

average weeldy rent in Melbourne metropolitan
area to 40/10, i.e., 18 per cent, of average effec
tive weekly income.

Effect of a Eent Increase on the Basic Wage.
Because rent of dwellings is a factor in the

“C” series index, any rise in the rent level would
be reflected in cost of living adjustments. The
extent of the increase in cost of livmg adjust
ments can be calculated with fair accuracy by
comparison with tlie results shown in otlier
States (to \yit, Western Australia and Tasmania,
where dwelling rents have been increased by 20
per cent). In each of these States the 20 per cent,
rent increase was responsible for an addition of
Kliglitly less tlian 3/- a week in the cost-of-living
adjustment. Because the cost-of-living adjust
ments are calculated on the same formula in
every Australian State and capital city
curate estimate of the effect on tlie basic wage
of a 45 per cent, rent increase in Victoria would
be to increase it by 6/9 a week.

This means that for every 10 per cent, in
crease in the average rent the basic wage would

■ be increased by slightly less than 1/6.

Kent Bayer is Prepared to Pay More in Rent.
Of tlie 3000 tenanted houses sold by owners

each year to home-seekers, about 50 per cent,
are bought by the tenants of the house at the
time of sale. An average home valued in 1940
at £1250 to-day brings an average price of £2250.

^ Based on an average return of 8 per cent, gross
on capital (4^ per cent, interest on loan and 3^
per cent, for necessary outgoings, i.e., rates,
taxes, insurance, repairs and maintenance) the
former tenant who becomes the owner-occupier
13 paying £180 a year for shelter, i.e., 72/- a
week as against a present weekly rental for this
type of home of 35/-.

Security of tenure is vital to a tenant. As has
- already been demonstrated, tenants are eco
nomically able to pay more rent. Permitting
them to do so woidd reduce, and in most cases
elunmate, the possibility of the owner disposing
●of tlie property. It is true that change of pos
session of a property does not automaticaUy un
ply a change of occupant, but the great majority
of purchasers of tenanted homes can produce
sufficient evidence to warrant the eviction of the
tenant.

, No one buys a home to-day as a rental invest-

an ac-
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: ment. Therefore; all sales of tenanted homes
j made to people wanting possession. As the
i of rental propeilies decreases (the rate

: of this decrea.se has already been shown) the
chance of an evicted tenant'acquiring otlier ac-

I commodation is being steadily reduced,
these reasons, as well as for

Effect of Pegged Rent on Availability of
Accomniodation.

The effect of present pegged rents is that tlie
41 per cent, of people in Victoria, living In
rented accommodation, are getting their housing
at bargain rates. Most people are intelligent
enough to know a bargain when they see one..
The result is that many of this 41 per cent, are
renting cheaply more accommodation than they
need to the exclusion of other people who badly
need accommodation. Admittedly, the difficulty
under the Landlord and Tenant Acts of evicting
unsatisfactory tenants of shared accommodation

contributory cause, but an increase in rents!
could mean that people holding more space than ’
they need would be more inclined to risk making
available some of the excess accommodation.

Rent Comparison of Privately-owned Dwellings
and Housing Commission Homes.

The average rent for a new Housing Commis-!
Sion home is £3/5/- a week. Based on an 8 per'
cent, gross retum on capital, this means the'

value of Housing Commission homes is
x^-LJLo.

A pre-war home which rented for approxi-
valued on the average'

at £1.^50, and at a conservative estimate is worth
to-day £2250. An 8 per cent, gross return on
this capital value would return a gross rent of '
tl(b a year, but pegged rents bring the yearly
return down to £91.

The rents of Housing Commission homes are
based on sound management principles. It is
proper that they should be so, but it is also under
standable that private property owners should
object to a law which prevents them basing their '
rents on similar principles.

are

For

, , „ - economic ones,
I tenants generally are prepared to pay. increased

rents.

Repair find Maintenance of Tenanted
I Dwelling.s.

j On to-day’s average rents it is impossible for
4 property owners of tenanted dwellings to effect

proper repairs and maintenance and receive a net
! retiirn of even the smallest amount, The result

IS that owners either keep their properties in as
; good repair as their rent returns allow, and re-
! ceive no net return for their investments, or they

appropriate the whole of the return for their own
; use (and in many cases of old people this is their
1 sole source of income), and perforce allow their

properties to fall into ruin.

If the owner ploughs back his retum into re
pair and maintenance, his only reason for retain-
ing the property is the hope that some alleviation
01 the position is possible in the future, or he is
prepared to retain his investment for sentimental
family or security reasons. In any event he has
no optmn but to regard his investment as a bad

. Consequently, owners are gradually con
verting investment property into other invest
ment channels.

If the owner does not effect repairs or main
tenance his property deteriorates unless the
tenant is prepared to carry out repairs and main
tenance. _ Many do and the cost must be written
against the rent.

The proper person to effect repairs and main
tenance IS the owner. By far the bulk of a rent
increase would be devoted to this purpose, with
the result that the tenant would be relieved of
the burden, he would continue to occupy a dwel
ling which was not developing into a slum, and
the increase m the rent would automatically be-
come a properly-used, anti-inflationary draining
off of surplus spending power.
The following comparison of costs demon

strates the huge increase in
, tenance costs since 1940:

IS a

one

HOW-THE INCREASE CAN BE EFFECTED, ’
Form of the Amendment.

An increase in the rents of all premises pre-
scribed m the Acts can be effected by amend- '■
ments to the Acts, as follows:

In Section 12 of the Acts, headed “Fair Rents’’,
sub-headed, “Rents, of Prescribed Premises’’,^
the words “by more than .... per centum” be
inserted after the word “exceed” in sub-sectionsI.
(1) and (2) of Section 12. . :

In Section 21.of the Acts, headed “Fair Rents”, '
● ®up-/*s^ided “Matters to be Considered in Deter-
minmg a Fair Rent”, a paragraph be added to
Section 21, to read “(k) The increase of ... .
per centum mentioned in Section 12, sub-sections *;
(1) and (2)”.

Explanation.

The amendment to Section 12 would mean that"
rents of all premises prescribed in the Acts would

f, , „ automatically be increased by ... . per centum
Thpe figures are examples of approximate on the rent payable at December 31 1940 or at ‘

mamtenance costs of a four-room brick cotta.ge the first letting thereafter ’ ' '
(12 by 12 rooms) with rent of 20/- a week.

repair afid main-

1940. I960.
Rpnovation of room	
Water service	
Fencing-	
Batli	
riunibers’

tivo -weekly) . . . .. .
Painter.s’ ivages (average effective

weekly)	
Ci.'stern	

Painting (wood and iron work) ..
Flooring (,a room)	
New

£6 £14
£8 £22

3/- ft.

£3/16/-
8/6 ft.
£8/6/-

wages (average effec-
£6/6/- /£10/18/4

£.6/15/6
£3/10/-

vElO/18/4
£9/16/- ■

£15 £36
£5 £24/10/-

ceiling, 12ft. x 12ft. .. .
Spouting and guttering .. .. .

£5/10/-

1/6 ft.
£22

6/- ft.

'The amendment to Section 21 would mean ,
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1

that the Fair Rent.s Board v/ouid have regard
to tlie increase of ... . per centum in determin
ing a fair rent.

These amendments have the great virtue of .
being extremely simple, in that they deal only
with rents and require only the addition of a few
words to the Acts.

Retain a Measure of Control.

There' is to-day an acute shortage of dwel
lings. This shortage is almost entirely confined
to dwellings for rent. While this shoi’tage con
tinues, the Institute believes that some measure
of rent control should be retained.
But the Institute also-believes that rent con

trol should be gradually tapered off by amend
ment and adjustment from time to time as the
economic situation demands and the supply of
dwellings permits.

■ THE ULTIMATE SOLUTION.

The Institute believes that the ultimate solu
tion to all problems concerned with rents is a
gradual reversion to the principle of agreement
between parties as to the rent payable.
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The New Institute Building in Wellington Parade, Cnr. Powlett St, East Melbourne
(opposite Jolimont Station).

The Institute accepted a very attractive offer for the building at
41 Victoria Parade, as it was able to obtain the IVellington Parade

premises, which are more suitable and do not require alteration.

The above photograph shows the Powlett Street frontage. On the

Wellington Street side there are three shops and space for another.

Vacant possession of the premises — excepting the shops
be obtained early in December.

Further details will be given Institute members by Service Letter.

will
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The first step tov/ards acquiring an Institute
biuldmg was made in December, 1954, when tlie
then President (Mr. George Morley) successfully
bid for the building on the comer of Victoria
Parade and Nicholson Street.

Plans were prepared for renovations, altera
tions and extensions to tliis building, but, due to
delays in obtaining quotations and having plans
approvedby Pie MelbourneCity Council, and the
Board of Works, work had not been commenced
when the opportunity arose to purchase more
suitable premises in East Melbourne.

The Executive Council quicldy realEed that Pie
Wellington Parade building was much better
suited to meet InsPtute needs, without structural
alteraPon.

To have its own building has been the objective
of Pie InsPtute since it first occupied the premises
at 60 Market Street, City.

It was with much pride and satisfaction, there-
rore, that the Real Estate Council held its April
meeting at Pie new address.

As the Chairman (Mr. A. McCasker) wa.s
absent on holidays, Vice-Chainnan, Mr. Alec
Gray, presided.

At Pie commencement of the meeting a resolu
tion was passed unanimously expressing the
thanks of delegates to the Executive Council and
the General Secretary for the achievement of
such suitable Institute offices and meeting

The resoluPon was moved by Mr. Mai Roberts
and sujiported by Messrs. Charles Roberts and
Bill Crapp.

Mr. Charles Roberts expressed 'his parPcular
pleasure that the original conference table had
been retained, and recondiPoned so successfully.

This enabled Pie Wellington Parade propertv
to be purchased for £32,500, payable £5000
deposit, £13,000 in 90 days, and the balance £2500
a year for four years, and £4500 at Pie end of the
fifth year. Interest rate is at 6 per cent.

room.

NegoPations were iniPated to obtain an opPon
to purchase the building, and at Pie same time
an endeavour was made to sell the Nicholson
Street buUding.

. After five weeks of negotiation a sale was made
to Felt and Textiles Ltd. at a figure which showed
a very good profit on Pie investment.
The InsPtute ha.s moved into its new premises

on the corner of Powlett Street and Wellington
Parade, East Melbourne, opposite the Jolimont
StaPon.
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The building includes three shops returning
£1000 a year, and there is space for a further shop
which would considerably enhance the value of
the asset.

The building is ideal for Institute progress in
its location, outside appearance and accommoda
tion.

m.ain entrance to the building. The General
Secretary and his typiste are immediately above
on the first floor.

Also on the first floor are the office of the

Multiple Listing Bureau and a spare room which
will be available for country hiembers to use for
interviewing clients.

A bathroom and toilet are also on tliis floor.

The upper floor has been carpeted with West-
min.ster carpet laid on felt. The grouud floor
stairs and landing carpet was purchased with the
building. This was cleaned and re-laid over new
under-felt.

There is plenty of storage space and built-in
cupboards. All the shelving from Market Street
has been fitted into the new building.

The original laundry has been converted into a
strong room and the kitchen divided off to form

a duplicating and addressograph room.

Furniture in keeping with the new building has
been purchased. This 4vill enable the staff to
work with a maximum of efficiency.

The interior has been painted in a modern and
pleasing colour scheme.

The building is 33 years old, in excellent condi
tion, and only needed minor plimibing work, extra
power pointe and new electric switchboard.

Situated immediately opposite the Jolimont
Station and on the tram from Flinders Street,
City, it is only a few minutes from the city proper.

It is easily reached from all parts of Melbourne
suburbs without passing through the city, and it
is also convenient to all highways.

The meeting room
is on the first floor,
on the actual cor

ner of the building,
and is spacious,
with an annex. The

room is furnished

wdth steel tubular

chairs of modem

design, upholstered
in red vynex. They
have been voted

very comfortable.
The general office

is on the ground
floor, adjoining the

I

Bath

cIoaKs.

‘0

liating
: HAnager ..

Balcony

Cieriiiiral

Jcci'dtary, er

- r'-

r-f-’

ir'.,.

First Floor.
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POV/LETT STREET

IMaii of Ground I'^loor.

There is a back entrance from a side lane.

Branches have been invited to hold meetings
in the building, and all members who, so far, have
inspected the building are in agreement as to its
suitability for R.E.S.I. headquarters.

The Past Presidents met prior to their annual
diimer, and congratulated tlie present Executive
Council on their work in buying, renovating and
furnishing the building.

The official opening of the building is planned
for May 31.

f
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A “red-lett-er day” for the Institute was the official opening of their new
headquarters building by tlie laeut.-Govemor, Sir Edmund Herring.
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The New Building in Powlett Street, East Melbourne,

The President of the Associated Real Estate
Institutes of Australia, Mr. R. Melloy, made
special trip from Queensland to attend the open
ing m his official capacity.
The Lieut.-Governor, Sir Edmund Herring, was

received on his arrival by the President of the
Institute (Mr. Malcolm Brown) and the General
Secretary (Mr. Frank Foy).
to the General Secretary’s office, where he ^ _
ffitroduced to members of the Executive Councd
and Past Presidents.

In addition to the Lieutenant-Govenior, Sir
Edmund Herring, the official party comprised Mr.
Malcolm Brown, President; the Deputy Premier,
the Hon. A. G. Rylah; Mr. Lloyd Davies, Founda¬

tion President: Vice-Presidents, Mr. F. K. Samp
son and Mr. B. Kelly; Immediate Past President,
Air. PI. W. Seddon; Federal President, Mr. R.
Alelloy; General Secretary, Mr. Frank Foy; and
Lieutenant C. Chamberlain, R.N.
The Premier, Mr. Bolte, and the Leader of the

Opposition ,AIr. John Cain, unfortunately
unable to be present.
The Solicitor-General, Mr. H. A. Winneke, who

had accepted the invitation, was prevented at the
last moment from attending.

Official guests included presidents of kindred
organisations, including the Law Institute of
Victoria, Royal Victorian Institute of Architects,
Commonwealth Institute of Valuers, Presidents

a

were

He WAS conducted
was

■»
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and Secretaries of branches of the Institute, dele
gates to the Real Estate Council, and Past Presi
dents.

Mr. Malcolm Brown, Institute President, who
presided, v,welcomed the guests, and said it was
very pleasing to see so many present.

There were some who, through absence from
Melbourne, could not be present; but there were
some who had come at great inconvenience to
themselves.

Mr. Brown said: “I would also like to extend

a welcome to representatives of various organisa
tions with whom we have been most friendly over
the years, and who during that time have helped
us with a tremendous amomit of co-operation and
encouragement.

“I would particularly like to mention the Hon.
A. G. Rylah, who is here in his own capacity as
well as representing our Premier.

We also have with us another very important
guest in the person of Mr. Bob Melloy, President
of the Associated Real Estate Institutes of Aus

tralia. Mr. Melloy has come especially from Bris
bane to be with us to-day, and we particularly
acknowledge and thank him for being in attend
ance.

Mr. Brown said many congratulations on the
opening of its own premises had been received by
the Institute from all States and from overseas.

Cables had been received from the Chartered

Auctioneers and Estate Agents’ Institute of the
United Kingdom and the National Association of
Real Estate Boards of the United States of

America.

Telegrams had been received from all State
In.stitutes of Australia.

I do not propose to cover all the activities of
the Institute, but there are one or two matters
which may be of interest,” Mr. Brown said.

. "Our membership is approximately 1350. Of
that number, 40 per cent, is outside the Greater
Melbourne area,

Actually, that is unique so far as Real Estate
Institutes in Australia are concerned. In other

States they arc mostly urban and suburban.
One of the great strengths of the Institute lies

in the activities of its branches, and the Institute
actually, in effect, is administered by a body
comprised of delegates from the various branches
throughout the whole of the State of Victoria.

Then there is the Executive Council, which
might be termed the Cabinet of the Institute.

Regarding tlie building, it is located within
the city boundaries, with access to all highways
and parts of Melbourne. The location is ideaUy
suitable for Institute headquarters, and the pre
mises speak for tliemsclves.

I must make special mention of one man who
was always active in jjressing for Institute head
quarters. I refer to our late Secretary, Mr. Alec
Drew, who was Genei’al Secretary of the Institute

It is the intention of ourfrom 1936 to 1953.

Executive to commemorate his memory and ser
vice to the Institute by erecting a plaque in some
portion of our building in the very near future.

The main aims of the Institute include the

highest iwssible professional conduct of its mem
bers and the education of members and the public
generally. The Institute's scale has been adopted
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Entcfinji t!io now huildinc (loft to richt): Mr .M.Tlcnlm
brown (I’rc.siciont), Mr. Frank Foy (Gonora! .Secretary),
Lieut. R. Cliamberl.iin, R.N. (A.D.C. to Lieut.-Governor),

Sir Edmund IlerrinR (Lieut.-Go\crnor).

as the recognised scale for many years, and has
also been adopted by our Government now as
their official scale of prescribed charges.
"The Li.stitute’s code of ethics forms the basis

of the professional rules of conduct recently ap
proved by the Estate Agents’ Committee.

Our educational system was commenced by
the Institute in 1950, and was taken over by tlie
Royal Melbourne Technical College in 1952.

Now that the Institute has attained its main
aims of an Institute building and an Estate

1'

u

<(
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Agents’ Act, the efforts of the Executive -Council
are being concentrated on education. This is
particularly necessary in view of tlie reference
in the Act "to the Royal Melbourne Technical Col
lege course.

"Another Institute aim which was recently

achieved is the Agents’ Act. It will need some
amendments before it is actually workable, but
tills is now before us.

“At the same time the Institute welcomes the

courage with which the Government has tackled
the problem of controlling a small percentage of
unethical agents. The Institute is proud of its
prestige both with the public, other organisations
and the Parliament. This prestige has been ex
tended over many years by the pioneers of the
Institute, who have set the pattern for present
members to follow.

“Gentlemen, it now gives me great pleasure
to welcome our main guest — I refer to His Excel-

' lency. Sir Edmund Herring, who has come to us
as the representative of Her Most Gracious
Majesty the Queen, and also as a very eminent
Victorian who occupies the important positions
of Chief Justice of our State and Lieutenant-
Governor.’’

Mr. Brov/n then invited Sir Edmund Herring
to declare the new headquarters open.

Sir Edmund Herring said: “Mr. President, Mr.
Deputy Premier, and gentlemen: I will have to
leave the Deputy Premier to defend himself, in
view of the remarks made by your President. I
am very glad to be here and taking part in this
very important little ceremony to-day — the open
ing of the new headquarters of your Institute.

“I think it is. like meeting a new home — whe
ther a family is going to live in it, or an Asso
ciation — and it is always rather exciting to look
forward as to what kind of home it is going to
be. The way you people have been going on and
developing your work in the last 21 years proves
that this is going to be a very effective home in
the future, and one which will be of great assist
ance to all tho,se members of your Institute

/●

b'

I

The Hon. A. G. Rylah, Deputy Premier (right), with
Sir Etlnumd Herring (centre) and Mr. Lloyd Davie.s

(Foundation President) (left),

who live in the country. It is tremendously im
portant to have a home of this kind for any In
stitute of this sort.

“It is rather exciting to remember that on
June 1, 1837, the first sale was conducted in
Melbourne — the first sale of land. I am afraid
I am one of those who spend a lot of time trying
to think back to what it all looked like in 1837.
Where we are was miles out in the bush, and re
mained more or less in the bush for quite a time.
Very soon they were granting the runs on which
sheep were run, and no doubt the estate agents
had a hand in what happened, and if you had a
few sheep you could generally get a run for them.
No doubt there was some kind of sale organised
by someone.

“Looking back on his history of the State, and
on the whole of Australia, we must realise how
much we owe to the work done by estate agents
and auctioneers over the last 120 years.

“You people have played a tremendous part
in the development of the city, and the suburbs,
and the country. It is right that on this occa
sion someone should say ‘Thank you’ to you all
for what you have done.

“Like all professions, you have had people who
were prepared to get as much out of it as they
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Mr. M. Brown (left), Sir Edmund Herrinp; (Acting Governor), and

Mr. R. S. Mclloy. of Queensland (Federal Presideiit of the Avasoclated

Real Estate Institutes of Australia).
—Block by courtesy of the “Age.”

f

could, without regard to the niceties, and, there
fore, it is a very happy tiring that you have tliis
Institute v/ith such noble ideas as it hat;, and that

you have set out to clean up your profession and
are doing it so .satisfactorily.

It is a matter of congratulation, Mr. President,
to you, not only on having this fine building and
fine home, but the fact tlmt this Institute of yours
is concerned about the ethics of your profession.
No community — no free community — can get
on without high standards of conduct, and I know
how concerned and how determined you are that
no profession in this community will have higher
standards or higher ethical code than you.

I do congratulate you and all jmur members

on what you have achieved. I am sure tliat this

home will be a source of inspiration to all your
members all over the State. It is a great pleasure
to be alloived to come here and take part in this
little ceremony, and I regard it as a great honour.

And now it is vdth great pleasure, I declare
your new home open."
After thanking Sir Edmund Herring, the Pi'csi-

dent (Mr. Brown) said: “It has been my privilege
to be President when we actually moved into thi.s
building, but I would like to pa3>- tribute to the
work of the Past Presidents. In paiiicular, I
would like to mention Messrs. Seddon, Morley and
Tliomson — three Past Presidents who are still

on our Executive, and who are members of the

<1
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f
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“To-day we have with us quite a number of
those who sat on that first Executive Committee.

Going back to that, it was almost the first and
the last. We did have our troubles in the early
days — there were three real estate organisa
tions in the State of Victoria, all with similar
aims and objects, but each Association being
greatly suspect of the other Associations. There
was, firstly, that very august body of the City
of Melbourne, most of whom probably took part-
in the subdivisional sales to which His Excellency
has referred. They were thought by the new
fellows who had only been in business 40 to 50
years as a little bit moribund. , The city ones
thought the suburban ones upstarts, but these all
eventually got together and formed a very strong
organisation that is in being to-day.

“I remember the early times when we used to
meet at Sargent’s Cafe. That was the early meet
ings of the Auctioneers’ and Estate Agents’ Asso
ciation. Then in Queen Street, where on Council
nights we would meet in a small room; but we
have progressed through the years, and our pro
gress has been very much due, or entirely due,
to two factors — the enthusiasm of tlie members

of the Institute, those gentlemen who were
always willing to work for the bettennent of
the cause of real estate, and how fortunate we
were in our General Secretaries!

“We have only had tv/o secretaries since 'we
have formed

and we all regret that he is not with us to see the
consumnration of our great aim. He was art
idealist, but a practical business man, and laid
very sound foundations on which this Institute
has been built.

Our present Secretary, Mr. Frank Foy, is
carrying on in the same sound manner as our first
Secretary, and w'e have no doubt that he v/ill be
a tower of strength for many years to come.

As a Past President you feel you are getting
into tire veteran stage and don’t want to dodder
on very long, or you will think ‘he is getting a
little bit beyond it,’ but as one of the Past Presi
dents, I do take a very great interest in this
Institute, and looking round the other Past Presi
dents who are with Us to-day, I don’t think any
organisation could have a keener body of Fast
Presidents, always willing to do what they can to
furtlier the cause of the Institute.

"We as Past Presidents have no fear that the

Institute will not progress when we see tte
younger, keen and capable men who are willing
to give tlieir time and experience (no small job
as a member of the Executive) to tlie furtlier-
ance of the interests of the organisation — well,
we will progress as long as we have men like
that who will carry it on.

“Each year — another good sign of the health
of the Institute —: there i.s considerable competi-

Committee, and who were instrumental in achiev
ing what we have arrived at now.
"At all times we have had the full support and

encouragement of the Past Presidents, and there
has been no better example of this than that
when we were contemplating our recent purchase.
It is the Executive’s aim to erect a Past Presi

dents’ board w'hich will in some manner recognise
the debt our Institute owes them over the past 21
years.

\

“The Executive has resolved that the Past

Presidents shall play a prominent part in tlie
official opening, and now it is my duty to call on
our most important Past President, Mr. Lloyd
Davies, our Foundation President, who was Presi
dent 21 years ago.’’
Mr. Lloyd Davies said: "Thank you, Mr. Presi

dent, for the honour you have done the Past
Presidents in permitting me to take a small part
in this ceremony to-day.

“It is the consummation of one of the very early
objectives of the original members of the Insti
tute that we should have a home of our own, and
although it has taken us 21 years to achieve, it
is quite a way financially from our first financial
position.

“I remember the first year of our being when
we had to sign a joint guarantee to the bank for
an overdraft to enable us to start. They asked
for us all to sign and must have thought little
of our standing. From that overdraft of £150,
we have now progressed sufficiently to be able to
purchase this magnificent building.

“I think that in itself is a very great achieve
ment over the term of 21 years, but the thing
which probably most of us are more proud, and
which is a more substantial achievement, is the
respect and esteem in v/hich the Real Estate and
Stock Institute of Victoria is held throughout the
commercial world of Melbourne. I am quite cer
tain that our members have benefited by the code
of ethics and the general help they have got from
members ’of the Institute.

the first, tlie late Mr. Alec Di'cw,

a
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tion for a seat on the Executive. Each year you
have to .prove that you have been able to work,
willing to work, otherwise some younger up-and-
coming man is there ready to take your place.

"In conclusion, could I just offer my congratu
lations to those members who firstly acquired the
building and those responsible for tlie verj? excel
lent way in which the building ha.s been remodel
led and re-decorated. We are very proud of the
home. I do congratulate those members in
acquiring a site like this.

"I hope the Institute goes on from strength
to strength, and is always an instrument for good
in this City of Melbourne.”

The President then called on tlie Deputy Pre
mier, the Hon. A. G. Rylah, to respond on behalf
of the guests.

Mr. Rylah said: “I thought there was a catch
about coming here to-day. I was assured by your
Secretary, all I had to do was come along and
say a few words on behalf of the guests, and the
visit would be purely social. Wliat happens?
The President says a few words w'hich are very
nice — and then starts to attack me! The

Lieutenant-Governor and Chief Justice has sug
gested I must use the time available to me to
defend myself. I propose to do so.

I want to make it perfectly clear that I am
not, and never have been, the tiinister of the
Crown administering the Real Estate Agents’
Act. The Treasurer is tliat man. I am merely
representing him to-day. You attack him

I do want to congratulate you on acquiring
your o^vn home, and can do so on behalf of the
guests. Any of tlie guests here, if I have not
expressed their feelings, they can have a go. It
is a good thing for this city, and this State, that
an Institute like yours has taken the plunge,
bought your own property, converted it, and com
menced to use it. I am sure the step will be a
good one, to your benefit and to Victoria’s benefit.
I will watch your representations on the Land
lord and Tenant Act in future. Until you came
to this building you were a tenant. Now I under
stand you are both dwner and landlord.”
(Laughter).
“Witli regard to the Real Estate Agents’ Act

v.'hich has been mentioned, I personally enjoyed
having some association with it. It is not per
fect; we did not expect it to be. I remember an
important piece of legislation in the Common
wealth Constituiion, which was fought over for
yeai-s, and even in 1957 they are finding defects.

There are two ways of approaching legisla
te argue about it and try totion you want

get it perfect. You don’t get any legislation tiiat
way. The other way is to take sometliing which
appears to be pretty right, try it out, and if you
run into trouble, I think any Government wifi be
sympathetic, hear your representations, and
rejnedy any defects which may occur.
"Once again, all tlie very best in your new

building: it is veiy nice to have been here. On
behalf of all the guests I say ”Iiiank you,’ and
good luck for tlie future.”

Thanking Mr. Rylah, tlie President said: “Be
fore concluding tlie ceremony, I feel it encimi-
bent on me to call on probably the most pro
minent man in real estate in Australia — Mr. Bob

Melloy, who has journeyed frdm Brisbane to be
with us to-day, and who is President of the Real
Estate Institute of Australia.”

Mr. Molloy said: “The introduction of youi’
President led me astray. It has been a great
pleasure to come from Queensland to the opening
of this building as tlie Victorian Real Estate In
stitute.

“It has been my pleasure during the past few
months to visit many Real Estate Institutes
throughout the world, and I bring greetings from
New Zealand, England, Ireland and from Cali
fornia. I find that our kindred bodies overseas

have the same aims and objects as v/e have.

not

me.

i
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of meeting official guests and taking them to the ’
meeting room.

The President of the Institute (Mr. Malcolm i
Browm) was particularly appreciative of the work i
of these delegates in ensuring tlie smooth running ^

of the function. I

“Regarding the housing situation, so far as
finance is concerned, I find that Australia is in a
better way than any other country I visited, and
in Australia I believe that Victoria is ahead ot
any other State in the Commonwealth — as might
be expected.

“It has been no task to me to come to Victoria
and make this acknovdedgment of the great work
the Victorian Institute has done for tlie Real
Estate Institute of Australia. The foundations
laid in Victoria have been carried through the
rest. The good feelings between the associated
bodies in the various States, and the information
made available from one State to the other,_has
been of great benefit to all people in Australia.

“I hope your Federal body will prosper as it
has done in the past. We should give of our best
and give up time to make this country better.

“I would like to tell you that we may visit
abroad, but I do not think we will find a country

ywhere better than Australia to live in.
“I find the world split by two forces — black

„..d red. Australia is being kept apart from these
colours by tv/o countries — England and i^erica.
In England at tlie height of the vSuex crisis, there
was not anyone v/ho tliought England could win
through. But before long I knew that England
would again be the leader of the world. I tliink
England will be because of Australia. Australia
is the last stronghold of England in the world.
It behoves us to do the best we can. If England
is to continue as a world force it will be because

bring the Englishman to Australia and find
homes for our own people.

“I congratulate you on the building, and think
you v/iil prosper for ever and a day.” 9
On the opening day, everything went according

to plan, and even the weather co-operated, with
Melbourne achieving a new record for a sunny
autumn day. No rain was recorded in the metro
politan area betv/een sunrise and sunset, which
gave Melbourne the new record.
The arrangements for the opening were dis

cussed by the sub-committee with the A.D.C. to
the Lieutenant-Governor, Lieut. Chamberlain, a
few days before tlie function.

The reception of the guests was made much
easier by the co-operation of delegates from the
Real Estate Council, who volunteered for tlie job

i %

from kindred Insti- ;Goodwill messages came
tutes throughout tlie world ‘

Chartered Auctioneers’ and Estate Agents’ ;
Warmest con-institute (United Kingdom): ^ .

gratulations on opening of your new headquar-
ters, and wish your Institute every success. ^

Tlie Canadian Association of Real Estate
Boards: “It is my pleasure, on behalf of the ■
Canadian Association of Real Estate Boards, to
extend our sincere congratulations on tlie open
ing of your new building. The Canadian Associ
ation extend.s its best wishes for the continued ,
success of organised real estate in Victoria.

National Association of Real Estate Boards <
(U.S.A.): “Please extend to your members the
congratulations of this Association upon the com
pletion and dedication of your new headquarters
facilities. This is a remarkable achievement
witliin the 21 years of your existence. We were
delighted to know of this exceptional progress,
and wc take this opportunity to compliment you
upon the high professional standards which you
have made so effective in your area.”

an

an

The Institute of Estate Agents ami Auctioneers
of South Africa: “Heartiest congratulations on
your twenty-first anniversary and your gixat
achievement in obtaining your own building. Our

best wishes for tlio 31st and tlio future.

Real Estate Institute of Western Australia:
"Hearty congratulations on acquiring your own
building in your twenty-first anniversary year.
Best v/ishes for a happy official opening.”

Rea! Estate Institute of Sooth Australia: “Tlia
Council and members of the Real Estate Institute
of South Australia send greetings on tlie twenty-
first anniversary of your foundation, and Wish
you a most successful opening day for your new
building. Your Institute has set standards whico
have become yardsticks in our profession. Your
progressiveness and the unselfish manner m
which you have always been willing to share your

we

very
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knowledge and ideas with the other States has
been no-small factor in cementing the strong ties
that bind our Federal Association together. The
effect of the establiahment of this, your own
building, must be to weld even closer tlie ties

amongst your own members. This is a proud day
for your Institute, and your pride in achieving
this step is shared by us. We in South Australia
have long received help and guidance from you.
We look forward to this continued co-operation,
and wish you, your Institute and its members,
every success in this new venture and for the
years to come.”

The Ileal Estate Institute of Queensland: “Very
sincere congratulations on your Institute’s pro
gressive step in acquiring its own premies, and
thus creating a memorial to the progress of real
estate men in your State. We in Queensland have
always had a deep appreciation of the Victorian
Institute’s awareness of its position in public
affairs, and its obligations and its progressive
outlook on all matters aijpertaining to real estate
matters. We wish the Institute long, prosperou.s
and happy occupancy of your premises at 6 Pow-
lett St., East Melbourne, which will, we know,
add lustre to the name of R.E.S.I. in Victoria.”

Ilea! Estate Institute of Tasmania: “Congratu
lations and best wishes on this doubly important
occasion of your twenty-first anniversary year
and tlie opening of your new premises to-day.”

Ilea! Estate Imstitute of New South \Vale.s:
“Heartiest congratulations upon this very splen
did achievement of which you all must be
proud. Whilst, no doubt all the Institutes hav.
felt it would be highly desirable to be in a posi
tion to possess their own premises, and whilst
our own Institute of New South Wales have had

the intention and indeed the machinery to put that
intention into effect in e.xistence since 1947, it
must be conceded that your own organisation has
shown masterful initiative in becoming the first
of the Institutes to become an owner occupier in
stead of a tenant.”

Stock and Station Agents’ As.sodation of
N.S.W.: "Congratulations on the attainment of
your own building in your twenty-first
sary year. The stock agents of New Soutii Wales
join me in wishing a successful official opening
function and tire continued growtli of your organ
isation.”

The Real E.stato Imstitute of New Zealand:
“Please accept our warmest congratulations
on your achievement in acquiring a home of your
own. When in Melbourne for the Games I took
^e opportunity of inspecting the property, v/hich
impressed me, and, I am afraid aroused my envy.
The acquisition of its own headquarters must be
in the minds of all Real Estate Institutes. Once
again, congratulatioirs, Melbourne, from your New
Zealand contemporaries.”

so

0

anniver-
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Foundation PresidLMil W.

V isitor.s’ Hook to U.K.S.I.

I.ioyd Davies presenting a

Rresident, G. Scott Lang, jr.

The President (Mr. G. Scott Lang, junr):—I
'/’ave much pleasure in introducing the Founda
tion President, Mr. Lloyd Davies, who is to open
ilii,s new portion of our building.

Mr. Lloyd Davies; Mr. President, ladies and
gentlemen—On behalf of the Past Presidents to
whom you are doing honour to-night, I want to
say thank you very sincerely indeed. Firstly, for
the way in which the invitation to this function

was worded; and seconaly, I want to say person
ally how much 1 appreciate the honour you have
done me again to-night in asking me to perform
this ceremony.
When 1 was first asked to take some part .'n

the ceremony of opening the building after its
purchase, I thought, well now, that was a very
nice thought to remember some of the old boys.

Again, you gave me the honour of unveiling
that tablet to Alec. Drew, and again you have
honoured the Past Presidents and myself, by ask
ing me to perform the ceremony of opening the
rooms here to-night.

I again say how much 1 jiersonally appreciate it.
This Institute I think is somewhat unique, in

that it does not forget those who have gone be
fore in the chief office of the Institute.

I have been President of a few other organisa
tions, and after your year of office, you are more
or less a back number, but this Institute is en
tirely different to that.

All through. Past Presidents have been remem
bered, and I know of no other organisation that
has regular meetings of its Past Presidents, to
endeavour to help those in office with the experi
ence that may have been gained during their
term of office.

Durmg my year, which is going back a long
time now, in 1936, I thought at times I was a
pretty busy man as far as presidential duties in
the Institute were concerned. I had two years as
President of the previous Auctioneers’ and Estate
Agents’ Associations, and then I was honoured
by being the foundation President of this Insti
tute.

I thought then that I had put in a lot of time
on Institute affairs, but I am quite satisfied that
the work I did in that time is not a fraction of

what your present President and your Executive
do on behalf of the members of the Real Estate

& Stock Institute of Victoria.

With the changing conditions, and the growth
of the Institute, I sometime.s wonder how you
managed to fit it all in; and now, Mr. President,
that your father is “swinging the lead’’ and has

■*
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passed over the responsibility of a very big busi
ness in the city, that is an added burden to you,
but I know you will carry out the work of this
Institute to the advantage of every member.

Somebody told me the President's age the other
day—I don’t believe it, but was telling him to
night, I reckon any day now he will be cracking
his age on the golf course; but, as I say, I .am
quite certain that he will be a great credit to the
Institute, and advance its aims during his year
of office.

estate was up on the comer of Victoria and Nich
olson Streets. We made a reasonable deal in real

estate there; we managed to get out of that Jvith
a .slight profit, and that slight profit eventually
enabled us to come into this building.

It is rather amusing to me, because I think that
I must have made a valuation of this property for
the mortgagee at least on five occasions. I used
to collect a fee every three years for making a
valuation under instructions from Hedderwick,

Fookes & Alston, and the early figures I put on
it were just a fraction of what this Institute paid
for the building, but the price they did pay was
a star bargain, and to those members who were
responsible for all the property negotiations, I
think we must give very great credit.

I know you will forgive me if I mention ju.st
two members we are indebted to. and they arc
Harry Seddon and George Thompson; also our
present Pre.sident played a very active part later
in the purchase of the building.

As I say, we spent £35,000 odd on the purchase
of this building. We haven’t been in it two years,
and again we are prepared to spend £14,000 on
making this palatial addition.

We do feel that we have taken on a project that
v/e can easily manage, that this In.stitnte will con
tinue to grow, and ]ierhaps some day v/e might
even aspire to George Thompso?i’s ideal, that we
will have a club on top here, so that we could come
along and spend any spare time that a real estate
man might have. It would probably be very use
ful for some of us. We are getting a bit sick of
work, and it would be a very convenient spot to
come along here and meet a few congenial souls.

I do want to mention also our present President

«●

It has been the policy of the Institute since its
inception for a President to only liold office for
one year. I think it is a very good idea; it passes
the main office round, and it does not wear a will

ing horse into the ground. We hope that Presi
dents will carry on after they retire from the
chief office, and stay on the Executive; for a 7ium-
ber of years, and when tliey join the august body
of Past Presidents, that they will attend the
meetings of Past Presidents, and make their ex
perience available to again further the interests
of our Institute.

I have often thought, and I have discussed this
with Frank Foy, that it i.s time that this Institute
started v/riting its history. You know, it is quite
easy to forget things that have gone before, and
the work and the effort that has gone into build
ing any organisation. I have sometimes been
asked, “What happened at about this time?’’ and
you know, you really have to scratch your brains
to be able to remember just exactly what hap
pened.

I put it as a suggestion to the present Execu
tive, that they should seriously consider writing
the history of this organisation. It could prob-

X,.
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and our Executive. They are a comparatively
youttg team, but from persoittil observation, I
would say they are doing a mighty fine job. You
can say what you like about the old blokes,
but I think tlie quality is improving every year,
and while we have that, I feel the Institute can-

, not fail to prosper.

Now these very magnificent extensions which
have been put up within two years of the building
being opened by the Lieutenant-Governor, Sir
Edmund Herring, are a very hne effort indeed,
and we, the pioneers of the Institute, feel very
proud of wha.t the present members have done
to build up the Institute, and not only that, we
feel very proud indeed, that we have had some
part in building up not only the physical aspects,
but the framework of the Institute, to enable it
to be a force in the life of the City of Melbourne,
and the State of Victoria that it is to-day.

I know, and you all know, that this Institute
is looked up to by the general public, by every
other organisation, the Law Institute, and any
other allied organisation in Melbourne, as the
body to consult on any problems of real estate.
We have also been fortunate indeed in the

General Secretaries we have had. We have had

only two. The finst one, most of you gentlemen
here to-night will remember—Alec. Drew, one of
nature’s gentlemen, one who did a tremendous

amount to build up the ideals of this Institute, tc-
formulate and help along the code of ethics under
which we were to operate, and generally, to cem
ent the foundations that were laid in the early
years.

After his death, I think some of us thought
would never get anyone even within “coo-ee” of
Alec. Drew, but I think everybody will agree that
we have a man of equal stature in the office of
General Secretary to-day. Frank Foy has
deared himself to everyone that he has met. He
is an entirely different j)ersonality to Alec. Drew,
but he has got vision, he has got drive, and .he
has very greatly furthered the aims and objects

we

en-
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The so-called "Development Area
tf

Plans are under consideration by the
Housing Commission and Melbourne City
Council for the takeover by the Commission
of 291 acres

the area by

project. The owners and occupiers of the
threatened properties have not been consulted.
The representatives of Carlton in the City
Council have been excluded from the joint
committee.

of Carlton and the replanning of
the Commission in a grandiose

●3
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The Carlton Busincs.s and Property Owners’
Association issues this pai'iiphlet as notice of
its intention to fight this iniquitous proposal
on all counts. It demands the right for people

to conduct their own businesses in their own

premises, and to lis e in their own homes, with
out threat of expropriation.



WidG streets^ good shops and !m industi^y

Street to Neill Street, 50 shops in
Elgin Street from Nicholson Street
to L\gon Street, 20 shops in Rath-
downc Street from Elgin Street to
Neill Street, and 40 shops in Rath-
downe Street from Princes Street to
Fenwick Street.

The shopping groups are a typical
mixture of suburban facilities, giving
good service to the 11,500 people
estimated to live in Carlton, to the

employees of its 110 industrial estab
lishments, and to its visitors.

Nearly half the people living in
Carlton are migrants. They have
settled there conlident that they can
live secure in their own homes, pro
tected by the Austi'alian way of life
— the way of life that inrluced tiiem
to come here.
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ROUl 0? THE COj.ymSION
1

I

The Housing Commission was
ci'cated in 1938 primarily as a slum
reclamation authority, an aim of
which there was general approval.
Ihc Commission still publishes
pictures of slums in various parts
of Melbourne wiiich are un

doubtedly slums and there is stid
a general assumption that when it
takes some arbitrary action to re
sume property it is because slums
are involved.

Ellis is no longer so. The ambit
of the Commission has been ex-

teiuled to large scale redevelopment
for housing and "related purposes”,
sometimes, it would appear, in con-
llict with, or in duplication of, the
clforts of other planning auth(5rities
of \'icloria and the metropolis.

When the pioneers of this city
were free to choose the best sites

for themselves Carlton and Eastern

rlill were among their first choices.
Many excellent dwellings were built
in Carlton. It was given splendid
wide thoroughfares such as Lygon
Street and Rathdowne Street, little

parks and gardens and a great park,
the Carlton Gardens (the Eixhibi-

tion). It became a gracious place
on the borders of what is now the

Golden Mile. It is part of the City
of Melbourne itself.
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All the major banks are represented in Carlton. The Commonwealth Bank and
Bank of New South Wales have shown their confidence with new buildings.

A

The 291 acres which it is pro
posed to take over in Carlton include
most properties from the north side
of Grattan and Carlton .Streets

through to Fenwick Street, North
Carlton, and the shopping area of

Lygon, Elgin and Rathdowne Streets,
as well as factories and dwellings were established and Carlton ceased
— about half of the whole suburb, to be fashionable. In the long period

of stagnation for the city generally
There are approximately 100 which followed on the collapse of the

shops in Lygon Street from Grattan boom of the 1890’s it survived as a

With chamiina times new suburbs
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still gracious area of great potential, {o-..-

With the impetus of the u'.ars j
following World War II Carlton f;
began spcediK to revive. Main' of
its dwellings were restored ami re- ;●
decorated, flats were built, busi-

ne.sses flourished and. with a large
migrant population, a colourful
re,slaurant life sprang up. Carlton
was preparing to come into its onn,

AH thi.s prospect vanished when,
in 1964, it was reported that the
Housing Coainiission had prepared
a master plan for 200 acres of stum
land in Carlton. There were at least J '
two errors of fact In this stateinent.

The acreage rvas 291; and the area
is not a slmii.

The effect was immediate—to

persuade tho.se who were proposing
to spend money on redevelopment
in Carlton to divert it eisewheie and

to depreciate property value — for
who wislies to buy a property under
menace of demolition? — and to

threaten the prosperity, and indeed
llie continuance, of Inisincsses and

industries built up over many \'ears.
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Although the effects of the plan
are plain enough — to stifle .sales
and reduce values — its origins are

● vague and its current phase is sur
rounded by apparent equivocations. [

t

We do not know who conceived ■ .

tlie plan, \vhy it w'as conceived, or
at whose behe.st it is being so
vigorously promoted, even to the
extent of the engagement in No
vember, 1964, of a firm of architects

and town planncr.s who have ever
since been examining the situation
at the public expense. Twelve
authorities have been contacted by il
the planners. A British firm of h _./
developers is said to have a finger
in the pie.

On December 20, 1965, the City
Council resolved to participate with
the Housing Commission in a Joint
Planning Scheme “for the
development of an area of about
2_00 acres [in fact 291] bonnded by
Penwick .Street, Nicholson Street,
Carlton Street, Grattan Street,
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Well known Carlton businesses. Top,
Tilley’s corner; centre, King and
Godfree (both Lygon Street): below,

Venus corset factory, Drummond Street. |
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Swanbton Street, Cemetery Road
East and Lygon Street and gave
authority for appointment at a later
date of representatives of the Coun
cil to serve with representatives of
the Housing Commission on a Joint
Planning Committee.”

The Housing Commission in
dicated to the Council its desire to

begin planning immediately and for
this purpose stated that it was agree
able to the formation of a Joint

Planning Committee to investigate
various aspects of the proposal prior
to any actions to set up a formal
Joint Planning Authority under the
provisions of the Town and Country
Planning Acts. (45th Order of the
Day, Report No. 237. Melbourne
City Council, 23,15/ (966).

(This procedure appears to have
been adopted to meet the.wisli of
the Council not to commit itself at

this stage--the Council’s rep
resentatives will report to the Coun
cil through the Building and Town
Planning Committee. Nevertheless
it was reported in The Age
(21/12/1965) that the Commission
and the Council would “go into
partnership” to redevelop the 290
acres and that the work would take

20 years and cost several million
pounds.)

On May 23 last the Council
agreed to the formation of the Joint
Planning Committee and elected its
three rcj)i'esentatives. Councillors Sir
Leo Curtis, Sir Bernard Evans and

Talbot. A representative of Smith
Ward, Carlton, the area vitally
alfectod, who was nominated for the

Committee, was not elected to it.
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COUNCIL'S PART
..A

t
Carlton Business and

Property Owners eXssociation and
● other bodies have given most care-
ful consideration to the whole ill-

conceived project.

The A.s.socia(ion believes that the

City Connei! should view the matter
in its true pers])ectivc and give its
full support to the protection of the
rights of the people of Carlton.

The effects of the Commission’s

, threat are already apparent.
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Old and new housing. Top and centre,
terraces in Neil! and Rathdov/ne Streets.

Below, new flats in Neill Street.
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The ,s!o\vdov\n is evident in the
figures for properly sales in liie
Smith Ward \viiieh. altliough iK^t
identical with the aiea under threat,
largely overlaps it. These sales de
clined by 17^ per cent last year.
Hgures for the current year arc not
yet available but there is eveiy
reason ot suppose that the decline is

continuing, accompanied by a very
serious fall in values.
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b-'.The Association believes that it is

present shopping
areas be maintained and it thinks
it rea.sonable that, in certain cases,
some areas at the

shops should be made available for
con-

essential that the
fc.; -y-- (

I

T

> t

rear of existing * . i.

car parking for shoppers. A
sidcrable improvement has alreadt
taken place in

- £.1.

i

the shopping aiea
and with an increase in local popula
tion this improvement will continue
and intensify.
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The Associafion rejects the plan !
endor.sing the separate fieed

for proper provision for public i _
stitutlons id Carlton.

Prtipo.sals rvhich tl-e Association
bclico es to be reasonable are;
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,'A 'Royni Women's Ko.spita! exten

sion— This should extend from :
. Grattan to F-'araday Streets in the
north-.soulh direction but in the cast- '

west direction it should extend only j
from Swanslon Street to the west :
side of Dorrii Street. The
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properties ;

on the east side of Dorrit Street i

could be made ax’ailable for parking
for shoppers.
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JQiieen Elir.abetli Rospita! — To
remain in present position.

Melbourne Unir ersity — The area
bounded by Faradav.
Elgin and Lygon Streets, not includ
ing the pro])erties facing those i
streets, to be irsed for university [
ho.stcT.s or other amenities of dial
nature. The Association, however,
is opposed to the unlimited expan
sion of the University in Carlton at
the expense of otlier propert\' owners
and believes that a halt 'must be U:
called, particularly in view of the J!
fact that two other universities are
now in existence and that more are
contemplated.
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Attractive modernised dv/ellings in Carl
ton Street look out on the Exhibition
Gardens.
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School, Creche and Kindergarten
extensions— Thp neccssit)' for these
is appreciated. No tiisiiuic aiiscs.

!t n M
i

Sub-standard Streets—All build

ings facing sub-standard slreet.s to be
converted into garden squares or car
parking areas. Examples are I'ni-
versity Street between L._\gon and
Drummond Streets, Moton Place,
Little Palmerston Street, Shake

speare Street, etc. Other existing
garden squares to be retained. Pos
sibility to be considered of making
underground car parks under
various gardens in this area.

i B

V
V

V‘/ith its cnsmopoiifan atmosphere, its old-wotid air, its
Continental eating houses, its nearness to the city, Carlton is
attracting more and more professional and wealthy people. They
buy old terrace houses and re-decorate or restore them. In a few
more years Carlton can expect a complete facelift . . .

Christina Smart in "Woman's Day", 10/l/'66

X

»r

“ it is plain common sense not to throw away sound,
adequate accommodation for wliich people have an affection . . .

Certainly it (Carlton) is far from being a slum . . . The Squares of
Carlton ... are peculiar assets of particular attraction. Their
potential strength as landscapes surrounded by houses of a grand
scale vras, never developed but still could be; they do contain
some delightful museum pieces, early cottages of a colonial flavour
which could be retained among new neighbours. Their trees are
now mature and magnificent.”

f.

/■ .
(
VHousing Conunission !)eve!op-

ment — d'iiis .should be confmed to

the area bounded by Lygon. Prances,
Nicholson and Palmerston .Streets,

but with tTie pros iso that such por
tion of the area which has not

already been acquired should not
be developed with high rise flat.s but
only with such types of housing
as can later be sold as individual

units. Any area north of Princes
Street and south of Palmerston

Street should be taken out of the

plan so tliat it will be available for
private development over a period
of years and not be subject to any
re((uiremenl which would restrict
its saleabilit\- or value.

r

V

(:David Saunders, M.Arch., Dip. T.R.P., M.A.P.I.
in "Architecture and Arts” June, 1965.
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ItmUSTkY VITAL

Not the least odd of the pro
posals which have been made is
that industries now in Carlton

should be summarily ejected, some
to find a place in Tntzroy on land
from which the inhabitants would

be ejected to find homes in Carlton!

“Let us hope that tbs new planners . . . will think twice before
destroying the architectural community of places like Carlton and
even Fitzroy and replacing it by a further series of Soviet workers'
barracks”.

./a

(

“Justin" ill "See" (Church of England newspaper).

“ ... It is understood that there is no provision for industry. This
is to be deplored and it is hoped that plans are still sufficiently
flexible to enable a provision to be made in the scheme for

industry. Only recently was a plea made by this Chamber for more
thought to he given to resettling industrial businesses caught up in
redevelopment schemes.

“This present attitude again emphasises that industry is the
Cinderella of Melbourne's metropolitan town planning and re
development schemes. The neglect of industry on such a grand
scale is beyond comprehension and carried to its natural
conclusion, this method of redevelopment can only result in a
mass movement of industry to outer-suburban areas, 'pj

Victorian Chamber of Manufactures Town Planning Review
Januaty 1966.

The wisdom of ihe Commission's

policy in building up pojuilalions
of factory workers close lo the city
when one of the most striking
features of the city’s development
has been the (light of factories from
the city is open to question. It is
no more desirable to liave a coin-

niunily of Carlton dwellers travelling
to the outer suburbs to work than

it was to liave a community of
factory workers travelling from the
outer suburbs to the cilv.

(■.

'●0

The Idgical developmc'nts for
Oirlton ’(voukl appear to be: (a)
More, not fewer, factories; (b) re-
tlevelopmerit, by private enterprise,
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of hoDsutg lor «]i!iC-coilnr workers Coinruissioii iegilimatciv for tJie next
hundretl years.

guided project but to the secrecy in
s\hicli it has been hatched.

(On December 2, 1960. at the '''>‘'lifiuation which surrounds it and
Slum Reclamation and Urban Re- coniempiuous fashion in which
development Conference in the people of Carlton have been
South Melbourne Town Idall. the
then Chairman of the Housing Com
mission, Mr. V. J. A, Bradley, said,
"You lia'.'c no doubt heard of the
Da\e_\-Shaw Slum Reclamation Re-

to port which discloses that we have
some 1.000 acres of sub-statidard
properties within the inner areas of
-Melbourne and that it will

the

It may be argued that the destruc
tion of Carlton and its replacement
b\ a kind of concrete jungle is a
matter only of sentiment or of
aesthetics.

But the issue is much more basic
than that — it is the fundamental
right of -Australian citizens

occupy their own properties, living
in tlicm and doing business in them,
modifying them, rebuilding them or
developing them according to their
own will, without threat of legalised
destruction — in ell'oct a.s total
that

a bomb.

We commend our experience to
the auention of the people of other
-outlxing portions of l le Citv of
.Melbourne — such a.s East Mel
bourne. .South Yarra and Parkville

— if this can happen to us, it can
happen to you, too!

It has been siigge.sted that the
vvlude (jiiestioii of b)^v!l planning in
A'ictoria is in sneh

special Ic'gislation will htive to he
introduced to sort oiit the iiicddlc
and to legalise projects vybich would
otherwise be iiiegal.

Vdicn the occtt.s’on ari.ses we look
to .Members of Parliament of rdl

parties to protect u.s from this creep
ing blight.

cost up
to £50 million to aci|Liire the various

['he Housing Commi.ssion
is proceeding with some
and with the finance available we
can purch.ase onl_\ about 10
per annum so that it will take

almost a century to dear the sub
standard properties that exist within
the inner radius of Melbourne.")

areas.

as a nie.ss thatreclamation

pri'diiced b} the dropping of
acres

STRANGS PRK5-.SNa

No evidence wh.ntcver has been
produced that the Carlton plan is
in any v,ay necessary. .Not onlv
v.onld it infringe basic" rights but ft
would cost many millions of dollars
— the millions which are needed for

thc^ backlog of slum clearance
which, it has been : nthoriiativelv
stated,

Why lias Carlton been chosen for
to takethis strange experiment

precedence over the urgent r.eeds
of slum dwellers?

CREEPING BLIGHT

Anoi'ier well-known restaur-ant, Ferdi's,
llank.s the Carlton premises of the
R.A.C.V.

As an /Vssociation we object most
strongly not only to this whole mis-occupy the Iloasingam
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Handsome nevj flats adjoin a landmark, the Lebanese Catholic Church in Rathdowne Street.

ssaisBBrfefjfstTOiUitt W5mwaa«a2«**n«iwnwrT=3^Ht':«ss3a!^«ira«*a3«* .--!'j3£® r.$s

1/ you do business in

■; Carlton, live in Carlton, eat

in Cariion restaurants, or

I just happen to like Carlton,

s the Carlton Business and

Property Owners’ A.ssocia-

tion wants to hear from you.

The more support we have

the better slial! we be able

to resist the “takeover” of

Carlton. ¥/ritc or telephone

the Carlton Business and

Property Owners’ Associa

tion, 287 Lygoa Street, Carl

ton {Tel. 34-2778).
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